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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates two challenges associated with the use of manganites for mag-
netocaloric applications. The ﬁrst challenge is associated with methods to engineer the
thermal conductivity, κ . The second challenge is to understand the limits of the entropy
change achievable in magnetocaloric manganites.
Thermal management has been achieved via different microstructuring routes and their
inﬂuence on thermal transport properties such as κ , resistivity and thermopower, have
been studied. A factor of two increase in κ is demonstrated by using density and grain
size optimization, while three-fold and six-fold increases are seen by employing the intro-
duction of a second highly conductive phase via: (1) silver impregnation and silver particle
coating and (2) copper electroplating, respectively.
Understanding the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) characteristics in manganites has been
achieved by bringing together magnetisation, magneto-structural, magneto-Seebeck, and
neutron diffraction independent measurements. We ﬁrst show that the temperature T ∗ up
to which a spontaneous magnetisation is observed in the inverse magnetic susceptibility
of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 above TC, is related to the transition temperature
of the low temperature (high-magnetic ﬁeld and high-magnetisation) magnetic phase. In
the most widely studied La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3), we then conclude that unlike
between the degree of static Jahn-Teller distortion and the interval [T ∗-TC]/TC where we
show that there exists a close relationship, there is no apparent correlation between the
magnitude of the MCE and [T ∗-TC]/TC. We then unravel the competing strength of the var-
ious degrees of freedom and show that the inhibition of a large magnetocaloric response
is due to the strong correlations that underpin the collosal magnetoresistance effect: both
clustering of magnetic Mn atoms due to polaron formation and the insulator to metal tran-
sition.
Finally we discuss prospects to improve material properties for application in light of
these ﬁndings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Aims of Thesis
Over the last decade there has been intense activity to exploit the entropy change produced
when a magnetic material undergoes a spin order – disorder transition that can be induced
by an external ﬁeld, the so called magnetocaloric effect (Pecharsky and Gschneidner, 1997;
Tegus et al., 2002). More recently other perturbations such as electric ﬁeld, hydrostatic
pressure have also been explored (Mischenko et al., 2006), all with a view to ﬁnding an
energy efﬁcient, environmentally friendly solution to solid state cooling. A step change
occurred when it was realized that these caloric effects could be signiﬁcant for materials
that undergo a ﬁrst order transition, induced by strong magnetostructural (Bonnot et al.,
2008) or magnetoelastic coupling (Manosa et al., 2010).
1.1 The Magnetocaloric Effect
In 1917, Pierre Weiss and Auguste Piccard discovered a change of temperature in nickel
near its Curie temperaturewhen placed into amagnetic ﬁeld (Weiss and Piccard, 1917).This
is the ﬁrst known exhibition of the magnetocaloric effect (MCE). This phenomenon is char-
acterized by the change of the sample temperature following the application of a magnetic
ﬁeld. It was ﬁrst suggested as a powerful application to reach near zero Kelvin temperature
by Debye (1926) and Giauque (1927) using the adiabatic demagnetisation of paramagnetic
16
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salts (Ambler and Hudson, 1955).
Thanks to a more recent practical investigation by Brown (1976), the MCE is nowa-
days re-considered for its use in room temperature refrigeration (Tishin, 2007) as materi-
als which exhibit large entropy change close to room temperature are being discovered
(Pecharsky and Gschneidner, 1997). It is thus promoted as a green alternative to the
vapour-liquid cooling refrigeration cycle. Magnetic refrigeration is ﬁrstly free from any
synthetic refrigerants, greenhouse gases, and reduces indirect CO2 emissions through ef-
ﬁciency beneﬁts. Secondly, it uses a solid working material which can be built more com-
pactly than compressor-based refrigeration system.
1.1.1 Refrigerative Cycle
The magnetic refrigeration cycle can be compared to the conventional gas compression
cycle. The key phenomenon is a constriction of the degree of freedom which results in an
increase of temperature. In the vapour-liquid cycle, the constriction is realised by a volume
compression of the atom gas, whereas it is realised by a constriction of the magnetic spins
in magnetocaloric materials.
Both magnetic and conventional gas refrigeration cycles are based on the four follow-
ing steps illustrated in ﬁgure 1.1.
1-Adiabatic compression or magnetisation: the temperature of the refrigerant increases
due to the application of a compression or of the magnetic ﬁeld.
2-Iso-volume or iso-ﬁeld cooling: the added heat is extracted by the surroundings.
3-Adiabatic expansion or demagnetisation: the temperature of the refrigerant decreases
due to an increased volume or the removal of magnetic ﬁeld.
4- Iso-volume or iso-ﬁeld heating: heat is loaded from the inside of the fridge.
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Figure 1.1 Comparison between gas compression and magnetic refrigeration cy-
cles. The ﬁgure is adapted from Sandeman (2011).
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1.1.2 Thermodynamics and Maxwell Relations
To understand the changes that occur in a magnetic system under the application of an
external magnetic ﬁeld, we may treat separately the spin, lattice, and electronic degrees of
freedom in a magnetic system. The system can be represented as a spatial matrix of free
electron spins, which in the case of a transition between a paramagnetic (PM) state to a
ferromagnetic (FM) state, will see the spins going from a random distribution of the orien-
tations, to an alignment of the orientations according to the applied magnetic ﬁeld. In this
case, the magnetic entropy will decrease. If such transition is realised in adiabatic condi-
tions, the total entropy which has three contributions: lattice, electronic and magnetic, will
remain constant (see equation 1.1 with the three corresponding entropy changes). Consid-
ering that the lattice and electronic parts of entropy can be considered to be independent
from the magnetic ﬁeld (Tishin and Spichkin, 2003), we get:
ΔSElectronic+ΔSLattice+ΔSMagnetic = 0 (1.1)
We consider as a ﬁrst approximation that the conservation of entropy will imply that
the entropy of the lattice or conduction electrons necessarily will rise in the form of an
increase in temperature as seen in equation 1.3. See the next chapter for further details,
justiﬁcations and accuracy of these approximations.
ΔSMagnetic =
−ΔQ
T
(1.2)
ΔSMagnetic =
(−CΔTAd
T
)
(1.3)
In equation 1.2 and 1.3, ΔSMagnetic is the change in magnetic entropy, ΔQ is by conven-
tion the heat going out of the system, C is the heat capacity of the sample, and ΔTAd is the
adiabatic temperature change of the system. In most materials, the temperature change on
application of the magnetic ﬁeld is positive. However, in some magnetocaloric materials,
an "inverse" MCE is observed, in which case the sign of the temperature change is reversed
on application - or removal - of the magnetic ﬁeld.
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1.2 Motivations, Aims and Content of Thesis
The MCE has been used for many years to reach temperatures close to absolute zero us-
ing the demagnetisation of paramagnetic salts. The MCE is now at the centre of magnetic
refrigeration systems that are being considered as an alternative to conventional room tem-
perature gas compression processes of cooling. Current challenges are, among others, to
ﬁnd a magnetocaloric material which exhibits a high isothermal entropy change,ΔSIso, at a
magnetic transition, i.e. a ﬁrst order or a close-to-ﬁrst order transition, which is as close as
possible to room temperature. One case study in this ﬁeld is the manganite family, one of
a small number of material families currently being trialled as room temperature magnetic
refrigerants. In this family, materials exhibit a relatively high MCE, comparable to Gd for
example, and centred on their magnetic transition temperature TC.
We believe the content of this thesis is of general interest based on several grounds.
• The ﬁeld of magnetocalorics is relevant to the category of materials for energy ap-
plications which is recognized to be strategically important internationally. Under-
standing how the manganites may contribute to the ﬁeld of efﬁcient solid state cool-
ing is important as for example 25 % of all electricity consumed in the USA relates to
cooling and refrigeration.
• Manganites are a widely studied material system, historically for colossal magne-
toresistance (CMR) and more recently for fuel cell applications as well as a world-
wide effort exploring them for magnetocaloric properties. There is a wide general
interest in learning more about manganite properties and how this strongly corre-
lated system performs in the area of magnetocalorics. It is well-known that mangan-
ites possess strongly correlated electronic, orbital and magnetic degrees of freedom.
Surprisingly, in spite of many efforts, the maximum ΔSIso achieved in manganites
reaches a relatively modest plateau value even for chemical compositions known
to show magnetoresistance changes of six orders of magnitude. This thesis shows
where the problems lie deﬁnitively and explicitly for this particular application.
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• In addition to ﬁnding large MCE materials around room temperature, other new
challenges have arisen from a more engineering point of view since cooling proto-
types are now being built. One of these is the implementation of such materials and
the knowledge of physical parameters such as the thermal conductivity, κ , which
plays a crucial role in the control of heat ﬂow, dominating the efﬁciency of the cool-
ing cycle and making κ as important as the thermomagnetic properties of the refrig-
erant. Thermal conductivity is indeed of importance in solid state cooling, where a
refrigerant needs to exchange heat quickly with an exchange ﬂuid, or ﬂuids, but not
so quickly that the required temperature gradient is rendered impossible to main-
tain. In addition, materials with ﬁrst order transitions can suffer from extrinsic ther-
mal hysteresis, either due to kinetic limitations, or because the heat produced by the
MCE is not expelled fast enough from the sample, due to poor thermal conductivity
(Moore et al., 2009).
• The ﬁeld of magnetocalorics is currently facing a bottleneck because materials have
to be identiﬁed that can be shaped and processed easily and cheaply. This is proving
a challenge for many of the front runner material systems. We suggest, in this thesis,
ways to boost magnetocaloric properties in manganites, which as they are used so
widely for other applications, can certainly be produced in a form suitable for mag-
netocaloric application. Our work may indeed stimulate the community to think of
new ways to overcome the challenges that we set out in this thesis.
In this work we revisit the most widely studied manganite system La1−xCaxMnO3. We
show the limitation in thermal conductivity of the bulk material and demonstrate ways to
boost it. We show thermal management methods by microstructural control and tuning
that represent novel optimization tools for magnetocaloric oxides, and for other functional
materials that might have a non-ideal thermal conductivity. We also demonstrate that al-
though the magnetoelastic coupling is relatively modest compared to other systems, the
magnetic transition is ﬁrst order through its magnetoelectronic coupling. Moreover it is
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precisely this property unique to the manganite system that underpins the CMR effect
and prevents a large magnetocaloric response, hence plateauing out at relatively modest
isothermal entropy change values. In this work, we indeed scrutinize the La1−xCaxMnO3
system and by gathering measurements using a variety of independent methods we de-
termine the magnetic, electronic and lattice contributions to the entropy change in applied
magnetic ﬁeld. We ﬁnally show the impact of clustering of Mn atoms in the magnetic
entropy change.
Chapter 2
Literature Review and Theory
The principle and fundamental thermodynamics of the magnetocaloric effect are introduced. Models
and theories of magnetic interactions and magneto-elastic coupling are discussed. Relevant thermal
transport theories for the study of manganites are examined. The fundamental properties of the
manganites are also presented along with a literature review on manganites in the magnetoresis-
tance context.
2.1 Theory and Practice of the Magnetocaloric Effect
In practice, there are two ways of measuring the MCE, via direct or indirect methods (ﬁg-
ure 2.1). Direct measurements consist of recording directly ΔTAd under the application of
a magnetic ﬁeld. A few groups in the world are measuring directly ΔTAd , as the required
equipment is less readily available, slower to implement, more time consuming, and can
involve destructive preparation of samples such as crushing and pressing. Indirect mea-
surements use the determination of the isothermal entropy change, ΔSIso, considering by
ﬁrst approximation that the only magnetic contribution of the entropy dependent on the
magnetic ﬁeld is ΔSMagnetic in equation 1.1, and that the other contributions depend only
on the temperature, i.e. ΔSIso =ΔSMagnetic. This determination of magnetic entropy change
can be performed using magnetisation or calorimetry measurements. From ΔSIso one can
23
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Figure 2.1 S-T diagram illustrating the entropy and temperature changes in a
ferromagnet under two magnetic ﬁeld strenghs. The ﬁgure is adapted from Tishin
and Spichkin (2003).
then calculate ΔTAd .
2.1.1 Magnetisation Measurements
To determine the isothermal entropy change using M−H loops or isoﬁeld M− T loops,
one uses either Maxwell or Clausius-Clapeyron relations. Maxwell relations are mainly
used for continuous phase transition as in second order ones and also in weakly ﬁrst order
ones. To derive the Maxwell relations, we start with the expression of the variation of the
internal energy of a magnetic system following the ﬁrst law of thermodynamic:
dU = TdS−PdV +μ0HdM, (2.1)
which relates the internal energy U with the temperature, T , the entropy, S, the applied
magnetic ﬁeld, H, the permeability of free space, μ0, the magnetisation, M, the pressure, P
and the volume, V .
We transform equation 2.1 into the variation of the Gibbs free energy (internal energy
of a magnetic system):
dG(H,T,P) = dU−d(TS−PV +μ0HM) =−SdT +VdP−μ0MdH. (2.2)
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We then differentiate twice G with respect to T and H in the two possible orders while
the other parameters are kept constant, and get equation 2.3 and equation 2.4 which are
equals (equation 2.5) by the principle that the order of differentiation of an analytic func-
tion of multiple variables is irrelevant.
∂
∂H
(
∂G
∂T
)
H,P
=−
(
∂S
∂H
)
T,P
(2.3)
∂
∂T
(
∂G
∂H
)
T,P
=−μ0
(
∂M
∂T
)
H,P
(2.4)
(
∂S
∂H
)
T,P
= μ0
(
∂M
∂T
)
H,P
(2.5)
If we then integrate the Maxwell relation 2.5 between two magnetic ﬁelds H1 and H2,
we obtain the isothermal entropy change, ΔSIso, deﬁned by:
ΔSIso
(
T,ΔH
)
= μ0
∫ H2
H1
(
∂M(T,H)
∂T
)
H,P
dH (2.6)
In pratice one measures isothermal magnetisation curves and then uses a numerical
version of the analytical equation 2.6, as shown in equation 2.7 between a zero and a non-
zero applied magnetic ﬁeld to get the isothermal entropy change at a particular tempera-
ture. Then, the process is repeated at each temperature.
ΔSIso
(
T,ΔH
)
= μ0∑
i
Mi+1−Mi
Ti+1−Ti ΔHi (2.7)
Errors associated with these measurements were investigated in detail by Pecharsky
and Gschneidner (1999) and it was concluded that ensuring accuracy and stability in the
set temperature, the ﬁeld and the absolute measured magnetic moment was paramount.
N. B.: Clausius-Clapeyron relations were not used in this thesis as all the studied sam-
ples were showing second order or weakly ﬁrst order magnetic transitions.
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2.1.2 Calorimetric Measurements
In the case of second order or weakly ﬁrst order transitions, where the latent heat through
the transition can be neglected, by measuring the evolution of the heat capacity as a func-
tion of the temperature, C(T ), for the two relevant magnetic ﬁelds H1 and H2, one can
calculate the isothermal entropy change using equation 2.8:
ΔSIso(T )ΔH =ΔSIso(TRe f )+
∫ TRe f
T
C(H2,T ′)−C(H1,T ′)
T ′
dT ′, (2.8)
where ΔSIso(TRe f ) is the entropy change at a reference temperature, TRe f . The latter can be
neglected if TRe f is far enough from TC or one can use the value of the entropy change ex-
tracted using magnetometry at this particular TRe f as a reference. The problem is that TRe f
should be 0 K, but it is technically impossible, and it is not particularly efﬁcient to mea-
sure and integrateC(T ) from very low temperature due to the accumulation of integration
errors over such a large temperature window.
Finally, in both magnetisation and calorimetric measurements, to estimate the adiabatic
temperature change, we use equation 2.9:
ΔTAd ≈ −TΔSIsoC , (2.9)
where C is the ﬁeld independent averaged over the temperature range heat capacity. This
approximation can lead to incorrect estimations of ΔTAd in ﬁrst order materials where C
changes drastically at the transition (Pecharsky and Gschneidner, 1999).
2.2 Molecular Mean Field Theory and Ferromagnetic Order
2.2.1 Weiss Molecular Field
In 1907, P. Weiss described the ferromagnetic order in some magnetic materials as existing
upon the presence of a molecular ﬁeld, which is proportional to its bulk magnetisation, M
via the mean-ﬁeld exchange parameter λ . Hence in presence of an external applied ﬁeld,
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HExternal , the total magnetic ﬁeld inside a ferromagnet, HTotal , is given by:
HTotal = HExternal +HExchange = HExternal +λM. (2.10)
Using the deﬁnition of the magnetic susceptibility and a linear approximation of it, we
introduce the Curie-Weiss law, which states the relationship between the magnetic suscep-
tibility and the temperature in a paramagnet, as it is deﬁned by equation 2.12 (Rosenberg,
1988).
χ =
M
H
(2.11)
χ =
NJ
(
J+1
)
g2μ2B
3kBT
(2.12)
χ =
Nμ2E f f
3kBT
(2.13)
χ =
C
T
(2.14)
In equation 2.14 and equation 2.13, C =
Nμ2E f f
3kB
is called the Curie constant and μE f f =
gμB
√
J
(
J+1
)
, with μE f f being the effective magnetic moment and J being the composite
spin quantum number resulting from the coupling between the orbital and spin angular
momenta of the magnetic ions in the material.
By using the molecular ﬁeld λM and by putting together equation 2.11 and equa-
tion 2.14 - assuming that the Curie-Weiss law still holds for a FM above the Curie tem-
perature TC - we get:
C
T
=
M
H+λM
, (2.15)
and
M =
C
(
H+λM
)
T
. (2.16)
Hence:
M
(
T −λC) =CH. (2.17)
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The magnetic suceptibility is therefore:
χ =
M
H
=
C(
T −λC) . (2.18)
If we then deﬁned the Curie temperature as the transition temperature between FM
and paramagnetic phases: TC = λC, we can have a hold on this exchange parameter λ in
any material, asssuming we can measure TC, and that we know N and J. Values of λ are
typically associated with molecular ﬁelds of about hundreds of Tesla (Amaral et al., 2011).
λ =
3kBTC
NJ
(
J+1
)
g2μ2B
(2.19)
2.3 Magnetisation, Magnetisation Saturation and Maximum of
Entropy Change
2.3.1 Magnetisation and Magnetisation Saturation
In the case of a material made of particles with composite spin quantum number J, the
magnetic moment along the z-axis, μˆz, is given by:
μˆz =−gJμBJˆz, (2.20)
where gJ is a Landé g-factor (e.g. 2 for spin 1/2) and Jˆz is the dimensionless angular mo-
mentum which can take the values Jz = {J,J− 1, ...,0, ...,−(J− 1),−J}. In presence of an
external magnetic ﬁeld, B, applied along the z-direction, the spin Hamiltonian correspond-
ing to the Zeeman energy is described by:
Hˆ =−μˆzB=−(−gJμBJˆz)B= gJμBJˆzB, (2.21)
The ground state originally degenerate splits into 2J+1 states under the application of the
magnetic ﬁeld. For each state, the energy level and the magnetic moment are given by
equation 2.22 and equation 2.23, respectively.
ε(Jz) = gJμBJzB (2.22)
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μz =−gJμBJz (2.23)
The repartition of spins J along the z-axis at a given temperature T is following the
Boltzman distribution, thus resulting in a bulk magnetisation M given by:
M = N
〈
μ(Jz)
〉
=−NgJμB
〈
Jz
〉
= NgJμB
J
∑
Jz=−J
(−Jz)e−βε(Jz)
J
∑
Jz=−J
e−βε(Jz)
, (2.24)
where N is the total number of spins and β = 1kBT . Using x=
gJμBJB
kBT
we get:
M = NgJμB
J
∑
Jz=−J
(−Jz)e−xJ Jz
J
∑
Jz=−J
e
−x
J Jz
. (2.25)
Hence,
M = NgJμBJ
∂
∂x
ln
( J
∑
Jz=−J
e
−x
J Jz
)
= NgJμBJBJ(x), (2.26)
whereBJ(x) is the Brillouin function given by:
BJ(x) =
2J+1
2J
coth
(2J+1
2J
x
)
− 1
2J
coth
( 1
2J
x
)
. (2.27)
If we now consider an inﬁnitely strong applied magnetic ﬁeld or a temperature of 0 K,
we get x→ ∞which yieldsBJ(x)→ 1, and a magnetisation saturation, MSat , given by:
MSat = NgJμBJ. (2.28)
2.3.2 Theoretical Maximum of Entropy Change
Using the same system of magnetic entities of spins J as described before, the partition
function for one of them is given by (Tishin and Spichkin, 2003):
ZJ(x) =
J
∑
Jz=−J
e
−x
J Jz . (2.29)
Summing in equation 2.29 gives:
ZJ(x) =
sinh
(
2J+1
2J x
)
sinh
(
1
2J x
) . (2.30)
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Given that the magnetic free energy of the system follows:
FM = ZJ(x) =−kBT ln
(
ZJ(x)
)N
, (2.31)
and that S(T,H,V )=−
(
∂F
∂T
)
H,V
, themagnetic entropy at a given ﬁeld,H, and temperature,
T is:
SMag = NkB
[
ln
(sinh( 2J+12J x)
sinh
( 1
2J x
) )− xBJ(x)
]
. (2.32)
Statistically the maximum magnetic entropy that can be reached in a totally disordered
state is given by extrapolating, T far above TC, i.e. x→ 0, with:
lim
y→0
sinh(y) = y, (2.33)
we get:
lim
T→+∞ , x→0
SMag = NkBln(2J+1). (2.34)
Actually, we calculated using the work done in section 5.4.6 on manganites, that within a
few Kelvin above TC we see SMag reaches 99 % of NkBln(2J+ 1). Hence, the magnetic en-
tropy change between a disordered (T above TC) and an ordered state (T below TC and/or
H non zero) is given by:
SMag =−NkB
[
ln(2J+1)− ln
(sinh( 2J+12J x)
sinh
( 1
2J x
) )+ xBJ(x)
]
. (2.35)
Finally, the maximum entropy change that can be achieved between a totally disor-
dered to a fully ordered state, where the 2J+1 spins are aligned is given by the following
statistical conﬁgurational entropy change:
ΔSStatMag =−NkBln(2J+1). (2.36)
2.4 The Bean-Rodbell Model for Magneto-Volume Properties
Bean and Rodbell (1962) proposed that a phenomenological spontaneous distortion of the
lattice occurs in the ordered states of a ferromagnet. This distortion changes the inter-
atomic spacing that governs the molecular ﬁeld of Weiss, itself depending upon the ex-
change interaction. The exchange energy dependence on the volume is given by equa-
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the physics of the Bean-Rodbell model. A comparision
is made between a ’clamped’ sample which volume V0 (b) is ﬁxed and a sample
with all the same physical properties but is free to adjust his volume up to V to
balance the strain energy introduce by the exchange interaction dependence on
interatomic spacing (a), thus minimizing free energy. (c) The magnetisation thus
remains in the FM state for higher temperatures. This ﬁgure is extracted with
permission from Bean and Rodbell (1962). Copyright (1962) by the American
Physical Society.
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tion 2.37:
TC = T0
[
1+β
(V −V0
V0
)]
, (2.37)
where T0 and V are respectively the Curie transition temperature and the volume of the
lattice when there is no magneto-volume effects considered, while TC and V are respec-
tively the Curie transition temperature and volume of the lattice when magneto-volume
effects are taken into consideration. In equation 2.37, β is the parameter that encapsulates
the dependence of the ordering temperature, between PM and FM states, on the volume,
i.e. the dependence of the exchange interation on interactomic spacing.
The physics of the model is shown in ﬁgure 2.2.
We can now write the Gibbs free energy, G, of a ferromagnet:
G= GField +GExchange+GVolume+GPressure+GEntropy. (2.38)
Even though the entropy contribution was not in the original description of Bean and
Rodbell, we are keeping it throughout the calculation (Amaral et al., 2011). We replace
each term on the right hand side of equation 2.38 by the corresponding contribution per
unit volume to get the Gibbs free energy per unit volume given by equation 2.39 (Bean and
Rodbell, 1962):
G=−HMSatσ − 12NkBTCσ
2+
1
2K
[
V −V0
V0
]2
+P
(
V −V0
V0
)
−TNkB
[
ln2− 1
2
ln
(
1−σ2)−σ tanh−1σ]−TSLattice,
(2.39)
where the considered sytem consists of N magnetic particles enclosed in a volume V0,
at pressure P, having a magnetisation saturation MSat and a reduced magnetisation σ =
M(H,T )
MSat
.
We insert equation 2.37 into equation 2.39:
G=−HMSatσ − 12NkBT0
[
1+β
(V −V0
V0
)]
σ2+
1
2K
[
V −V0
V0
]2
+P
(
V −V0
V0
)
−TNkB
[
ln2− 1
2
ln
(
1−σ2)−σ tanh−1σ]−TSLattice.
(2.40)
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We then take the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy with respect to V :
∂G
∂V
=0− 1
2
NkBT0βσ2+
1
2K
[
V −V0
V0
]
+P−0−T ∂SLattice
∂V
.
(2.41)
Using the following deﬁnition of the lattice entropy (Amaral et al., 2011):
SLattice = 3NkB
[ x
ex−1 − ln
(
1− e−x)], (2.42)
- where x= hνkBT and ν is the phonon frequency - along with the Debye aproximation:
SLattice = NkB
[
4−3lnΘ
T
+
3
40
Θ
T 2
+ . . . ], (2.43)
- where Θ= hνMaxT - we get:
∂SLattice
∂(V )
∼=−3NkB dlnνMaxdV =
α1
K
, (2.44)
where the thermal expansion α1 and the compressibility K are respectively given by equa-
tion 2.45 and equation 2.46.
α1 =
1
V
(
∂V
∂T
)
P
(2.45)
K =− 1
V
(
∂V
∂P
)
T
(2.46)
We equate equation 2.41 to zero to minimize the free energy and we insert equation 2.44
into equation 2.41 to obtain:
V −V0
V
=
1
2
NKkBT0βσ2+TV0α1−PK. (2.47)
We use equation 2.47 into equation 2.44 and minimize the resulting expression with respect
to σ to get the reduced magnetisation behaviour as a function of the temperature T :
T
T0
=
σ
tanh−1
[
1−β(PK−α1T)+ ησ23 +MSatH
]
, (2.48)
where η is the key parameter that deﬁnes the order of the phase transition, i.e. ﬁrst order
for η > 1 and second order for η < 1. η is deﬁned as:
η =
5
2
[
4J(J+1)
]2[
(2J+1)4−1]NkBKT0β 2. (2.49)
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For spin J = 12 , η is:
η =
3
2
NkBKT0β 2. (2.50)
As shown in ﬁgure 2.3, if we consider no applied pressure, the entropy term negligible,
a spin 12 system, and no applied magnetic ﬁeld to get the spontaneous magnetisation, we
can draw several values of σ using equation 2.48 (Bean and Rodbell, 1962).
Figure 2.3 Spontaneous magnetisation as a function of the reduced temperature
for various values of η . For values of η > 1, the transition gets from second order
to ﬁrst order along with a sharp drop of the magnetisation, and along with the
other properties usually associated, e.g. as latent heat. The ﬁgure corresponds to
system of spin with spin number of J = 12 . It is extracted with permission from
Bean and Rodbell (1962). Copyright (1962) by the American Physical Society.
We now consider a generalized FM sytem of spin J, where the relationship between the
reduced magnetisation and the temperature is given by:
T (σ ,H) =
gμBJH
2kB
+aT0σ +bT0σ3
B−1J (σ)
, (2.51)
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where
a=
3J
J+1
and b=
9(2J+1)4−1
5
(
2(J+1)
)4 η , (2.52)
andB−1J (σ) =
∂SJ
∂σ
, withBJ being the Brillouin function for a system of spins J.
By identifying the coefﬁcient of σ and σ3 between equation 2.51 and equation 2.48, the
parameter η can be rewritten in term of a λ1 and λ3 as they appear in the description of the
exchange ﬁeld HExchange = λ1M+λ3M3, by:
η =
3J2M2Satλ3
b′λ1
, (2.53)
where b′ = 9(2J+1)
4−1
5
(
2(J+1))4
.
In the assumption of a negligible entropy contribution, and if the applied pressure is
not zero, then, the onset of ﬁrst order behaviour is deﬁned by having a λ1 coefﬁcient being
negative as describe by Banerjee (1964), which is equivalent to:
PKβ > 1−η . (2.54)
We see from equation 2.56 that on application of an external pressure, β , or an internal one
produced chemically using atom substitution, the transition can be changed form second
order to ﬁrst order and vice versa with a negative pressure.
2.5 Ginzburg-Landau Theory and Arrott Plot
We use Landau’s phenomenological assumption that the free energy of a system, F can
be written as a Taylor expansion in the order parameter for the special case of an Ising
ferromagnet - made of isolated up or down spins interacting with their closest neighbour
- in the vicinity of the critical temperature, TC.
F = F0+F1M+F2M2+F3M3+F4M4+F5M5+ · · ·−HM (2.55)
We include the magnetostatic ﬁeld energy, −HM in equation 2.55 following Ginzburg’s
formulation. We then consider the fact that the starting point F = F0 is totally arbitrary
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and can be set to zero. We also see that F is a scalar, so in order to have a scalar on the right
hand side of equation 2.55, we can only take into account pair powers of magnetisation
vector M. We thus write the free energy of the system as being:
F =
a
2
M2+bM4+ cM6+ · · ·−HM, (2.56)
where F2 = a2 for sake of easiness in the forthcoming calculi.
In order to calculate the minimum of energy that the system sits in, we derive equa-
tion 2.56 in respect to M and by equating it to zero, we obtain the following equation of
state:
H ∼= aM+4bM3+6cM5+O(M5), (2.57)
which can be written as:
H
M
∼= a+4bM2+6cM4+O(M4). (2.58)
We consider only the component along the direction of applied ﬁeld in equation 2.58.
Arrott Plot In practice, following Arrott (1957) and equation 2.58, one can plot experi-
mental magnetisation data in the form of isotherms of HM vs. M
2 as this gives a as the linear
intercept of the HM axis, which helps to determine TC. At the very transtion, i.e. T = TC, we
have indeed by deﬁnition before the onset of the PM phase which follows the Curie law:
a(TC) =
1
χ0
= 0, (2.59)
where χ0 is the magnetic susceptibility in the limit of zero ﬁeld. In addition, the same
linear interpolations have a slope of 4b. The sign of this slope tells us about the order of
the transition as in section 2.4 (Banerjee, 1964). The order is indeed determined by the sign
of b, i.e. b negative yields ﬁrst order and b positive yields second order.
2.6 Grifﬁths Phase Theory
In his paper, Grifﬁths (1969) described a randomly diluted Ising ferromagnet system, in
which only a percentage p of lattice sites that are occupied by interacting spins. In this
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system, for T > TC, there is a ’higher-order’ transition representing a continuation of the
ﬁrst-order transition and occurring at higher temperature TG - named after Grifﬁths. This
transition temperature corresponds to the transiton temperature of the fully ﬁlled Ising
spin system. In addition there is no transition temperature, TC, if the spin concentration
is less than a percolative value, p0 and it goes all the way up to TG for p = 1 as shown in
ﬁgure 2.4.
Figure 2.4 Evolution of TC in a randomely diluted ferromagnet as a function of
the spin concentration, p. This ﬁgure is extracted with permission from Grifﬁths
(1969). Copyright (1969) by the American Physical Society.
For T > TC, themagnetisation fails to be an analytic function of the applied ﬁeldH, forH
close to 0. This randomely diluted ferromagnet is thus made of small clusters of interacting
Ising spins. Between p0 < p < 1 the magnetisation is an accumulation of magnetisations
from clusters of different sizes, situated at random locations, switching to the PM state each
at different TCs andM thus fails to be analytical forH close to 0. A similar phenomenon was
predicted by Grifﬁths (1969) for the non-analytical heat capacity at the critical temperature
for such system.
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2.7 Thermal Transport Theory
In this section, the main ideas and theories are extracted and adapted from the 7th Edition
of Introduction to Solid State Physics by Kittel (1996).
2.7.1 Heat Capacity
Heat capacity can be divided into two constituents due to the phonon and electron contri-
butions: the phonon heat capacity,CPh, and the electron heat capacity,CEl .
Phonon Heat Capacity
Here we only consider the phonon heat capacity at constant volume deﬁned by equa-
tion 2.60,
CPh,V =
(
∂U
∂T
)
V
, (2.60)
where U is the energy of the system and T its temperature. U is deﬁned as the sum of all
the energies of the phonon modes.
U =
∫ ∞
0
D(w)〈n(w)〉h¯wdw (2.61)
In equation 2.61, D(w) is the density of states, 〈n(w)〉 is the thermal occupancy of phonons
with energy h¯w. 〈n(w)〉 obeys the Planck distribution shown in equation 2.62,
〈n(w)〉= 1
eh¯w/kBT −1 , (2.62)
where kBT is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10−23m2s−2K−1kg).
To calculate the density of states D(w), we consider in one dimension, N+1 particles at
a separation a, arranged in an array of total length L. The displacement of a particle j is
given in the form of a standing wave:
u j = u0ei(jKa−wK,pt), (2.63)
where the angular frequency wK,p is indexed according to the wavevector K and polari-
sation p. We set the ﬁxed-end and periodic boundary conditions. This gives us discrete
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values of K:
K = n
2π
L
, (2.64)
with n being a relative integer.
If we do the same in 3 dimensions, we ﬁnd that
K = Kx +Ky +Kz, (2.65)
is determined by the conditions:
(Kx,Ky,Kz) ∈
{
0;±2π
L
;±4π
L
;±6π
L
; ...;±2Nπ
L
}
. (2.66)
Therefore, only one value of K per volume of (2π/L)3 is allowed in K-space. And the total
number of modes with wavevectors less than K, i.e. located in a sphere of radius K, is then:
N =
(
L
2π
)3 4πK3
3
. (2.67)
We then ﬁnd the density of states for each polarization to be:
D(w) =
∂N
∂w
=
VK2
2π2
∂K
∂w
, (2.68)
where V = L3.
Debye model The Debye approximation states that the velocity of sound is constant for
each polarization type. This gives us a simple dispersion relation of the form:
w= vK. (2.69)
Therefore, the density of states in 3D from equation 2.68 becomes:
D(w) =
Vw2
2π2v3
. (2.70)
We consider that there are no more acoustic phonon modes than the number of prim-
itive cells in the specimen, here N. This gives us a cutoff frequency wD and a cut-off
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wavevector KD, which is the limit of all the wavevectors allowed in the Debye model.
w3D =
6π2v3N
V
(2.71)
KD =
(6π2v3N
V
)1/3
(2.72)
We then use the deﬁnition of the Debye temperature θ deﬁned in equation 2.73. It is
the value where the heat capacity approaches the classical value of Dulong and Petit, 3NkB.
In other words, it is the value of temperature where all of the phonon modes are activated
and the highest frequency is then equal to the maximum frequency wD.
θ =
h¯wD
kB
=
h¯v
kB
(6π2N
V
)1/3
. (2.73)
Finally, by differentiating the total phonon energy with respect to temperature in equa-
tion 2.61, we calculate the phonon heat capacity (equation 2.75) as a function of the Debye
temperature:
U =
3Vk4BT
4
2π2v3h¯3
∫ xD
0
x3
(ex−1)2 dx. (2.74)
Hence,
CPh,V =
(
∂U
∂T
)
V
= 9NkB
(T
θ
)3 ∫ xD
0
x4ex
(ex−1)2 dx, (2.75)
and,
CPh,V = AT 3, (2.76)
where x= h¯wkBT and xD =
h¯wD
kBT
.
The Debye model predicts the low temperature dependence of the phonon heat capac-
ity to be proportional to T 3 (equation 2.76) and at high temperature to retrieve the 3NkB
limit. It is mainly used as a ﬁrst approximation for the acoustic phonon modes. Another
model called the Einstein model can be used as an approximation of the optical phonon
part of the phonon spectrum.
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Electron Heat Capacity
Electrons in solids are responsible for binding; by their interaction, they hold nuclei to-
gether. However, in metals, electrons are able to free themselves from the nuclei and travel
inside the metal: this is the reason for electrical conductivity in metals. A simple model
considers electrons as being totally free from the nuclei: the electron gas model. This model
is really powerful when speaking about electrical conductivity, but it fails to predict heat
capacity of a metal, since not all the electrons participate in heat capacity. A way to cope
with this problem is to consider a system of electrons in three dimensions where a ﬁnite
fraction of them only participate in the electrical conduction.
The Schrodinger Equation in 3D for a free electron without any potential gives us:
−
( h¯2
2m
)[ ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
]
Ψ(x,y,z) = EΨ(x,y,z), (2.77)
with the solutions being:
Ψ(x,y,z) = 22/3L−3/2sin(kx)sin(ky)sin(kz), (2.78)
where the boundary conditions are set to Ψ(x,y,z) = 0 whenever x, y or z equal 0 or L (the
dimension of the sample); and kx = mπL for m = 1,2, etc...The same requirements apply for
ky and kz. And if we deﬁne periodic boundary conditions as for the phonons we obtain:
Ψ(x,y,z) = L−3/2ei(kxx+kyy+kzz), (2.79)
where, now, kx = m2πL for m= 1,2, etc...The same requirements apply for ky and kz.
The corresponding energy of a state (kx,ky,kz) is then:
E(kx,ky,kz) =
( h¯2
2m
)
(k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z ). (2.80)
This gives us a values of kx, ky, kz equally spaced by Δkx = 2πL (idem for Δky and Δkz ), and
a volume per state in k-space of (2πL )
3. If we consider a sphere of radius k0, there are then a
number of states N in this sphere deﬁned by:
N =
4π
3 k
3
0
(2πL )
3
. (2.81)
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The number of state per unit volume is then:
N/V =
( 1
6π2
)
k30, (2.82)
where V = L3. The density of state per unit energy per unit volume is therefore:
D(E) =
d(N/V )
dE
=
d(N/V )
dk
dk
dE
, (2.83)
hence,
D(E) =
1
2π2
(2m
h¯2
)3/2
E1/2. (2.84)
By knowing the number of electrons by unit volume NElec/V , we can ﬁll the states with 2
electrons (spin up and down) up to the Fermi momentum kF and Fermi energy EF :
kF =
(
3π2
NElec
V
)1/3
, (2.85)
and,
EF =
( h¯2
2m
)
k2F =
( h¯2
2m
)(
3π2
NElec
V
)2/3
. (2.86)
The key assumption is to postulate that only a fraction of the electrons ﬁlling the band
up to the Fermi level, can be excited thermally. Those electrons within an energy range
kBT of the Fermi level can change their state because the thermal energy is sufﬁcient to
excite electrons from lower states towards the ﬁrst unoccupied state. The Fermi-Dirac
distribution for electrons gives this probability for an electron to have an energy E at a
temperature T .
fFD(E) =
1
1+ e
E−EF
kBT
(2.87)
The fraction of electrons capable of being excited is of the order of T/TF . Therefore, the
total kinetic energyU can be approximated as:
U = NElec
T
TF
kBT, (2.88)
where TF = EFkB (Eisberg and Resnick, 1985). Hence:
CElec =
∂U
∂T
=
1
2
NElec
T
TF
kB, (2.89)
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the heat capacity in metals. Two contributions are consid-
ered: the one coming from the phonons and the other due to the electrons.
and,
CElec =
[1
2
NElec
EF
k2B
]
T, (2.90)
and
CElec = γT, (2.91)
where the factor γ is directly proportional to the density of states at the Fermi energy:
We can ﬁnaly write the total heat capacity of a metal considering phonon and electron
contributions:
CTot =CElec+CPh = γT +AT 3. (2.92)
In equation 2.92, it can clearly be seen that at low temperature, heat capacity in a metal
is dominated by electrons. This equation is often used to determine the density of state
of the material at the Fermi energy, using a linear interpolation to extract the factor γ . At
high temperature, phonons dominate because of the reduction factor of the electronic heat
capacity: T/TF .
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2.7.2 Electrical Conductivity
Typical deﬁnitions for the electrical conductivity are the following:
j = σE =
1
ρ
E, (2.93)
and
j = Nevd , (2.94)
where j is the current density, σ the electrical conductivity, E the electric ﬁeld, ρ the elec-
trical resistivity, N the number of conduction electrons per unit volume, and vd the extra
drift velocity brought by the application of E.
We deﬁne a mean free path l for electrons in which they travel between each scattering.
In a kinetic point of view, the resistivity is:
ρ =
mvf
Ne2l
, (2.95)
where v f is the velocity of the conduction electron at the Fermi surface (without any extra
change in velocity due to an applied electric ﬁeld).
Another deﬁnition is that electrical resistivity is due to scattering and is inversely pro-
portional to the scattering time, T , as given by:
ρ ∝
1
T
, (2.96)
The total electrical resistivity in a solid follows the Matthiesson’s rule which says that
the scattering rates add. The main type of imperfections that contribute to the electrical re-
sistivity are thermal vibrations of the lattice, by scattering by phonons, and the impurities
such as foreign atoms and point defects (equation 2.97).
ρ = ρVibration+ρImpurity ∼ 1τVibration +
1
τImpurity
, (2.97)
The scattering by impurities is often called the residual resistance and ﬂattens off at very
low temperature to a constant value.
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The scattering by phonons is proportional to the concentration of thermal phonons and
at high temperature; it is proportional to T as demonstrated before. The overall behaviour
of the electrical resistivity is summarized in ﬁgure 2.6.
Figure 2.6 Schematic of the electrical resistivity in metal. It is the sum of a con-
stant contribution due to scattering with impurities and another contribution pro-
portional to T, which is due to scattering of electrons by phonons. This general
behaviour is adapted from Rosenberg (1988).
2.7.3 Thermal Conductivity
Tranport of heat in solids can be realised via phonons and electrons.
Heat Transport due to Phonons
So far we have only dealt with standing waves of lattice vibrations occurring in a system
with a homogenous temperature. But this model does not produce different amplitudes of
atomic vibration at different parts of the system, each at different temperature - necessary
when considering thermal transport. Whenever there is a temperature gradient, we can
consider wave packets as being a superposition of standing waves which travel from a hot
region to a colder one, hence transferring thermal energy. This model leads us to consider
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particle-like phonons which are denser at the hot end and by diffusion travel to the cold
end, realising the heat conduction.
We deﬁne the thermal conductivity κ with respect to a heat ﬂow travelling inside a
long rod specimen of the material in question by:
J =−κAdT
dx
, (2.98)
where J is the total power transmitted through the area A and dTdx is the temperature gra-
dient. Thermal conductivity process appears to be random, and phonons do not follow a
straight path from one end of the sample to the other. In analogy with classical theory of
heat conduction of gases, we deﬁne a mean free path l, in which phonon travels without
any collision. It is averaged over all phonons and the total length of the sample. Therefore
we obtain the formula:
κ =
1
3
Cvvl, (2.99)
where Cv is the speciﬁc heat per volume of the specimen, and v is the average velocity of
the phonons, i.e. the speed of sound in the material.
Thermal resistivity that limits heat conductivity is due to several mechanisms that are
outlined here.
• Umklapp Process
This is the interaction of phonons with one another. In a nonlinear media, the su-
perposition of two wave vectors from interacting phonons will lead to a third wave
vector which is not the superposition of the ﬁrst two vectors. It will have a different
frequency due to the fact that anharmonic terms are not negligible. If the resultant
wave vector has a rather large wave vector, K, and a corresponding wavelength,
λ = 2πK , shorter in amplitude than twice the interatomic spacing
π
a , which means
goes beyond the ﬁrst Brillouin zone, then it will be equivalent to a wavevector going
and in the opposite direction of the heat ﬂow. It will have energy equal to the sum
of the energies of the two interacting phonons (ﬁgure 2.7). This phenomenon is due
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to the fact that the lattice is discrete and that its overall heat movement is in a certain
direction.
Figure 2.7 (a) Normal (N) process of phonon collision inside the Brillouin zone,
drawn in the phonon K space. (b) Umklapp (U) process where the resulting
phonon, K3, goes outside the ﬁrst Brillouin zone and is equivalent to a wavevec-
tor, K′3 with an x-component going in the opposite direction of the original
phonons. The total momentum is conserved: K1 +K2 = K
′
3 −G. G is a reciprocal
lattice vector and characterizes the thermal resistivity.
The probability of Umklapp process increases exponentially with the temperature.
At high temperature, higher than θ , all the phonons will have the capacity to pro-
duce a wavevector large enough to generate an Umklapp process and the Umklapp
probability will then be proportional to the number of phonons, i.e. to T .
The above is not the case at low temperatures when the mean free path of each
phonon is high and so the interaction between phonons with one another is negli-
gible.
• Scattering by point defects such as impurities, isotopes, etc...
This scattering process depends on the size of defects and leads to a higher resistivity.
It decreases as the temperature is reduced since the wavelength of phonons at low
temperature is much larger than the size of the defects at these temperatures. In the
same way, isotopes as impurities in the material create irregularities in the lattice and
lower the thermal conductivity.
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• Boundary scattering
At low temperatures, themean free path increases somuch that it reaches the limiting
value of sample size. Thermal conductivity is then limited by sample size and the
shape of the boundaries.
All the previous considerations are gathered in ﬁgure 2.8.
Figure 2.8 Thermal conductivity model of a non-metal material: (a) a pure spec-
imen where the thermal conductivity is essentially dominated by Umklapp pro-
cess and (b) in a less pure specimen in which thermal conductivity is dominated
by impurity scattering. This general behaviour is adapted from Rosenberg (1988).
Heat Transport due to Electrons
We deﬁne the heat ﬂow due to the electron motion as we did in equation 2.98 for the
phonons:
JHeat−Elec =−κElecAdTdx . (2.100)
Another approach can be used by considering the same heat ﬂow JHeat−Elec, through the
area A, to be due to a ﬂux density of electrons nvx, between two regions with a local tem-
perature difference ofΔT , which each supply an excess energy of cElecΔT (equation 2.101).
Here cElec is the heat capacity per electron.
JHeat−Elec =−(nvx)
(
cElecΔT
)
A (2.101)
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We can approximate ΔT = dTdx
dx
dt dt during a small period of time which is by deﬁnition
the average ﬂight time τ , i.e. the mean time between two collisions. Hence:
ΔT =
dT
dx
vxτ. (2.102)
By substituting ΔT in equation 2.102 from equation 2.101, we obtain:
JHeat−Elec =−(nvx)
(
cElec
dT
dx
vxτ
)
A, (2.103)
JHeat−Elec =−nv2xτcElec
dT
dx
A, (2.104)
and
JHeat−Elec =−13nv
2
FτcElec
dT
dx
A, (2.105)
when averaging over the three directions; the electrons considered are situated close to the
Fermi surface and travelling at the Fermi velocity vF (equation 2.106).
〈v2x〉=
1
3
v2F (2.106)
The comparison of equation 2.100 and equation 2.105 gives us the thermal conductivity
due to the electrons:
κElec =
1
3
CElecvF l, (2.107)
using the mean free path l = vFτ andCElec = cElecn.
Ratio of Thermal to Electrical Conductivity in Metals
Using equation 2.90 and EF = 12mv
2
F in equation 2.107, we get:
κElec =
π2NElec
3mvF
k2BT l. (2.108)
If we then compare the thermal conductivity, due to electrons, with the electrical con-
ductivity using equation 2.94, we obtain the well-known Wiedemann-Franz Law:
κElec
σ
=
π2
3e2
k2BT. (2.109)
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This remarkable relationship which states that the Lorentz constant L = κElecσT =
π2
3e2 k
2
B is
identical for every metal is accurate in experiments for only very pure specimen and at
intermediate temperature. The issue is that the ratio of thermal conductivity to electri-
cal conductivity in a metal is dependent on the electrical conductivity, which varies with
temperature (see ﬁgure 2.6). And if the metal is not very pure, or if it is a disordered
alloy, then the electron mean free path reduces due to the many collisions if the level of
impurities is high. In this case, the phonon contribution in the thermal conductivity is
comparable with the electron contribution. At high temperature, the phonon is the main
means of heat conduction since the electrical conductivity goes to zero as 1T . Considering
all of these different factors we establish a general behaviour for the thermal conductivity,
due to electrons, in metals as KElec = LσT , described in ﬁgure 2.6. It is worth mentioning
that this proportionality law is only valid at low temperature.
Figure 2.9 Schematic of the thermal conductivity due to electrons in a metal like
solid.
Finally, for a generic solid, the thermal conductivity can be written as:
κTotal = κPhonons+κElectrons. (2.110)
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2.7.4 Seebeck Coefﬁcient and Thermopower
The Seebeck effect is deﬁned and occurs in materials as a voltage difference V appearing
in response to a temperature gradient. It is quantiﬁed by the thermopower, also called
Seebeck coefﬁcient, SSeeb at a given temperature and has units of VK−1 (equation 2.111).
Such materials are identiﬁed as “thermoelectric”.
SSeeb =−
(
∂V
∂T
)
T
(2.111)
The Seebeck coefﬁcient is a convolution of the density of state and the partition func-
tion of these states. When measured through a material it provides information about the
concentration and type of dominant heat carrier. We note that the Seebeck coefﬁcient is
positive for hole - positive mobile charge - and negative for electrons - negative mobile
charge (Ioffe, 1957). The fact is that by diffusion, charge carriers move in opposite direc-
tions to the temperature gradient, i.e. from the hot side to the cold side. Regarding the
voltage gradient they create, it depends on their charge. If we imagine a material ﬁlled
with positive charge - holes - only, the application of steady temperature gradient will
make the holes move in the opposite direction of the gradient, creating a voltage gradient
pointing in the opposite direction to the temperature gradient, giving SSeeb ≥ 0. On the
contrary, a material ﬁlled with negative charge - electrons - only, would see its electrons
creating a voltage gradient in the same direction as temperature gradient. For real materi-
als with both types of carrier, the sign of SSeeb depends on the concentration of each carrier
type (Fujita et al., 2000) and can be separated into thermopowers arising from each carrier
type (equation 2.112).
SSeeb(q) =
2ln2
3
1
qn
εFkB
N0
V
. (2.112)
In equation 2.112, q is the charge of the carrier type; n is the carrier density; εF is the Fermi
energy; N0 is the density of state at the Fermi energy and V is the volume. If both positive
and negative charge carriers are present in the same proportion, the Seebeck voltage gener-
ated by the difference of temperature will be cancelled since both carriers will move to the
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cold end (Snyder and Toberer, 2008). In addition, this case happens when the considered
system reaches thermal equilibrium.
2.8 Overview of the Manganites and La1−xCaxMnO3
The cubic perovskite structure exhibited by some manganites is made of a crystalline ar-
rangement of three types of ions following the general formula ABO3. In this formula, A
is a large cation such as La3+ with a size similar to the size of the anion O2− , and B is a
small cation such as Mn3+ or Mn4+ (ﬁgure 2.10).
Figure 2.10 Schematic of a primitive cell of the perovskite structure ABO3.
This perovskite structure can be ﬁnd in several types of lattice system such as or-
thorombic, rhombohedral, cubic, depending on the radii of the ions that are situated in
A and B sites.
The arrangement of ions in the ABO3 cubic perovskite structure is made of an array of
BO6 sharing corner octahedra, and the A cation, which is usually larger, is at the center of
a cube deﬁned by eight BO6 octahedra (ﬁgure 2.11).
2.8.1 Coordination Number
As we can see in ﬁgure 2.11, the A and B ions are respectively twelvefold and sixfold
surrounded by oxygen ions. However, there is a mismatch between the volume enclosed
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by the eight BO6 octahedra which is typically larger than the radius of the A ions. This
makes the array made by the octahedra buckle and distort into a lower-symmetry struc-
ture. Hence, the distances between A and the oxygen atoms become inequivalent which
reduces the coordination of the A and B cations. As the size of the A cation decreases, its
coordination number can decrease from 12 to as low as 8 (Radaelli et al., 1997).
Using more than a thousand studies, an extensive set of ionic radii as a function of the
coordination number was developped in 1969 and then revised by Shannon (1976). This
set is very often used to predict crystallographic stuctures in compounds.
Figure 2.11 Schematic drawing of the BO6 octahedron array in ABO3 perovskite.
A is in yellow at the center of the super-cube, B is in blue at the center of each
octahedra made by six red oxygen ions. It is worth mentioning that ionic sizes
are in reality reversed with oxygen anions being extremely larger than cations A
and B. This schematic is adapted from Prof. Robert J. Cava’s website.
2.8.2 Goldschmidt Tolerance Factor (t)
The mismatch between the A cation radius and the space between the eight octahedra
yields a degree of distortion of the cube made by the B cations at the center of each octahe-
dra. The A-O distance is no longer equal to 1√
2
times the B-O distance. This phenomenon
was ﬁrst examined by Goldschmidt (1926). The degree of distortion of the cube, i.e. how
distorted the structure is from cubic, can be determined using equation 2.113 or equa-
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tion 2.114.
t =
(〈rA〉+ r0)√
2
(〈rB〉+ r0) (2.113)
t =
〈
A−O〉√
2
〈
B−O〉 (2.114)
In equation 2.113, assuming pure ionic bonding, 〈rA〉 and 〈rB〉 are respectively the aver-
age A-site and B-site cation ionic radii and r0 the oxygen ionic radius. Usually, the values
used in equation 2.113 are taken from Shannon’s paper (Shannon, 1976), in agreement with
each coordination number as described in section 2.8.1.
In equation 2.114,
〈
A−O〉 and 〈B−O〉 are respectively the distances between ions A
and O, and between ions B and O. Usually, the values used here are extracted from high
resolution neutron or X-ray diffraction reﬁnements.
Ideally, the structure is cubic with t = 1 and the 〈B-O-B〉 bond angle is 180◦. For t > 1,
the structure is hexagonal. For 0.96 < t < 1, the structure is rhombohedral and the 〈B-O-
B〉 bond angle decreases. For t < 0.96, the structure is orthorhombic and the 〈B-O-B〉 bond
angle decreases further (Manabe et al., 1998), down to a certain point of stability depending
on the composition. The limit between orthorombic to rhombohedral is found to be equal
to 0.92 when tolerance factor calculus is done by using a 9-fold coordination number for
cation A instead of 12 (see Appendix G).
An interesting equivalence is that, an increase - for t < 1 - or decrease - for t > 1 - of the
tolerance factor can be realised by the application of hydrostatic pressure, i.e. forcing the
structure to undistort towards cubic (Archibald et al., 1996).
2.8.3 Average A-site Cationic Radius (〈rA〉)
To calculate the average A-site cationic radius, 〈rA〉, one uses equation 2.115:
〈rA〉=∑
i
xiri, (2.115)
where xi is the occupancy of ion i with radius ri - typically values taken from Shannon
(1976) - in site A.
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Figure 2.12 Adapted ﬁgure fromManabe et al. (1998) of schematic drawings of the
BO6 octahedra arrangement in orthorhombic, rhombohedral and cubic lattices.
The unit cells are represented in dashed lines. Here the B cation is a Mn+3 or
Mn4+ cation.
By introducing a variation of 〈rA〉 at A-site in ABO3, e.g. rCa and rLa in La1−xCaxMnO3,
the created effect is a change of the tolerance factor, which is equivalent to the application
of an external pressure (section 2.8.2).
2.8.4 A-site Size Variance (σ2A)
Another useful factor brought along with the average A-site radius is the A-site size vari-
ance: σ2A. It was ﬁrst introduced by L.M. Rodriguez-Martinez and J.P. Attﬁeld (Rodriguez-
Martinez and Attﬁeld, 1998) and can be calculated using equation 2.116.
σ2A =∑
i
xir2i −〈rA〉2 (2.116)
In doped ABO3 materials, like rCa and rLa in La1−xCaxMnO3, where the A-site consists
of a mix of trivalent rare earth cations - La3+ - and divalent alkaline cations - Ca2+ - there is
a mismatch of ionic radius between A-sites with different cation A inside. This mismatch
yields a displacement of the oxygen which further change the atoms 〈B-O-B〉 bond angles
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from the ideal cubic value of 180◦. As it is shown in ﬁgure 2.13, a cation size disorder as
in AxA’1−xBO3 thus gives rise to a disordered displacement of the oxygen ions whereas
in ABO3 the tilting of the BO6 octahedra due to the mismatch between the A cation ra-
dius and the space radius, rHole, between the eight octahedra yields an ordered oxygen
displacement.
Figure 2.13 Ideal cubic structure (a) and schematic drawing of the ordered (b) or
disordered (c) oxygen displacement in ABO3 and in AxA’1−xBO3. (b) When t = 1
due to 〈rA〉 = rHole, all A-site couples have a displaced oxygen between them in
ABO3. (c) Only a ﬁnite number of disordered A-site couples with the oxygen
displaced are randomely placed in AxA’1−xBO3 with 〈rA〉 ≥ 〈rA′ 〉.
In the case of AxA’1−xBO3, the structural disorder created by the local oxygen displace-
ment as shown in ﬁgure 2.13(c) results into ﬂuctuations of the bond angles and lengths
which has been shown to reduce linearly the metallic-to-insulator transition temperature
TP (Rodríguez-Martínez and Attﬁeld, 2000).
2.8.5 Pnma vs. Pbnm
In this side section, it is discussed the relationship between Pnma and Pbnm crystallo-
graphic structures in orthorhombic AMnO3 compounds. These two space groups are
equivalent and related via a geometrical transformation based on a rotation of the axes.
When reﬁning the space group Pnma, which is the one listed by the crystallographic con-
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ventions, one gets the lattice parameters a1, b1, and c1. They are related to the cubic per-
ovskite primitive cell main lattice parameters aP by: a1 ∼
√
2aP, b1 ∼ 2aP, and c1 ∼
√
2aP.
The physics community would rather use the space group Pbnm. They indeed prefer to
place the hybridization axis, between Mn and O orbitals, along the crystallographic axis b
(section 2.8.6). In this basis, the reﬁned lattice parameters a2, b2, and c2 are linked to aP by:
a2 ∼
√
2aP, b2 ∼
√
2aP, and c2 ∼ 2aP. If we assimilate the lattice parameters as the axes that
support them, we can draw the relationship between the two set of axes as in ﬁgure 2.14
and the mirror plane, m, being perpendicular to b1 and c2, the diagonal glide plane, n, per-
pendicular to a1 and b2, the glide plane a made of a mirror plane perpendicular to the axis
c1 and of a glide translation of half the vector a1, the glide plane b made of a mirror plane
perpendicular to the axis a2 and of a glide translation of half the vector b2.
The transformation from Pnma to Pbnm is thus equivalent to a change of base axes from
abc to c¯a¯b and the lattice parameter transformation between lattice parameters is:
a1 → b2
b1 → c2
c1 → a2.
Figure 2.14 Schematic of the transformation from Pnma (a) to Pbnm (b). It shows
the change of axes from abc to c¯a¯b, the rotation in the names of the mirror and
diagonal glide planes betweenm and n, and the change of glide plane names from
a to b.
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2.8.6 Super-Exchange
In many materials, magnetic ions are separated by non magnetic ones, e.g. magnetic ions
Mn3+ of conﬁguration [Ar]4s23d5 or Mn4+ of conﬁguration [Ar]4s23d5, separated by non
magnetic O2− in manganites. In addition, in an octahedral crystal ﬁeld where some 3d
orbitals of metallic ions are pointing towards the ligands - as it is the case in manganites
- the degeneracy between the 3d orbitals is lifted and the orbitals are separated between
three t2g - not pointing towards the ligands, i.e. lower in energy - and two eg - pointing
towards the ligands, i.e. higher in energy (ﬁgure 2.15).
Figure 2.15 Schematic of the 3d orbitals of a metallic ion inside an octahedral
crystal ﬁeld. The ﬁgure is adapted from Lopes dos Santos et al. (2005).
The core t2g electrons and the eg electrons are all aligned following a large Hunds cou-
pling. Between the orbitals 2p of oxygen and eg of Mn, there can be an hybridization
taking place depending on the distance between the two ions. It is done by sharing of one
2p electron and one eg electron antialigned by Pauli’s principle. The resulting coupling
between the Mn ions can be either antiferromagnetic (AFM), for small distance, FM for
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larger distance, and PM for very large distance between the ions (Goodenough, 1955). It is
important to notice that we are only treating the case of ordered lattices here. The different
cases are shown in ﬁgure 2.16.
Figure 2.16 Schematic of the super-exchange coupling taking place between elec-
trons of O and Mn ions. (a) AFM, (b) FM and (c) PM coupling are occuring betwen
Mn ions according to the distance between atoms getting larger. The t2g orbitals
of the Mn ions are represented by small circles and lobes for the eg orbitals. The
electrons are represented by their spins. t2g electrons are placed as core spins.
Non-interacting empty eg orbitals are drawn in dotted lines. For 2p oxygen elec-
trons, the position at the core of the orbital is to emphasize the large distance
between the ions. This ﬁgure is extracted with permission from Goodenough
(1955). Copyright (1960) by the American Physical Society.
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In the case of La1−xA’xMnO3 materials, the superexchange taking place is of the FM
type. But the disorder in this material induces a degeneracy of the Mn3+-O-Mn4+ and
Mn4+-O-Mn3+ states that allows the eg electron to hop between Mn ions through the O to
form a metallic bond, below the Curie temperature (section 2.8.7).
2.8.7 Double Exchange in Doped Manganites, e.g. in La1−xA’xMnO3
Figure 2.17 Schematic of the double-exchange coupling in doped manganites. (a)
One 2p orbital electron hop from the oxygen ion to a vacant eg orbital of Mn4+.
(b) One eg electron hope from Mn3+ to a 2p orbital of the oxygen ion.
To understand the magnetic behaviour of La1−xA’xMnO3, we have to consider the parent
compound of this family: LaMnO3 (Mn3+: t32ge
1
g, S = 2). The single eg electron, subjected
to strong correlation effects, facilitates a superexchange coupling between Mn3+ sites, and
gives rise to antiferromagnetic properties (section 2.8.6). When La3+ ions are partially sub-
stituted by Ca2+, the resulting ionic valence of the Mn atom is mixed between 3+ and 4+.
The itinerant electron from Mn3+ may hop to Mn4+ via an oxygen ion but the strong on-site
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exchange interaction with the localized Mn electrons favours hopping between sites with
localized parallel spin due to Hund’s rule (ﬁgure 2.17). This is the phenomenon called
"double exchange” and successively studied by Zener (1951) and de Gennes (1960). This
is thought to be at the origin of the ferromagnetism and metallic nature of these materi-
als below the transition temperature. After the transition, the manganese spins are not
favourably parallel which has the consequence of a decline in the electron transfer proba-
bility, i.e. reducing the mobility, and bringing about an insulating state. This shows a direct
connection between conductivity and ferromagnetism. However, it is now agreed that this
’double exchange’ is not the only factor that explains the magnetotransport properties.
N. B.: Double exchange is prevented in ordered lattices, as in LaMnO3 since the degen-
eracy between Mn4+-O-Mn3+, Mn3+-O-Mn4+ no longer exists (Goodenough, 1955).
2.8.8 Hole Doping and Phase Diagram
As we have seen in the previous sections, superexchange and double exchange are both
driving the magnetism of La1−xA’xMnO3 materials. The interplay between the two are
some of the key interactions at the heart of the rich phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3 (2.18).
2.8.9 The Jahn-Teller Effect
In La1−xCaxMnO3, the Mn3+ has a high-spin conﬁguration (S = 2) with all electrons being
aligned (Hund’s coupling), with three of them sitting in the low t2g orbitals and one in
the high eg. Jahn and Teller (1937) stated that the degeneracy of the eg orbital will be
removed by a distortion of the structure following the direction of two orbitals. In the case
of La1−xCaxMnO3, we see an expansion of the z axis and a contraction of the x and y axes
as shown in ﬁgure 2.19. It is worth noting that this deformation may be static or dynamic
(Kiryukhin et al., 2004). See section 2.8.10 for more details on this.
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Figure 2.18 Phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3. Starting from the undoped parent
compound is LaMnO3 with a canted antiferromagnetic (CAF) insulating ground
state. For doping level close to 10 %, the ground state is a charge order (CO)
insulating and give place to a FM insulating states for higher temperature. This
is seen up to a doping level of about 20 % where after that point and up to 50
% the ferromagnetic interactions suppress the antiferromagnetic coupling and a
ferromagnetic metal ground state dominated by double exchange is observed.
This is the domain where colossal magneto-resistance is observed (section 2.8.10).
Higher doping levels are not studied in this thesis. The ﬁgure is adapted from
Kim et al. (2004).
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Figure 2.19 Schematic of the splitting of 3d orbitals of metallic ions inside an
octahedral crystal ﬁeld under a JT distortion. The ﬁgure uses octahedra from
Lopes dos Santos et al. (2005).
The effect of the JT distortion is making the material more stable, localizing the eg elec-
trons, i.e. more insulating. However, in the following section, we show studies about
cooperative Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion in La1−xCaxMnO3, coming from the delocalization
of the eg electron, thus driving a long range ordering. It is often refered as a coherent JT
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distortion (Radaelli et al., 1997).
Radaelli et al. (1997) deﬁned a JT parameter to quantify this distortion, σJT :
σJT =
√
1
3
3
∑
i=1
[(
Mn−O)i−〈Mn−O〉]2. (2.117)
σJT is actually the standard deviation of the three
(
Mn−O)i bond lengths from the average
value
〈
Mn−O〉.
Radaelli et al. (1997) showed a sharp reduction of the coherent JT distortion, σJT , at
TC, in La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 which is consistent with the delocalisation of the eg electron, thus
increasing the conductivity.
2.8.10 Colossal Magneto-Resistance in Manganites
Under the application of a magnetic ﬁeld, some materials experienced a drop of resisitivity
called magnetoresistance (MR), which is ususally given by equation 2.118:
MR(%) =
ρ0−ρH
ρ0
x100. (2.118)
In equation 2.118, ρ0 and ρH are respectively the resistivity measured without and with
application a magnetic ﬁeld. The sign of MR can be positive or negative depending on the
increase or drop in the resistivity when a magnetic ﬁeld is applied.
Magneto-Resistance History
MR was reported in metallic multilayers with amplitude between up to 50 % under a 2 T
ﬁeld at 4.2 K (Baibich et al., 1988) which was called ’giant magnetoresistance’ (GMR). After
an extended period of time and a signiﬁcant amount of research on ABO3 manganites, a
’colossal magnetoresistance’ (CMR) of values as high as 127,000 % at 77 K and 1300 % at
room temperature, was reported by Jin et al. (1994). Manganites have then been studied
thoroughly for their CMR properties for a few decades now.
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CMR in Manganites: Grifﬁths Phase vs. Magnetic Polaron-Distorsions
It was advanced in the sixties that the double-exchange mechanism was the source of mag-
netic coupling in manganites (Zener, 1951; de Gennes, 1960). Localized Mn t2g spins are be-
ing mediated by itinerant eg spins hopping through oxygen atoms via metallic bonds. The
more hopping of spins is bringing the system closer to the metallicity regime which con-
sequently corresponds to the ferromagnetic regime. Additional effect as electron phonon
interaction arising from the Jahn-Teller splitting of Mn d levels have been added to these
theories later to explain the drastic change of bandwidth at the transition (Millis et al.,
1995).
Figure 2.20 Phase diagram of La1−xCaxMnO3 including the polaronic glass phase.
This ﬁgure is extracted with permission from Lynn et al. (2007). Copyright (2007)
by the American Physical Society.
Further studies on the subject concluded that these local distortions revealed by an
anomalous thermal expansion between the Curie-Weiss transition temperature TC and a
higher temperature T ∗, are pointing towards the presence of ferromagnetic clusters or po-
larons being responsible for the electrical conduction (De Teresa et al., 1996, 1997; Ibarra
et al., 1997). These clusters are said to be present only in a large type below the metal-
insulator temperature transition, and in small and large types above the same transition
(Lanzara et al., 1998). An important feature is that polaron formation revealed by neu-
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tron scattering and metal-insulator cross-over occur at temperatures very close from one-
another (Adams et al., 2000). In addition Kiryukhin et al. (2004) ﬁrst showed using neu-
tron scattering that correlated nanoscale lattice distortion are present only in orthorhombic
structures, and not in rhombohedral ones. Then Lynn et al. (2007) pursuing the study of
the nature of the polaron order and dynamics in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, demonstrated that a po-
laron glass phase, characterized by short-range polaron correlations, is present between TC
and a higher temperature T ∗ above which the correlations are purely dynamic (ﬁgure 2.20).
Another approach to explain the CMR in manganites and the presence of clusters in
the paramagnetic region has been to associate this behaviour with one observed in Grif-
ﬁths phases. Grifﬁths (1969) showed in his paper that a continuation of the ﬁrst-order
transition is represented for temperatures below TC when only a percentage of lattice sites
are occupied by interacting Ising spins, in a random Ising ferromagnet (section 2.6). Gen-
eralizing to systems with bond probability distribution (Bray and Moore, 1982) or with
two competing exchange interactions (Salamon et al., 2002), instead of spin occupancy
distribution, locally, there are clusters with fully occupied sites or bonds, which are char-
acteristic of a system with a higher TC (Bray, 1987). This scenario supports the idea that
disorder suppresses the magnetic transition, leading to a quenched disorder in which the
distribution of exchange energy gives rise to the Grifﬁths phase (Salamon et al., 2002). For
a decade now groups have found more evidence of Grifﬁths phase in manganites (Ibrahim
et al., 2005; Li and Yuan, 2005), to the point of wondering whether it was a prerequisite for
CMR (Jiang et al., 2007), before concluding that it was not (Jiang et al., 2007, 2010).
It seems that it is in fact the combination of phase competition as in a Grifﬁths scenario
and correlated disorder that gives rise to CMR behaviour in manganites (Burgy et al., 2004;
S¸en et al., 2004). In this conciliatory scenario, the transition temperature of the pure FM
system is not anymore the one of the undiluted Ising FM system TG, but rather the maximal
critical temperature among all the conﬁgurations of the distorted lattice that are allowed
by the quenched disorder (Deisenhofer et al., 2005). Finally, Souza et al. (2008) have con-
cluded, using magnetisation and heat capacity measurements in the temperature range of
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the Grifﬁths-like phase: between TC = 247 K and T ∗ = 273 K, that the CMR was not a Grif-
ﬁths singularity and that the CMR in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 was due to ferromagnetic clusters
organized in Mn-spin dimers.
2.8.11 Tilt Angle, Bandwidth and TC
In ABO3 materials, in addition to a change of tolerance factor t, a variation of 〈rA〉 yields a
variation of the 〈B-O-B〉 bond angle governing the B-O-B transfer integral (Neumeier et al.,
1995). Hwang et al. (1995) found in doped LaMnO3 that a decrease of 〈rA〉 leads to a de-
crease of the 〈B-O-B〉 bond angle, which reduces the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic Curie
transiton temperature, TC, of the compound and has also an inﬂuence on magnetoresis-
tance. Finally, Radaelli et al. (1997) studied deeper this property and found that the phe-
nomenological relationship between 〈rA〉 and TC is based on the relationship between the
electronic bandwidth, W and the 〈B-O-B〉 bond angles along with the 〈B-O〉 bond length,
through the overlap integrals between the 2p orbitals of the O anion and the 3d orbitals of
the metal cation B, in ABO3 under the tight-binding approximation (equation 2.119).
W =
cos
(
1
2
(
π −〈B−O−B〉))〈
B−O〉3.5 (2.119)
Using equation 2.119 and Shannon’s (1976) values of ionic radii (with an A-site co-
ordination number of 9) Radaelli et al. (1997) showed an interesting correlation between
bandwith,W , and TC as a function of 〈rA〉 in A0.7A’0.3MnO3 materials (ﬁgure 2.21).
In a similar manner, Garbarino et al. (2006) showed the dependence of TC on 〈rA〉 in
ABO3 using several published studies as shown in ﬁgure 2.22.
2.8.12 Magnetocaloric Effect in Manganites
Manganites are nowadays being put under the spotlight once again for their use in mag-
netic refrigeration at room temperature (Phan et al., 2003; Phan and Yu, 2007; Zhang et al.,
2012), even though their isothermal entropy change and adiabatic temperature change are
rather low (ﬁgure 2.23). What makes the manganites so attractive then, is that they are
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Figure 2.21 Evolution of bandwith, W , and TC as a function of 〈rA〉 in
A0.7A’0.3MnO3 materials. This ﬁgure is extracted with permission from Radaelli
et al. (1997). Copyright (1997) by the American Physical Society.
Figure 2.22 Dependence of TC on 〈rA〉 of ABO3 in several DxT1−xMnO3 materi-
als adapted from (Garbarino et al., 2006). In the legend, names are referring to
Fontcuberta et al. (1998), Ulyanov et al. (2002), Fujishiro et al. (2000), Garbarino
et al. (2006), Moritomo et al. (1995), respectively.
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inexpensive, i.e. cheaper than Gd which has been the reference in magnetic refrigeration
so far. In addition, manganites are non-toxic and very importantly, they are easy to process
and to shape.
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Figure 2.23 Ashby map of magnetic refrigerants: ΔTMaxAd vs. ΔS
Max
Iso under a 2 T
magnetic ﬁeld change. This ﬁgure is adapted from Sandeman (2012).
Among manganites, La1−x(Ca,Sr)xMnO3 have attracted most of the attention for having
high magnetocaloric effect close to room temperature (Gschneidner et al., 2005; Dinesen
et al., 2005). Around x = 0.3 where the MCE is highest, Ca based samples exhibit ﬁrst
order transition from a paramagnetic insulator to a ferromagnetic metal at around 240 -
260 K depending on the oxygenation state, particle size (Markovic et al.) and crystallinity
(Debnath et al., 2012; Im et al., 2007). See appendix B for experimental signatures of ﬁrst
order character in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. Recently Mira et al. (2002) closely studied x = 0.33
compounds and found out a key condition of having a large isothermal entropy change
and consequently a large MCE, was the necessity for the material to exhibit a ﬁrst order
behaviour of the transition which was associated with materials having an orthorhombic
Pnma structure (tolerance factor t < 0.92) and not a rhombohedral R-3C structure (t > 0.92).
A sharp volume change at TC was observed for the ﬁrst class and not the second one.
Chapter 3
Sample Preparation and Experimental
Methods
This chapter describes sample preparation and experimental techniques. As well as powders and
bulk sample syntheses, the physical property measurement systems used in this work are introduced.
3.1 Sample Preparation
The samples studied in this work were bulk materials. The majority were in a polycrys-
talline state and one was in a single crystal state. There were two chemical synthesis routes
used to make the polycrystalline materials. These were the solid state reaction and the sol-
gel reaction using glycine nitrate combustion. The single crystal sample was prepared by
ﬂoating zone method. The exact conditions of synthesis will be described accordingly if
necessary in the result section.
3.1.1 Solid State Reaction
The ﬁrst route which was used to process polycrystalline materials was the solid state
reaction which involved making the reagents, in a solid state, to react by milling, crushing,
and heating them. In this technique, all oxides are separated and have to be ground and
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heated at high temperature in order to promote diffusion and mixing.
In this project, stoichiometric amounts of La2O3 (99.99 % metal basis, Alfa Aesar),
MnO2 (99.99 % metal basis, Alfa Aesar), CaCO3 (99.95 % metal basis, Alfa Aesar), BaCO3
(99.997 % metal basis, Alfa Aesar) and Y2O3 (99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) powders were mixed
and milled with zirconia balls. Prior to weighing, La2O3 and Y2O3 were calcined overnight
at 1000 ◦C and quenched in a desiccator, and MnO2, BaCO3 and CaCO3 were dried at
300 ◦C. Then the mix was calcined at high temperature, typically above 1000 ◦C for a few
hours with intermediate grinding to allow impurity material to be eliminated and the cor-
rect phase to form. After this, the mix was milled with zirconia balls at 300 round per
minutes (RPM) for 3 hours to reduce the sizes of the particles.
3.1.2 Glycine Nitrate Process
The second route to process polycrystallinematerials is called glycine nitrate process (GNP).
It is a sol-gel method. This means that all reagents are in a ionic state inside a water so-
lution. Glycine is added as a combustive. All ions are packed and mixed together which
allow an easier reaction at the combustion than in the solid state.
In the case of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO) as it was used in this work, the ﬁrst step was
done by adding stoichiometric quantities of solid Mn, CaCO3, and La2O3 to a solution
of nitric acid. A gel was formed by the addition of glycine in a 1:1 ratio with the nitric
acid. The solution was then stirred and heated gently toward 350 ◦C. After 5 hours and the
removal of all the water, an exothermic gel combustion occured. The resulting ashes were
ground in acetone and annealed at 1000 ◦C for 5 hours. This grinding and annealing were
repeated twice. Then the powders were rotary milled with zirconia balls at 300 RPM for 3
hours.
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3.1.3 Pressing and Sintering
The resulting powders, obtained either by solid state reaction or by GNP were then pressed
into pellets of about 0.6 g at 100 MPa for 1 min using a 8 mm wide die. The resulting
pellets were all about 8 mm wide and 3.5 mm thick. They were then sintered in air at
high temperature, typically beween 1300 ◦C to 1500 ◦C during a chosen number of hours.
Finally the pellets were oxygenated at 900 ◦C for 30 hours in air.
3.2 Experimental Techniques
The major subject of this study is magnetisation measurements that were made using vi-
brating sample magnetometers. However several physical property characterization ap-
partuses were used and are outlined in the following sections.
3.2.1 Porosity and Density Measurements
Using Archimedes’s method of measuring masses of bulk polycrystalline samples inside
and outside of a liquid solution, and using other size measuring tools, several macroscopic
physical quantities were determined in the bulk polycrystalline pellets (Sartorius, 2001).
They are given in table 3.1.
Table 3.2 summarizes all the used formulae and the calculated properties. It uses deﬁ-
nitions given in table 3.3. See the appendix C for precise details of calculations.
3.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction
In order to extract information at an atomic scale about the sample, X-ray diffraction (XRD)
was performed on a high resolution X-ray diffractometer (Philips X’Pert Pro) using a Cu
source. Phase purity of calcined powders and sintered samples were then determined
by XRD analysis and Retvield reﬁnement of the recorded spectrograms using FullProf®
software.
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Table 3.1 Macroscopic physical properties measured on bulk samples.
Symbol Deﬁnition
MDry Mass of the dry pellet. This is the mass that can be measured by any type of scale.
MImm Mass of the pellet when immersed into a liquid (water here). This means that
all the open pores are ﬁlled with water.
MWet Mass of the wet pellet. This is the mass of the pellet when all the open
pores are ﬁlled with water, and measured outside of any ﬂuid, i.e. in air.
hThick Thickness of the pellet. It is measured using a Vernier digital caliper.
DDiam Diameter of the pellet. It is measured using a Vernier digital caliper.
ρXRD Calculated density assuming an all dense pellet from X-ray diffraction.
reﬁnement of lattice parameters.
Table 3.2 Porosity and density formulae.
Property Formula
Relative density RD =
MDry
(
ρWater−0.0012
)(
MDry−MImm
)
0.99983
+0.0012
Speciﬁc gravity ρSG = ρWaterRD
Open porosity POpen =
MWet−MDry
MWet−MImm
Closed porosity PClosed =
ρXRD−ρSG
ρXRD .100
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Table 3.3 Other useful macroscopic physical properties measured on bulk sam-
ples.
Symbol Deﬁnition
MSol Mass of solid in the pellet.
VSol-closed pores Volume of solid in the pellet, including closed pores, excluding open pores.
ρWater Density of water at temperature of measurement.
VOpen pores Volume of open pores in the pellet.
VTotal Total volume of solid, closed pores and open pores included.
XRD is non-destructive and provides information, among others, about unit cell pa-
rameter dimensions. Its principle is based on the diffraction by crystallographic lattices
of collimated X-rays. By applying a voltage across electrodes in a X-ray vacuum tube,
electrons are drawn toward a metal target (the anode). At the point of impact, X-rays are
produced and radiate. The fact that a lattice diffracts X-rays is due to the angstrom scale of
the electromagnetic radiation wavelength of the X-rays. Ususally, a copper target is used
since it produces a characteristic polychromatic radiation made of sharp components. Af-
ter ﬁltering it can be tuned to quasi monochromatic with two very close radiations Kα1 and
Kα2 at a de Broglie wavelength comparable to typical distance between two atoms, i.e. 1.5
angstroms. If an incident X-ray beam encounters a crystal lattice, which is made of parallel
planes of atoms called Miller planes and described by indices hkl corresponding to their
interception with the x, y and z axes, then each electron cloud diffracts a spherical wave.
Although the spherical waves cancel one another in most directions (destructive interfer-
ence), there is, for each set of planes, a direction that forms an angle θhkl with the planes,
along which the interferences are constructive. The incident angle θhkl is given by Bragg’s
Law:
2dhklsin(θhkl) = nλ , (3.1)
where dhkl corresponds to the distance between 2 parallel planes, λ is the X-ray wave-
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length, and the integer n is the order of the reﬂection which is ﬁxed to 1 by convention
in X-ray diffraction analysis. Higher order reﬂections can always be described by ﬁrst or-
der reﬂections being due to sets of different crystallographic planes with indices that are
multiples of n.
3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscope and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used on thermally etched sintered samples to
evaluate grain sizes while energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detectors were used on highly
polished samples to identify the presence of different atoms and the composition of the
samples. The SEM machine that was used in this work was a JEOL JSM-840A SEM with a
combined EDX detector.
SEM is a reﬂective type of electron microscope capable of producing high-resolution
images of a sample surface by shooting electrons at it and by collecting the resulting emis-
sions with a detector. The beam of electrons is produced by an electron gun. The beam is
then focused toward the sample by travelling through electromagnetic ﬁelds and lenses.
When hitting the surface of the sample, different types of emission made of either sec-
ondary electrons, back-scattered electrons or X-ray are produced due to the interaction of
the primary electron beam with the atoms of the sample. The majority of electrons released
by the surface are coming from a few nanometers deep in the surface and are made of sec-
ondary electrons which energies are low enough, i.e. about 50 eV, to be deﬂected by a low
bias voltage and easily collected. This type of electrons provide localized information of
the surface topography.
A combined EDX detector collects X-ray emitted by the surface of the sample. When
the energy of the primary electrons are high enough to ionized the atoms at the surface of
the sample, then bound electrons are excited to higher energy states. When they relaxe to
lower unoccupied states, characteristic X-rays are emitted from the surface atoms. Their
energy depends on the energy difference between the energy states which is related to the
type of atom the electrons are bound to. The EDX detector thus provides compositional
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information of the sample.
3.2.4 High Resolution Neutron Powder Diffraction
Non-sintered powders of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and ground pellet powders of La0.7Ba0.3MnO3
and La0.65Y0.05Ba0.3MnO3 were analysed by neutron high resolution powder diffractome-
ter (HRPD) at the ISIS neutron facility, UK. The diffractograms were then examined by
Rietveld reﬁnement.
Neutrons were discovered by Chadwick in 1932 by the observation of a penetrating
form of radiation emanating from beryllium metal when activated by alpha particles from
a radium source (Chadwick, 1932). Then, pioneering work in neutron scattering done by
Shull in the ﬁfties, made possible to reveal magnetic arrangement of atoms in solids (Shull
et al., 1951).
Neutron diffraction uses the capacity of the massive uncharged particles that are neu-
trons, to be scattered off of atomic nuclei by interaction with matter via the strong nuclear
force. Neutron diffraction is usually favored over X-ray diffraction as being electrically
neutral particles, neutrons have a larger penetration depth than X-rays, and are conse-
quently capable of probing the bulk properties of materials. The de Broglie wavelength of
typical thermal neutrons is 1.8 angstrom, which is very similar to typical interatomic spac-
ings in solids. Although in the present work, only elastic neutron scattering was used, i.e.
collecting the neutrons that are being scattered by the sample at the same energy as they
were sent, it is possible to use inelastic neutron scattering to collect information from dif-
ferent excited energy levels in solids and probe lattice excitations (e.g. phonons) and mag-
netic excitations (e.g. magnons). Finally, since the neutron possesses a magnetic dipole, it
can therefore interact with single electrons in solids and allow the imaging of magnetic in
addition to atomic patterns in solids.
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3.2.5 Grain Size Estimation
To prepare samples for microscope imaging, if one wants to be able to distinguish the
grain boundaries, samples have ﬁrst to be thoroughly polished and thermally etched. The
surface of the pellets were thus polished using decreasing grain size silicon carbide papers:
P400 (35.0 μm grain), P800 (21.8 μm grain), P1200 (15.3 μm grain), and P2500 paper (8.4 μm
grain). Then, ﬁner diamond paste, i.e. 15, 6, 3, 1 and 1/4 μm diamond particle size paste,
was used to polish the surface of the samples for 20 minutes each time. The samples were
then thermally etched at 100 ◦C below the sintering temperature for 30 minutes which was
just enough to allow the grains to reappear at the surface.
An optical microscope or an SEM was then used to image the sample and to determine
the average grain size as illustrated in ﬁgure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 Optical microscope image of a typical pellet surface that has been pol-
ished and thermally etched for grain size determination. Lines of known length
were used to calculate the number of grains crossing them, hence the grain fre-
quency, and consequently the grain size.
The principle of grain size determination that was used is the following. Grains that
are crossing each lines are counted. This process is repeated for 10 lines. All the lines have
the same known length L. It can thus be determined how many grains N are counted in
a length L. This number is averaged over the 10 horizontal lines to get NHor. The same
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technique is used vertically to get NVer. Using equation 3.2, the average, vertically and
horizontally, number of grain N that can be found crossing a length L, can be calculated.
N =
(
NVer+NHor
)
2
(3.2)
Finally, the average characteristic grain length lGrain is determined using equation 3.3.
lGrain =
L
(N−1) (3.3)
A standard deviation,ΔlGrain, can be calculated using the standard deviation,ΔN, from
the average number of grain that are counted crossing a known length L, in equation 3.2:
ΔlGrain =
L
(N−1)2ΔN. (3.4)
3.2.6 Thermal Transport Measurements
Thermal transport properties of LCMO samples are measured using a physical property
measurement system (PPMS) supplied by Quantum Design®. There are several physical
properties that can be measured using the available thermal trasnport option (TTO). They
are listed in 3.4.
General Properties and Conﬁguration
There are two possible geometries for the mounting of the sample, depending on the shape
of it: the 4-probe geometry, which is usually used for a bar shaped sample and the 2-probe
geometry, which is used for a pellet. In our case, the latter is the one that was used in all
our measurements as shown in ﬁgure 3.2.
There are two available modes to operate the TTO in order to measure κ and SSeeb: a
single measurement mode and a continuous measurement mode.
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Table 3.4 Summary of physical properties that can be measured with the TTO on
the PPMS in function of recordable physical quantities.
Physical properties Recordable physical quantities
Thermal conductivity, κ , From temperature drop, ΔT , between two
can be measured independently. thermometers, coupled with emissivity,
ε , input power, I2R, and thermal conductance
at the puck shoe, κShoe.
Seebeck coefﬁcient, SSeeb, From voltage drop, ΔV , between two contact points,
needs κ to be calculated. and ΔT with the formula: SSeeb =−ΔVΔT .
Electrical resistivity, ρ , From voltage drop, ΔV , between two contact points
can be measured independently. and current in leads, I.
Figure of merit, ZT , ZT = S
2
SeebT
κρ
needs κ , SSeeb and ρ .
Figure 3.2 Schematic of a pellet sample attached to the copper leads in a 2-probe
conﬁguration. THot and TCold are the hot and cold thermometers, respectively.
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Thermal Conductivity Measurements
Single Measurement Mode This mode is the most time consuming, but necessitates a
simpler analysis done by the PPMS TTO software. Indeed, the software waits until the
system reaches equilibrium when submitted to a heat pulse. The PPMS records over time
the temperature difference, ΔTAcross , between a hot, at a temperature THot , and a cold, at
a temperature TCold , thermocouples. It waits (usually about 30 to 60 minutes) until the
difference between both terminals is less than a user-deﬁned value. At this point it is able
to give a value to the maximal temperature drop across the sample, ΔT (ﬁgure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 Schematic of the temperature response of a sample to a heat pulse,
recorded at both terminals and the deducted maximal temperature drop across
the sample, ΔT .
The thermal conductance is then calculated following equation 3.5:
KSample =
RI2
ΔT
, (3.5)
where heat pulse power, PHeat = RI2, is delivered by a heater of resistance R under a current
I.
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Correction for Radiated Heat A correction is added for any heat radiated by the sam-
ple, PRad .
KSample =
RI2−PRad
ΔT
, (3.6)
The correction factor of radiated power in equation 3.6, follows equation 3.7 and is
derived from equation 3.8.
PRad = σT
S
2
εSample
(
T 4Hot −T 4Cold
)
(3.7)
In equation 3.7 , σT = 5.67 10−8 Wm−2K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, S is the
sample surface area, and εSample is the infrared emissivity of the sample. It is the ability of
the sample to emit heat radiation through its surface. For every material, the emissivity is
tabulated in the literature as the ratio of energy radiated by the material to the energy radi-
ated by a black body at the same temperature. The latter is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann
law for a perfect black body:
PRad−Black Body
S
= σTT 4. (3.8)
Typically, εSample ≈ 0.3 for unpolished metallic surfaces and εSample ≈ 0.1 for highly pol-
ished metallic surfaces. We have used a constant value of εSample = 0.4 throughout all the
experiments since in the literature, emissivity of manganite is 0.4 (at 298 K) in the 3-5 μm
waveband (Shen et al., 2009). Thanks to a short study we performed on the inﬂuence of
the value of εSample, input by the user, on κ (not shown in this thesis), we determined that
the error on the value of κ increases exponentially with T , but stays below 3 %.
Correction for κShoe and Nickel Calibration To calculate the thermal conductance of
a sample (equation 3.11) the TTO software considers that the supplied heating power, RI2,
is essentially going through the sample and towards the puck shoe. Indeed, ﬁgure 3.4.a
shows that the thermal resistance of the whole system is essentially dominated by the
sample and shoe resistances since the thermal resistance of the wire is negligible. We can
approximate the characteristic time constant of the heat transfer through one wire to follow
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equation 3.9:
τWire =
l2WireCWire
κWire
. (3.9)
The characteristic length, lWire, is about 5 .10−2 m. The heat capacity of the wire, CWire,
itself being made of copper, is about 0.385 JK−1 at room temperature for a wire of about
1 g. The thermal conductivity of the copper wire, κWire, is about 400 JK−1m−1. This gives
us a characteristic time constant for the heat pulse to cross the wire of about 2.5 .10−6 s.
This is negligible in comparison with characteristic time constants of the samples and the
puck shoe which are of the order of a second. The system can thus be considered as in
ﬁgure 3.4.b.
Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic illustration of the 2-probe conﬁguration sample/lead sys-
tem connected to the PPMS heat source and sink via copper wires. (b) Simpliﬁed
schematic of the 2-probe conﬁguration system.
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Using the fact that the heating power essentially goes through the sample and the puck
shoe, as shown in ﬁgure 3.4.b, equation 3.10 is established:
RI2 =
(
KSample+KShoe
)
ΔT +PRad . (3.10)
Hence:
KSample =
RI2−PRad
ΔT
−KShoe. (3.11)
The thermal conductance at the shoe was calibrated using a nickel calibration sample
once and for all, in order to ﬁx the parameters a, b, and c used in the phenomenological
equation 3.12:
KShoe = aT +bT 2+ cT 3. (3.12)
N.B.: KSample is the thermal conductance, and not conductivity, of the sample. To obtain
the thermal conductivity, κSample, the TTO software uses equation 3.13:
κSample = KSample
hThick
ACross section
, (3.13)
where ACross section is the cross section area of the sample.
Continuous Measurement Mode In the continuous measurement mode, the TTO soft-
ware does not wait until the system has reached equilibrium to reapply another heat pulse.
It frequently applies heat pulses while ramping up or down the temperature, and interpo-
lating along the sweep, the thermal conductivity for every single heat pulse. This method
is faster, but requires curve ﬁttings which can be a source of error. The principle of this
mode is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.5. In the top panel of this ﬁgure, typical time trace responses
to a heat pulse, for both thermometers, hot and cold, are represented. It also includes the
slewing PPMS base temperature. In the middle panel, the difference temperature, ΔT , be-
tween the two thermometers is represented in addition to the time constant values τ1 and
τ2, and the asymptotic differential, ΔT∞, that the TTO software intrapolate using equa-
tion 3.14, when the PPMS is in global heating slewing, and equation 3.14, when it is in
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global cooling slewing. The TTO does the same extrapolation with the voltage difference
across the sample, to obtain the asymptotic value ΔV∞ used for thermopower measure-
ment. The bottom panel shows one applied square-wave heat pulse.
Figure 3.5 Typical temperature response from a sample under a single heat pulse
and quantities that the TTO extrapolates. This ﬁgure is adapted from Quantum
Design (2002).
ΔTFit =ΔT∞
(
1− τ1e
− tτ1 − τ2e−
t
τ2
τ1− τ2
)
(3.14)
ΔTFit = A−ΔT∞
(
1− τ1e
− tτ1 − τ2e−
t
τ2
τ1− τ2
)
(3.15)
In equation 3.14, ΔTFit is the temperature difference proﬁle interpolated by the TTO
software and t the time. In equation 3.15, A is a constant parameter interpolated by the
software. τ1 and τ2 are depending on the sample and the lead characteristics, respectively.
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The software then uses equations 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, substituting ΔT∞ extracted from
the ﬁt to ΔT , to calulate KSample and then κSample.
Thermopower - Seebeck Coefﬁcient Measurements
In a similar way as for interpolating the asymptotic temperature drop accross the sample
while measuring continuously, the software ﬁts the voltage response according to equa-
tion 3.16:
ΔVFit =ΔV∞
(
1− τ
′
1e
− tτ ′1 ± τ ′2e
− tτ ′2
τ ′1− τ ′2
)
+bt+ c, (3.16)
where τ ′1, τ ′2, b and c are other parameters interpolated by the software. The "±" sign refers
to the fact that a full search is realised by the software to compute for both plus and minus
signs. In reality, the material responsible for the short time constant, τ ′2, which is usually
the leads, might be of the opposite sign as the one for the material associated with the long
time constant, τ ′1, which is usually the sample.
The software then uses the asymptotic voltage drop, ΔV∞, from equations 3.16, and
temperature difference, ΔT∞, from equations 3.14 or 3.15, to calculate the Seebeck coefﬁ-
cient of the sample, SSeeb, at a speciﬁc temperature:
SSeeb =−ΔV∞
ΔT∞
. (3.17)
Resistivity Measurements
Regarding the resistivity, the measurement process uses a digital signal processor (DSP)
current source and phase sensitive voltage detection. The DSP supplies an AC bias current
from 1 Hz up to 1 kHz in frequency and therefore provide greater measurement sensitiv-
ity than DC instruments because signal ﬁltering is employed. Finally, measurements are
typically made by passing a known current, I, through a sample and measuring a voltage
difference, ΔV , across the sample. N.B.: This voltage difference, ΔV , is different from the
one used to determinate the thermopower. It is measured before and after application of a
heat pulse. The resistivity, ρ , is then calculated using equation 3.18 and averaged between
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the two readings.
ρ =
ΔV
I
ACross section
hThick
(3.18)
The user supplies the two parameters that are necessary to calculate the resistivity, i.e.
hThick and ACross section. It is extremely important that the user deﬁnes them as accurately as
possible since they constitute themain source of error in the determination of ρ , SSeeb and κ .
Error considerations for all thermal transport measurements are described in Appendix D.
Thermal Time Response Measurements
Thermal time response measurements were performed by Dr. Giacomo Porcari at the Uni-
versity of Parma on a virgin porous and a silver impregnated La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 samples.
The setup is not a magnetic fridge prototype, it is rather a testing device aimed to study
magnetocaloric time response of systems in operational conditions (Porcari et al., 2013).
Here, the change of temperature due to the MCE of a sample is not used to cool or heat
any thermal bath. Instead, the sample is moved between two regions (ﬁgure 3.6 a). In the
cold one, which is kept at TC − δT , a magnetic ﬁeld is present and forces the sample to
heat once, via the MCE and then its temperature relaxes in the cold bath. In the hot region,
there is no magnetic ﬁeld such as moving the sample from the cold region with a ﬁeld to
this one make the sample to cool due to the reverse MCE. The hot region is kept at TC+δT
which enables the sample temperature to relax. In practice, a thermometer is attached to
the sample, itself stuck to a moving rod that is inserted and extracted, within or from, the
magnetic ﬁeld. The system actually follows two adiabatic and two isoﬁeld branches, thus
simulating a Brayton magnetothermal cycle (ﬁgure 3.6 b).
This system was used to compare Ag-impregnated and virgin La0.67Ca0.33MnO3, which
TC was 258.5 K.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6 (a) Thermal time response apparatus schematic. (b) Schematic of a
magnetocaloric thermal response recorded during two cycles (Porcari et al., 2013).
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3.2.7 Magnetisation Measurements
Magnetisation measurements as a function of ﬁeld and temperature were realised using
vibrating sample magnetometers (VSM) either on an Oxford Instrument VSM or the PPMS
mounted with a VSM option. Each machine uses a superconducting electromagnet to
provide a magnetic ﬁeld up to 4 and 9 T, respectively.
The basic concept of VSM was originally suggested by Simon Foner (1959) and has
since become conventional in the characterisation of magnetic materials, since it is non-
destructive, versatile and highly reliable. It relies on the detection of magnetic ﬂux changes
due to Faraday’s law, caused by the magnetisation movement from the sample that is be-
ing vibrated, thus inducing an AC voltage between pick-up coils. This voltage difference
is then detected using a lock-in method set at the frequency of the sample oscillation, and
ﬁnally converted into magnetic moment of the sample. Both machines were used in a lon-
gitudinal conﬁguration, i.e. the external ﬁeld, the sample vibration and moment detection
are all along the same axis (ﬁgure 3.7 a).
As the PPMS was the machine used for about 95 % of the work involved in this thesis,
we are focusing further descriptions on this machine only and if not stated otherwise, it
can be assumed that magnetisation results were obtained using the PPMS. A schematic of
it is given in ﬁgure 3.7.
The sample oscillation amplitudes were typically between 3 mm for few mg of pow-
ders, and down to 0.5 mm for half gram pellets. For the latter, a large bore coil set was
used on the PPMS. A centering step was done before any measurements ensuring that the
sample oscillates between the pickup coil midpoints. It is said by the maker that the PPMS
VSM resolves magnetisation changes of less than 10−6 emu (Quantum Design, 2008). The
PPMS is cooled with liquid 4He and thus allows measurements in a temperature range of
1.5 K - 300 K.
In this machine, two pickup coils are positioned such as their central axes are aligned
with the sample oscillation axis. The winding in opposite senses and their connection in
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 PPMS VSM schematic adapted from Quantum Design (2008) and
kindly given by Dr. Milan Bratko (2013).
series ensures that voltages induced by changes in external magnetic ﬁeld are rejected and
allows a continuous sweeping of the magnetic ﬁeld during measurement. It also guaran-
tees that the voltages induced in the two coils add constructively. Calibration was origi-
nally done on the machine using a palladium reference.
During the work involved in this Ph.D. thesis, the response of the pickup coils of the
PPMS was calibrated against a Ni reference sample. It is shown in ﬁgure 3.8. The error
on Ni magnetisation at 298 K was rather small, from 1 to 3 %, and increasing with the
amplitude of vibration.
In this project, we focused on recording bulk FM and PM magnetisation appearing in
response to an applied external magnetic ﬁeld. This applied magnetic ﬁeld was raised
from 0 T up to high ﬁeld and lowered back to 0 T. Only positive magnetic ﬁeld were
thus used. The recording of rather shortened MH-loops was decided since the remanence
magnetisation and coercivity ﬁeld are quite low in manganites. Using only positive mag-
netic ﬁeld is indeed what would be done in a real magnetic refrigeration device. Finally,
recorded magnetisations were normalized by the mass of each sample which was a non
negligible source of error when comparing magnetisation data between samples.
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Figure 3.8 Nickel magnetisation calibration realised at 298 K on the PPMS VSM
option using different vibration amplitude.
3.2.8 Heat Capacity Measurements
Heat capacity measurements were performed on La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 and
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3, using the PPMS mounted with the heat capacity option. In brief, a sample
is mounted to a platform by adhesive such as Apiezon N or H Grease, depending on the
temperature range of operation. The platform is suspended in the air via eight thin wires.
An embedded heater supplies a heat pulse via one of the wires. The thermal response from
the sample is recorded by another wire which measures the temperature of the platform.
A ﬁtting analysis, similar to the one used for recording the thermal conductivity (3.2.6),
is then performed by the software. It is worth mentioning that measurements have to be
done ﬁrst on the grease alone; they constitute the addenda. Only after, measurements can
be realised on the sample mounted on the grease. Details and performances of the method
can be found elsewhere (Shi et al., 2010).
3.2.9 Mean Field and Bean-Rodbell Theory Based Reﬁnement
In order to acquire a deeper understanding of the interplay between magnetic and vol-
ume properties in the ferromagnet manganites studied in this thesis, we used a reﬁnement
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software developped by Dr. João S. Amaral from the University of Aveiro, Portugal.
This routine is written in MATLAB® and uses a graphical user interface (GUI) to plot
experimental magnetisation data of a ferromagnet sample and try to match them with sim-
ulated ones. To do so, it relies on mean ﬁeld theory, as described in section 2.2, along with
the Bean-Rodbell model, explained in section 2.4, which assumes a linear dependence,
with a proportionality factor β , of the Curie temperature TC of the system, on a relative
volume change (equation 2.37). In brief, as shown in previous works (Amaral et al., 2007,
2008), systems with second and ﬁrst-order phase transitions have been adequately inter-
preted using the Bean-Rodbell model, which describes in particular the modiﬁcation of TC
due to the magnetovolume coupling (Bean and Rodbell, 1962).
The way the reﬁnement software works is by adjustment of several parameters by the
user such as magnetisation saturation at 0 K, MSat , magnetovolume-free transition tem-
perature, T0, magnetic ion clustering via the magnetic spin value per unit formula, J, and
magnetovolume coupling via the η parameter (equations 2.49 and 2.50). For 0 ≤ η ≤ 1,
the transition is second-order. For η ≥ 1, the transition is ﬁrst-order, with coupled volume
and magnetisation discontinuities on ﬁeld and temperature. Finally, to account for sam-
ple inhomogeneity, a Gaussian distribution of the transition temperature around the mean
value, T0, with adjustable full width half maximum (FWHM) is considered.
A more extensive user guide manual is given in Appendix E.
3.2.10 Direct ΔTAd Measurements
DirectΔTAd measurements were performed on La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 by Dr.
Tino Gottschall from the Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany.
The home-buit experimental setup is based on the application of a variable magnetic
ﬁeld using permanent magnets disposed in a concentric Halbach-cylinder conﬁguration
and on monitoring the temperature response of the magnetocaloric sample using a copper-
Constantan thermocouple. Details of the method was published by Skokov et al. (2012).
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3.2.11 Thermal Expansion and Magnetostriction Measurements
Thermal expansion and magnetostriction measurements were realised on a capacitance
dilatometer DIL20-08 designed and built by Mr. Rotter et al. (1998). Capacitance dilatome-
try is a macroscopic method theoretically capable of resolving dilatation, Δl/l, as small as
10−9. Its advantage lies in the high static and dynamic range of sample length, the range
of temperature, i.e. 2 K to 400 K, and the possiblity to insert it in the PPMS that provides a
magnetic ﬁeld, enabling magnetostriction measurements. The technique principle is based
on the change of capacitance between two capacitor plates that are occuring due to a length
change of a sample. The working device is a very small capacitive cell made of Ag-tilted
plates (ﬁgure 3.9 a and b), used with the sample placed in between them (ﬁgure 3.9 c).
Each plate is connected to a very sensitive capacitance bridge voltage detector.
Capacitance dilatometry was invented and developed by White (1961), originally as
a two-terminal capacitance method used to measure a hitherto unreachable resolution of
10−10 m, before improving it to a three-terminal capacitance method (White and Collins,
1972) to measure thermal expansion of referenced metals such as Cu, Au and Ag.
To calculate the gap distance from the measurement of capacitance between the plates,
the tilted plate capacitance formula (Rotter et al., 1998) was used:
C(T ) =
2ε0
d(T )
[
Ao(T )
1−√1− γ2o
γ2o
−Ai(T )
1−
√
1− γ2i
γ2i
]
, (3.19)
where,
γ2o =
r0
b
[ k(T )
d(T )
−1
]
, (3.20)
and,
γ2i =
ri
b
[ k(T )
d(T )
−1
]
. (3.21)
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.9 Photo of top (a) and bottom (b) Ag-plates used in the capacitance
dilatometer DIL20-08. (c) Side view schematic of the tilted plates in operation
with a sample inserted between them. Figures are extracted from Rotter et al.
(1998); Rotter (2007).
In equations 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, r0 and ri are the outer
and inner plate radii, respectively, b is the distance between the center of the capacitor and
the pivot (ﬁgure 3.9 c). k(T ) is the pivot distance and is determined from its value at 300 K,
k(T0), using tabulated values of silver expansion, Δl/lAg−Lit(T ) (White and Collins, 1972),
and of sapphire expansion Δl/lSapphire−Lit(T )(White, 1993), following:
k(T ) = k(T0)+2ds
[Δl
l Ag−Lit
(T )−Δl
l Sapphire−Lit
(T )
]
, (3.22)
where ds is the thickness of the sapphire washers, i.e. 0.8 mm (ﬁgure 3.9 c). Finally Ao(T )
and Ai(T ) are the outer and inner capacitance plate areas, r2oπ and r2i π , respectively. Being
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made of silver, they also depart from their value at 300 K, Ao(T0) and Ai(T0), with tempera-
ture due to the thermal expansion of silver, Δl/lAg−Lit(T ), following:
Ao(T ) = Ao(T0)
[
1+
Δl
l Ag−Lit
(T )
]2
, (3.23)
and,
Ai(T ) = Ai(T0)
[
1+
Δl
l Ag−Lit
(T )
]2
. (3.24)
In order to eliminate all inﬂuences of the silver, the gap calculated from equation 3.19,
d(T ), is normalized by the change of gap due to silver, and becomes e(T ), deﬁned by:
e(T ) =
d(T )
1+Δll Ag−Lit
. (3.25)
Finally, any linear thermal expansion or magnetostriction of a sample is calculated us-
ing:
Δl
l Sample
(T,H) =
ΔeSample−ΔeAg−Zero
lSample
(T,H)+
Δl
l Ag−Lit
(T,H), (3.26)
where ΔeAg−Zero is the normalized gap measured on a Ag-sample of about the same size
as the sample.
Chapter 4
Engineering Thermal Transport in
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3
This chapters explains how the thermal conductivity of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3, called LCMO in this
section, can be engineered by density and grain size tuning, and by insertion of a highly conductive
phase such as silver or copper. Simple effective medium models are used to extract relevant trends
in the data. At best, the thermal conduction of the Cu-LCMO composite shows up to a six-fold
increase over pure LCMO. Most of the following results are published in Turcaud et al. (2013).
4.1 Motivations for Engineering Thermal Transport in MCE ma-
terials
The thermal conductivity, κ , of a magnetocaloric material is an important parameter in de-
termining its efﬁciency as a room temperature (RT) magnetic refrigerant. The construction
of a magnetic cooling engine indeed requires the refrigerant to be able to exchange heat
efﬁciently with a separate ﬂuid upon magnetisation and demagnetisation. The availability
of at least three magnetic refrigerant families, Fe2P-, La(Fe,Si)13- and manganite-based, for
prototype cooling engines has driven a recent increase in the study of refrigerant prop-
erties beyond the more-usually studied adiabatic temperature change and ﬁeld-induced
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Table 4.1 Reported values of thermal conductivity at RT for different types of
magnetocaloric materials. It is worth mentioning that these values are the one re-
ported by different groups and depend greatly on the conditions of processing of
the samples and the apparatus and type of technique used for the measurement.
Material Reported κ (Wm−1K−1) Reference
La0.7Sr0.3−xAgxMnO3 0.9 - 1.2 (Battabyal and Dey, 2006)
La1−xAgxMnO3 1 - 1.3 (Battabyal and Dey, 2004)
Pr0.55Na0.05Sr0.4MnO3 1.5 (Thaljaoui et al., 2013)
Pr0.6Sr0.4MnO3 1.75 (Thaljaoui et al., 2013)
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 1 - 2 (Cohn et al., 1997; Visser et al., 1997)
MnAs alloys 2 (Fujieda et al., 2004)
Ce5Ni2Si3 3.6 (Kowalczyk et al., 2012)
Gd5Si2Ge2 5 (Fujieda et al., 2004)
La(Fe0.88Si0.12)13 9 (Fujieda et al., 2004)
Gd0.18Dy0.82 ∼ 10 (Kamiya et al., 2004)
Gd 10 - 15 (Fujieda et al., 2004; Kamiya et al., 2004)
entropy change (Yu et al., 2003, 2010). Among these are: magnetic hysteresis, corrosion
resistance, and the subject of this section: thermal conductivity.
Thermal conductivity is known to play a strong role in the cooling cycle efﬁciency of
active magnetic regenerators (AMRs). For instance, Nielsen and Engelbrecht (2012) simu-
lated a two-dimensional AMR and found that optimal values of κ , depending on the work-
ing frequency and the geometry of the AMR, were varying between 7 and 8 Wm−1K−1.
The present study is driven ﬁrstly by the small number of studies as shown in table 4.1,
reporting κ in a few classes of magnetocaloric materials.
In addition, material processing, such as in compacted powders, can lead to reduction
of thermal conductivity relative to bulk values, especially in metallic materials and there
exist a few studies of thermal conductivity tuning particularly in alloy systems. For in-
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stance, in La(Fe,Si)13-based alloys, it has been shown that the thermal conductivity of a
compressed powder sample can be about ﬁve times smaller than the bulk material. This
reduced value can be subsequently enhanced by a factor of three by the introduction of a
secondary copper phase, electrodeposited on the particles (Lyubina et al., 2012).
Our study is also motivated by the unattractive magnetic and thermal hysteresis that
can arise due to low thermal conductivity and/or ineffective heat transfer during measure-
ment and operation in AMRs (Moore et al., 2009). As shown in table 4.1, the reported ther-
mal conductivity of virgin lanthanum-based manganites is rather low, ranging between
0.9 to 2 Wm−1K−1. Engineering and tuning thermal conductivity in manganites and other
magnetocaloric materials is therefore of increasing importance.
4.2 Inﬂuence of Porosity on Thermal Transport
4.2.1 Sample Preparation
A set of 8 mm wide and 3 mm thick pellets were shaped using polycrystalline powders of
LCMO synthesized by GNP, and pressed at 100 MPa for 1 minute. These pellets were then
sintered at 1300 ◦C for different amounts of time to achieve varying density (ﬁgure 4.1)
and oxygenated in air at 900 ◦C for 30 hours. This set is further called set 1.
It can be seen in ﬁgure 4.1 that the density, the open and closed porosities can easily
be tuned by choosing the right duration of sintering at 1300 ◦C.
4.2.2 XRD and Microscope Images
XRD performed on the cross section of all samples showed formation of a single phase
perovskite structure with an orthorhombic space group Pnma (ﬁgure 4.1.a). In average,
the reﬁned lattice parameters were a = 5.455(1) Å, b = 7.718(2) Å, c = 5.473(2) Å with
negligible variations between samples. These parameters are close to those reported in the
literature, i.e. a= 5.454, b= 7.708 Å, and c= 5.471 Å (Xie et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.1 (a) XRD diffraction spectrum of a LCMO pellet cross section sintered
for 2 hours at 1300 ◦C. (b) Density, (c) open porosity, (d) closed porosity, and (e)
relative density of LCMO pellets sintered at 1300 ◦C for increasing amount of
time. The symbole sizes encapsulate the errors in the measurements and the lines
are just guide to the eye. The downturn of closed porosity which decreases with
sintering time after a start increase can be explained by the gaz being trapped
inside the closed pores that diffuses through the bulk of the sample.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.2 Optical microscope images of LCMO samples with increasing density.
The samples were sintered at 1300 ◦C for (a) 0.5, (b) 2, (c) 10, (d) 20, and (e) 40
hours. The densities are given with a resolution of ± 1 %.
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The samples were polished thoroughly with silicon carbide papers and diamond paste
as described in section 3.2.5, down to 1 μm. Then they were thermally etched and repre-
sentative optical microscopy images of the surfaces were taken.
The images in ﬁgure 4.2 show pores as black spots and LCMO main phase in white. We
have a direct conﬁrmation that as the sintering time increases the densities of the samples
also increases judging from the rarefying of black areas. We start to see grain formation
from the 94 % dense (10 hours sintered). However, for each sample the average grain
size was small (below 3 μm), so the inﬂuence of grain size on all the physical properties
measured later on for this set of sample was considered to be negligible .
4.2.3 Inﬂuence on Magnetocaloric Effect
Using isothermal magnetisation measurements, isothermal entropy changes were deter-
mined for the sample set following the procedure described in section 2.1.1 and especially
deﬁned by equation 2.7. Results are shown in ﬁgure 4.3. The latter shows that magnetic
ﬁeld-induced entropy change is weakly sensitive to density. It does seem though that there
is a very slight increase of amplitude and sharpness of entropy change with increasing
density.
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Figure 4.3 Isothermal entropy change of LCMO samples with increasing density
under a 1 T magnetic ﬁeld application.
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4.2.4 Inﬂuence on Thermal Conductivity
Figure 4.4.a shows the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of the samples
below 350 K with increasing density. The measured κ is suppressed at low temperature
by the low thermal conductivity of the epoxy paste. Taken separately, each curve would
thus possess the general shape described in section 2.7.3 if it were not for the regime tran-
sition between metal to insulator occuring around 260 K. See Appendix D.3 for a thermal
resistance model of the epoxy-sample-epoxy system.
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Figure 4.4 Thermal conductivity of LCMO pellets with varying density, below
350 K (a) and at RT (b). The sintering time at 1300 ◦C are shown.
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Here and in all the studies that will follow, we focus on trends in κ above 150 K at least,
where the thermal conductivity of the epoxy paste is comparable to that of the samples.
It can be seen that at around 260 K, κ shows a change of behavior between a metal at
low temperature to an insulator-like dependence at high temperature. Another general
trend emerges from ﬁgure 4.4.a, and is pointed out at RT in ﬁgure 4.4.b, which is that as
the density of the pellets increases, κ rises. This can be understood as a decrease of the
amount of thermally insulating material made of air trapped inside the LCMO matrix, as
the sample density is increased.
Error bars are not shown in ﬁgure 4.4.a, for a sake of clarity. They are nonetheless
shown in ﬁgure 4.4.b.
Using general effective media (GEM) theory (McLachlan et al., 1990), we modeled the
thermal conductivity of the porous LCMO, κm, as a function of the density, D, using equa-
tion 4.1 and equation 4.2:
κm = κh(D)3/2 for D> DC, (4.1)
κm = κh
(
1− 1−D
DC
)n
for D< DC, (4.2)
where κh is the theoretical thermal conductivity of a 100 % dense sample, without any
consideration of grain size, and DC = 0.838 corresponds to the critical density where the
amount of pores equals the percolation threshold PC = 1−DC = 0.162, as established for
random close packed media (McLachlan et al., 1990). κh is computed using all samples
thermal conductivity taken over all available temperatures and extrapolated to 100 %
dense values. The exponent n in equation 4.2 is found by ﬁtting to the experimental data
to be n = 1.89 which belongs to the interval [1.6, 2], deﬁned by the universality class of
three dimensional composite materials in which spherical insulating holes are randomly
distributed and the total amount of holes is close to the percolation threshold (McLachlan
et al., 1990).
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4.2.5 Conclusions
Regarding the inﬂuence of porosity on electrical resistivity, results that were found were
not very conclusive. It was observed though that as a general behaviour, resistivity seems
to decrease with decreasing porosity as it can be easily understood, i.e. a decreasing poros-
ity means a gradual removal of insulting islands made of air inside the conductive LCMO
matrix. Similar results were found for the inﬂuence of porosity on Seebeck coefﬁcient, as
in general, the absolute value of SSeeb was found to decrease, a sign of more carriers, in
sample with decreasing porosity, i.e. increasing density (section 2.7.4).
From all this experimental results we can see that the density of a LCMO sample can be
adjusted by the time of sintering at 1300 ◦C, consequently tuning κ from 1 to 1.5 Wm−1K−1
at RT without having a signiﬁcant impact on other properties such as MCE.
4.3 Inﬂuence of Grain Size on Thermal Transport
In order to tune further up the thermal conductivity of LCMO, we made grains grow in an
identical (minus thermal etching) set of samples that was used in the previous section 4.2.
Grain size dependence was studied previously in some detail, providing partial explana-
tion of this variability in the literature (Alwi and Abd-Shukor, 2009), but the inﬂuence of
grain size was not separated from that of porosity and the determination of κ was done
by indirect measurements, i.e. by open-cell photoacoustic technique. The following study
builds on the work done by Alwi and Abd-Shukor (2009).
4.3.1 Sample Preparation
The second set of samples was made using sample set 1 with increasing density that was
studied in section 4.2 and to re-sinter each sample at 1500 ◦C for the same amounts of time
they were sintered at 1300 ◦C, this time to promote grain growth, before a ﬁnal oxygenation
at 900 ◦C for 30 hours. This set is further called set 2.
The average grain size of each sample was estimated by a linear intercept method, as
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described in section 3.2.5, using 100X magniﬁcation optical microscope images taken after
thermal etching (ASTM-E112-96, 2004). It should be noted that there was no correction
applied to take into account for tetrakaidecahedral grain morphology (Alford et al., 1988).
The images in ﬁgure 4.6 show grain boundaries (lines) and pores (black spots). For
this set, the density is almost constant for all pellets at 96 ± 1 % and grain size increases
with increased re-sintering time at 1500 ◦C as it can also be seen in ﬁgure 4.5. We have
included in ﬁgure 4.6.a the densest sample from the previous set as the grain size were
about 3.24 μm and the thermal conductivity of the sample is comparable to the others with
larger grains as we will see in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.5 Grain size in LCMO pellets as a function of re-sintering time at 1500 ◦C.
The error bars correspond to one standard deviation calculated using the method
described in section 3.2.5.
XRD performed on samples from this set show very close structure and cell parameter
as those from the previous set of sample (ﬁgure 4.1. The crystallographic structure was not
changed here by re-sintering the sample.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.6 Optical microscope images of LCMO samples with increasing grain
size. (b) - (f) Each sample was re-sintered at 1500 ◦C for the same amount of time
each was sintered at 1300 ◦C. See section 4.2. (a) Densest sample from previous
set 1.
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4.3.2 Inﬂuence on Magnetisation and Magnetocaloric Effect
The saturation magnetisation and magnetic ﬁeld-induced entropy change are weakly sen-
sitive to the re-sintering process and change in grain size. Isothermal entropy changes
of LCMO samples with increasing grain size are plotted against temperature in ﬁgure 4.7.
These curveswere constructed using isothermalmagnetisationmeasurements and the pro-
cedure described in section 2.1.1.
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Figure 4.7 Isothermal entropy change of LCMO samples with increasing grain
size.
4.3.3 Inﬂuence on Thermal Conductivity
The inﬂuence of grain size on the thermal conductivity of LCMO is shown in ﬁgure 4.8.
In ﬁgure 4.8.a., we see that an increase in the grain size up to 11.76 μm yields a general
increase in κ at any temperature and up to 2 Wm−1K−1 at RT consistent with reports (Alwi
and Abd-Shukor, 2009). It seems as well that the transition jump is increased with grain
size. However, a further increase in the grain size leads to a decrease of κ as shown in ﬁg-
ure 4.8.b. This might be due to an oxygenation matter, even if all the samples were treated
for oxygenation prior to any thermal conductivity measurement and that no deoxygena-
tion signature could be seen from magnetisation measurements, e.g. a shift in TC.
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Figure 4.8 Thermal conductivity of LCMO pellets below 350 K with varying grain
size in (a) and (b), and at RT in (c).
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4.3.4 Conclusions
Regarding the inﬂuence of grain size on electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefﬁcient, the
results found were inconclusive. Even though, it seems that an increase in grain size yields
a general increase in electrical conductivity, consistent with reports in other materials (Al-
ford et al., 1991). From all these experimental results we can see that the grain size of a
LCMO sample can be adjusted by the time of re-sintering at 1500 ◦C, consequently tuning
κ from 1.5 to 2 Wm−1K−1 at RT.
Using density and grain size optimisation in LCMO, the above results demonstrate that
we can tune κ up to 2 Wm−1K−1 at RT. We then explored whether κ could be increased
further by inserting a second phase of high thermal conductivity, e.g. metallic silver, into
the LCMO matrix.
4.4 Inﬂuence of Introduction of Ag-highly Conductive Phase on
Thermal Transport
4.4.1 Sample Preparation
A starting sample set comprising two pellets from set 1, with minimum starting density of
79 and 80 %, i.e. sintered for 2 hours at 1300 ◦C only, was used for silver impregnation.
Ag Impregnation Technique
The method was developed by Dr. Andrey Berenov from the Department of Materials
at Imperial College London. Under his supervision, silver was introduced into both pel-
lets by placing them into a melt of AgNO3 at 300 ◦C for a chosen amount of time. This
treatment was followed by an annealing at 500 ◦C in air for 10 hours resulting in the de-
composition of silver nitrate into metallic silver. Finally, the pellets were polished in order
to remove the metallic surface coating.
Figure 4.9 shows open porosities, densities and mass percentage of silver that has been
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taken up by the two samples labelled 31 (orange asterisks, starting density of 80 %) and
32 (dark cyan crosses, starting density of 79 %). Measurements were performed using
Archimedes’ method described in section 3.2.1.
Sample 31 and 32 managed to absorb up to 10.3 % and 11.7 %, respectively, of their
masses in Ag. These measurements conﬁrm that silver penetrates the samples. In addition
we see a plateauing of the open porosity and of the mass percentage of silver taken up by
the sample. It is likely that we are approaching saturation of the total amount of silver
that can penetrate the interior of the sample using this route, presumably due to the poor
wettability of silver on oxide materials (Seeharaj and Atkinson, 2011).
4.4.2 SEM Micrographs, EDX Spectra and X-Ray Diffractograms
EDX spectroscopy and XRD analysis were performed on the polished cross section interior
of sample 32. XRD pattern of the inside shows extra peaks from the cubic closed–packed
silver phase, space group: Fm-3m (ﬁgure 4.10.a). The silver is only present there as a second
phase in addition to the orthorhombic perovskite matrix. There is no subsitution-insertion
inside the perovskite structure. Figure 4.10.b shows backscattered electron image of the
same interior. The grey-black areas consist of LCMO perovskite, and white areas are Ag-
rich phase, as measured by EDX. Note that the silver distribution is inhomogeneous, as
a result of the geometry of the porous network. EDX mapping indeed shows that Ag is
certainly distributed inside the pores and possibly at the grain boundaries (Zhao et al.,
2005).
Image processing, using ImageJ® software, on this backscattered image reveals a dis-
tribution in volume of 4.6± 0.7 % of silver, 18.7± 3.2 % of pores and 76.7± 3.3 % of LCMO.
This is equivalent to a weight distribution of 9.5 ± 1.3 % of Ag, which is in agreement with
the 11.7 ± 0.9 % of Ag found by Archimedes’ method.
Java-based program ImageJ® is a public domain software originally developed by Mr.
Wayne Rasband from the Research Services Branch of the US National Institute of Health.
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Figure 4.9 (a) Open porosity, (b) density and (c) amount of silver in Ag-
impregnated samples 31 in orange asteriks and 32 in dark cyan crosses. Lines
are just guide to the eye.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.10 (a) XRD, (b) SEM, (c, d) EDX spectra taken from the areas c (white
area) and d (black area), respectively, of the interior of Ag-impregnated sample 32.
The small bump in the XRD spectrum could be attributed to tiny phase of amor-
phous material that could potentially be Ag substituted into the LCMO structure
even though it requires much higher temperature to occur. Traces of Ag are found
in the EDX spectrum of area d due to the size (in 3D) of the probed area, it is be-
lieved, and the material underneath that could be silver.
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4.4.3 Inﬂuence on Magnetisation and Magnetocaloric Effect
Isothermal entropy changes of Ag-impregnated samples 31 and 32, were constructed us-
ing isothermal magnetisation measurements and the procedure described in section 2.1.1.
They are compared in ﬁgure 4.11.a to the LCMO sample with 10.84 μm grain size, show-
ing the highest MCE. Magnetisation curves for sample 31 and 32 were measured on an
Oxford Instrument TVSM with a reported 3 K shift to higher recorded temperatures which
explains why isothermal entropy changes of sample 31 and 32 peak at higher temperature,
about 3 - 4 K, than for the virgin LCMO which magnetisation response was measured on
the PPMS.
We see that the amplitude of the MCE is a little smaller for the Ag-impregnated sam-
ples than for the virgin sample. This is due to the fact that isothermal entropy change in
JK−1kg−1 is calculated when considering all the mass of the sample, the magnetically ac-
tive such as LCMO as well as the magnetically inactive such as Ag. This decrease of MCE
is of about 10 % when considering the whole area under the entropy change curve. This
is conﬁrmed by the saturation magnetisation measurements done at 10 K, which shows
a decrease of about 9.0 % for sample 31 (ﬁgure 4.11.b). There is no observable difference
between the two impregnated sample MCEs considering that they have different but close
amounts of silver inside them, 10.3 ± 0.8 %w for sample 31 and 11.7 ± 0.9 %w for sample
32.
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Figure 4.11 (a) Isothermal entropy changes and (b) magnetisation saturations of
Ag-impregnated LCMO samples 31 and 32. It is worth mentioning that the shift
in the peak value of ΔS with Ag-impregnation could not be explained.
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4.4.4 Inﬂuence on Thermal Conductivity
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Figure 4.12 Thermal conductivity of silver-impregnated sample 31 and 32, scat-
tered orange asterisks and dark cyan crosses respectively, compared with thermal
conductivities of the less dense sample in ﬁlled black squares and the grain size-
optimized sample, 11.76 μm large grains, in open green triangles. The solid lines
are the ﬁt to equation 4.3 for the samples 31 and 32. See text for details. The
thicknesses of these lines encompasse one standard deviation from the ﬁt.
Figure 4.12 shows the thermal conductivity of impregnated samples 31 and 32, compared
with virgin sample with a density of 77% and an optimum grain size sample with 11.76 μm
large grains. We see that silver impregnation raises κ , e.g. the RT value is raised to
1.25 Wm−1K−1 for sample 31 and to 2.5 Wm−1K−1 for sample 32. This modest increase
of κ by a temperature independent factor suggests that silver is not dominating the heat
conduction in the impregnated sample as that would have been revealed by a more pro-
nounced increase of κ particularly at low temperatures (Ho et al., 1972).
The distribution of silver can also be explored by employing a GEM analysis of the
3-phase (Air-Ag-LCMO) impregnated samples given by:
κnComposite =
(
1− fAg
)
κnLCMO porous+ fAgκ
n
Ag, (4.3)
where κAg is the thermal conductivity of pure silver, fAg is the volume proportion of silver
in the samples, κLCMO porous is the simulated starting thermal conductivity of the porous
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sample before impregnation, using the original density D and equation 4.1 or equation 4.2
depending on the value of D compared to DC for samples 31 and 32. Finally, κComposite is the
measured thermal conductivity of the sample and the logarithmic exponent n determines
whether the component parts of the effective medium add in series for which case n =
−1 or in parallel for n = +1 (Uvarov, 2000). The GEM model ﬁt is shown in ﬁgure 4.12
for the two impregnated samples 31 and 32 yielding n = 0.08 and 0.34 respectively. The
positive n exponent indicates that there is a parallel addition of the thermal conductivites
of manganite and silver but the non integer value suggests that it is only partial.
Taken together these results suggest that silver does not fully percolate throughout the
sample volume to provide a completely parallel high thermal conductivity and low resis-
tance path. The fact that the exponent is not unitary suggests that the GEM model used
here is likely to be too simplistic to capture the behaviour fully, including the variation in n
between samples. It is worth reminding that EDX mapping of the impregnated sample 32
shows that Ag is certainly distributed inside the pores and possibly at the grain boundaries
(Zhao et al., 2005).
4.4.5 Inﬂuence on Resistivity
The resistivity of impregnated samples 31 and 32 are compared with virgin sample with a
density of 77% and an optimum grain size sample with 11.76 μm large grains in ﬁgure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Electrical resistivity of silver-impregnated sample 31 and 32, scat-
tered orange asterisks and dark cyan crosses respectively, compared with elec-
trical resistivity of the less dense sample in ﬁlled black squares and the grain
size-optimized sample, 11.76 μm large grains, in open green triangles. The solid
lines are the ﬁt to equation 4.3 for the samples 31 and 32 obtained below RT. See
text for details. The thicknesses of these lines does not encompasse one standard
deviation from the ﬁt as it would cover the symbols.
It can be seen that there is a pronounced decrease of resistivity when silver is added.
A similar GEM theory analysis as the one performed in section 4.4.4 using equation 4.3
revealed exponents n to be positive in both cases, i.e. 0.24 and 0.30 for sample 31 and
32, respectively. In a same manner as for thermal conductivity, in the case of electrical
conductivity, it is also the parallel addition between LCMO and Ag phases that is the
predominant mixing rule.
In addition the characteristic shape of the metal-insulator transition is recovered. Paral-
lel silver conducting paths would reduce the resistivity of course but also short circuit the
manganite phase. The fact that we see the opposite suggests that the dominant effect of the
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silver is to remove the high resistance pathways between the manganite grains. In other
words silver has predominantly diffused to the grain boundaries and improved grain to
grain connectivity, thus revealing intragrain properties.
4.4.6 Inﬂuence on Seebeck Coefﬁcient
Seebeck coefﬁcientmeasurement revealed that Ag impregnation decreases the thermopower
quite drastically, i.e. by a factor of 2.6 and 16 at RT for sample 31 and 32, respectively. This
is expected from the increase of the number of carriers along with impregnation which
yields an inversely proportional decrease of the absolute thermopower. See section 2.7.4
for more details on this.
In addition, we see that the electronic transition jump seen around 260 K in the ther-
mopower is fading out with Ag-impregnation.
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Figure 4.14 Seebeck coefﬁcient of silver-impregnated sample 31 and 32, scat-
tered orange asterisks and dark cyan crosses respectively, compared with See-
beck coefﬁcient of the less dense sample in ﬁlled black squares and the grain
size-optimized sample, 11.76 μm large grains, in open green triangles.
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4.4.7 Performance Testing in a Real Device
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.15 (a,b) Thermomagnetic Brayton cycles performed under a 1 T magnetic
ﬁeld change, on the parent LCMO (red proﬁle) and Ag-ﬁlled LCMO sample 32
(blue proﬁle). (c) Close up of half a cycle of the two systems.
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Ag-impregnated sample 32 and virgin LCMO porous sample with 94 % density, were sent
to Parma University to be tested in real conditions and to assess their thermal time re-
sponse as described in section 3.2.6 (Porcari et al., 2013). This work was performed by Dr.
Giacomo Porcari.
It is worth noticing that thermomagnetic cycles in this experiment were speciﬁcally
chosen to reproduce isoﬁeld relaxation branches, i.e. starting from the maximum until the
switch, and waiting same amounts of time for both sample in order to study the effect of
the thermal conductivity on the adiabatic branch.
In ﬁgure 4.15.a direct measurement of the thermomagnetic cycles performed for a ﬁeld
change of 1T for the 94 % virgin dense sample and Ag-impregnated sample 32 are shown.
Adiabatic temperature change, ΔTAd , was determined using this method to be of 1.2 K and
1 K for the parent and the Ag-ﬁlled sample, respectively. This difference of about 0.2 K
is thought to be due to a dilution effect caused by the presence of passive silver into the
magnetically active LCMO matrix. On a positive side, sample 32 yields faster cycling run
and thus shorter thermomagnetic cycling period than the virgin LCMO sample, 9 and 12
s, respectively. (ﬁgure 4.15.b).
In addition, ﬁgure 4.15.c shows that the time taken to get to the maximum of the tem-
perature is larger for the virgin sample than for the Ag-impregnated one. From this result
we see that Ag-impregnation greatly improves the in-situ cycling frequency and time to
reach the maximum adiabatic temperature change, an important advantage in real refrig-
eration devices (Nielsen and Engelbrecht, 2012).
4.4.8 Ag Particle Coating Route
Another method was used to insert a second high-conductivity phase made of silver. This
method was developed by Dr. Enrique Ruiz-Trejo from the Department of Earth Science
and Engineering at Imperial College London. It is based on particle coating before sinter-
ing. Performances were compared with Ag-impregnated sample and virgin LCMO.
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Ag Particle Coating Proceeding and Imaging
The technique used here involved Ag-coating of LCMO solid state made particle powders.
It is based on the Tollens’ reaction which is usually used to determine whether a known
carbonyl-containing compound is an aldehyde or a ketone. In a positive test, in the case of
the presence of an aldehyde group, the diamminesilver(I) complex, [Ag(NH3)2]+, oxidizes
the aldehyde to a carboxylate ion and in the process is reduced to elemental silver and
aqueous ammonia. The elemental silver precipitates out of solution, onto any reachable
surface, and usually onto the inner surface of the reaction vessel, giving a characteristic
"silver mirror". This is shown in the two redox reaction equations 4.6 and 4.7. Under Dr.
Ruiz-Trejo supervision, we used this technique to make elemental silver precipitate onto
LCMO particles and cover their surface.
We thus prepared Tollens’ reagent by mixing silver nitrate, AgNO3 with KOH, into a
70/30 % water-ethanol solution to obtain brown silver oxide Ag2O following equation:
2 AgNO3 (aq)+2 KOH (aq)−→Ag2O (s)+2 KNO3(aq)+H2O (l). (4.4)
Then we used concentrated NH4OH solution to dissolve the silver oxide into soluble di-
amminesilver(I) complex and clear the solution following equation:
Ag2O (s)+4 NH3 (aq)+2 NaNO3 (aq)+H2O (l)−→ 2 [Ag(NH3)2]NO3 (aq)+2 NaOH (aq).
(4.5)
We then placed the LCMO powder into the solution, dispersed and suspended them using
ultrasonic vibration.
Finally, we added drop-wise a saturated solution of dextrose, D(+)-glucose, as the re-
ducing agent, represented by its aldehyde group, RCHO (aq), to make the diamminesil-
ver(I) complex precipitates into elemental silver following:
[Ag(NH3)2]
++e− −→Ag (s)+2 NH3 (aq), (4.6)
RCHO (aq)+3 OH− −→ RCOO−+2 H2O+2 e−. (4.7)
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The reaction began after one minute and ﬁnished within 5 minutes. Then the carac-
teristic silver mirror could be seen on the surface of the reaction vessel. The precipitate
was then rinsed. All remaining salts were removed from the mixture by passing it through
centrifugation at 4000 RPM for 15 minutes, and removing the basic liquid, replacing it with
distilled water. This puriﬁcation step was repeated 5 times to ensure that no aqueous am-
monia was present in the solution, which could be devastating in the following sintering
step. Remaining water was evaporated overnight at 200 ◦C.
A 0.6 g pellet was then pressed out of the coated powder, at 100 MPa and sintered at
1300 ◦C for 2 hours in air. No further oxygenation stage was performed after the sintering
for sake of keeping as much silver as possible inside the pellet, since the melting point of
silver is 961.8 ◦C.
Inﬂuence on MCE, κ , ρ and SSeeb
Figure 4.16 shows performances of Ag-particle coated sample with Ag-impregnated sam-
ple 32 and with virgin samples, one with smallest density and one with largest grain size.
It can be seen in ﬁgure 4.16.a that the entropy change is affected as much as for the Ag-
impregnated sample, in term of adding 10.3 ± 0.1 %w of inactive Ag. The striking results
are that thermal conductivity has been further improved over the Ag-impregnation one,
up to 3.5 Wm−1K−1 at RT. It seems that this technique allows a better repartition of sil-
ver inside the material, i.e. more homogenous, which improve further κ , and increase
the sharpness of the transition feature seen at 260 K due to the enhancement of intergrain
conductivity. This feature being governed by intragrain characteristic and masked by in-
tergrain resistances. This observation is conﬁrmed by ﬁgure 4.16.c where we see that the
total electrical conductivity is not improved as much as it is with Ag-impregnation. In the
latter it is believed that even though silver is found in the core of the sample, its repar-
tition is denser on the edges of the sample. That is why the Seebeck coefﬁcient seen in
ﬁgure 4.16.d of Ag-impregnated sample is similar to pure Ag and the one of Ag-particle
coated sample is closer to virgin LCMO ones.
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Figure 4.16 Ag-particle coated sample, in dark blue hexagons, entropy change
under a 1 T ﬁeld (a), thermal conductivity (b), electrical conductivity (c), and
Seebeck coefﬁcient (d) compared with those of silver-impregnated sample 32 in
dark cyan crosses respectively, less dense sample in ﬁlled black squares and grain
size-optimized sample, 11.76 μm large grains, in open green triangles.
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This technique is less time consuming than the impregnation one. However it needs
ﬁne particles, so that a maximum of the particle surface can be covered with Ag. Fine
particles are also more reactive which enables lower sintering temperature, which ensure
less Ag is lost at this stage. Several other attempts were tried without more success in
raising κ . It seems that there is a maximum amount of Ag that can be coated onto the
LCMO pellet, and it was more or less reached with the sample presented in the thesis. In
a similar manner as the amount of Ag that can be impregnated into the LCMO matrix, it
is believed that there is a wetting issue as shown in ﬁgure 4.17 where we see a ball-like
crystallite of silver trapped inside the LCMO matrix.
Figure 4.17 Cross section SEM image of Ag-particle coated sample.
4.4.9 Conclusions
In this section, we have studied the inﬂuence of the introduction of highly conductive
silver on the thermal conductivity of LCMO. This study demonstrates a systematic tun-
ing of κ from 1 to 2.5 Wm−1K−1 at RT using silver-impregnation technique and up to
3.5 Wm−1K−1 at RT, using the less time consuming silver-particle coating technique.
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4.5 Inﬂuence of Copper Plating on Thermal Transport
In this section, we examine the inﬂuence on κ when adding a highly conductive phase to
the exterior of a LCMO pellet. We then use an effective medium model to extract relevant
physical trends in the data.
4.5.1 Sample Preparation
We prepared a set of cylindrical LCMO pellets, 8 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick from
polycrystalline powders synthesized by GNP. A single phase perovskite structure of space
group Pnma, with the lattice parameters shown in section 4.2.2, was observed by XRD.
All of the pellets were pressed at 100 MPa for 1 minute, sintered at 1300 ◦C for 2 hours to
achieve around 80 % densities and oxygenated in air at 900 ◦C for 30 hours. We then im-
mersed each LCMO pellet in a solution, i.e. the electrolyte, of
[
Cu2+, SO2−4
]
at 0.1 MolL−1.
The pellet was connected to the cathode of a power supply which supplied a direct 0.04 A
current to the anode, itself connected to a piece of copper, oxidizing the copper atoms and
allowing them to dissolve in the solution. This is shown in ﬁgure 4.18.a and 4.18.b. Copper
ions in solution migrated to the cathode, were then reduced onto the LMCO cathode, thus
coating any accessible surface onto the sample. Copper was deposited on each pellet for
varying lengths of time and the deposited copper layer thicknesses were measured using
a digital Vernier calliper (table 4.2).
4.5.2 SEM Micrographs, EDX Spectra
SEM image of a cross section of Cu-plated sample 5 is shown in ﬁgure 4.19.a. EDX spec-
trum of the coating, area a, shows the predominant presence of Cu whereas the interior
of the sample shows only traces of Cu located near the edge, area b, and decreasing in
number as the EDX is taken deeper inside the sample, as seen in area c. EDX of the middle
of the cross section, not shown here, did not show any trace of Cu at all.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.18 Cu electrodeposition set-up picture (a) and schematic (b). A schematic
of a resulting coated pellet is shown in (c).
Table 4.2 Hours of deposition under a 0.04 A current and averaged deposited Cu
thickness of the six LCMO samples.
Sample Hours of deposition Cu thickness (μm)
1 None 0
2 0.25 26 ± 5
3 0.5 34 ± 5
4 1 50 ± 8
5 3 76 ± 8
6 4 145 ± 8
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(a)
(b)
(c)
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(d)
Figure 4.19 (a) SEM, (b), (c) and (d) EDX spectra taken from area a, the Cu layer,
area b, the edge of the sample, and area c, deeper inside the sample.
4.5.3 Inﬂuence on Magnetisation and Magnetocaloric Effect
Figure 4.20 Isothermal entropy change of Cu-coated LCMO samples under a 1 T
magnetic ﬁeld application. In the caption, the different thicknesses of Cu coating
are shown.
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In ﬁgure 4.20, we show representative entropy change curves calculated from isothermal
magnetisation curves using Maxwell relations (section 2.1.1). This graph shows that, in
general, plated samples exhibits as high MCE as the virgin sample. The entropy change
is slightly decreased for sample 6 though, due to inactive copper that is not negligible
anymore and account for 14.6 % of the total mass.
4.5.4 Inﬂuence on Thermal Conductivity
It can be seen in ﬁgure 4.21 that as the thickness of deposited Cu increases, κ rises. The
RT value is 1.1 Wm−1K−1 for the virgin sample while for the sample with the thickest Cu
plating layer, κ reaches 6.4 Wm−1K−1.
The evolution of the measured thermal conductivity as a function of the copper thick-
ness seems to follow a second degree polynomial law of the type y = a+ bx+ cx2. The
ﬁtting output a, b and c are shown in ﬁgure 4.21.b. This quadratic thickness dependence
of the composite [LCMO/Cu-coating] thermal conductivity can be explained by the fact
that the added volume by copper deposition that participate in the composite thermal
conductivity depends on the square of the thickness. The coefﬁcient of determination of
the ﬁt, R2 = 0.86, is not perfect due to the many sources of error like the sensitivity in the
micrometer used to measured the not-so-even Cu thicknesses.
Using GEM theory (McLachlan et al., 1990), we explored the type of conduction occur-
ring in the effective medium between the main component LCMO and Cu (equation 4.8).
κnComposite =
(
1− fCu
)
κnLCMOvirgin+ fCuκ
n
Cu, (4.8)
At each temperature, equation 4.8 relates the thermal conductivity of the virgin porous
LCMO (sample 1), κLCMOvirgin, the thermal conductivity of pure copper, κCu (Ho et al., 1972),
and the volume proportion of copper in the samples, fCu, to the measured thermal conduc-
tivity of the sample, κComposite. Finally, the logarithmic exponent n still determines whether
the component parts of the effective medium add in series, i.e. n = −1, or in parallel, i.e.
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Figure 4.21 Thermal conductivity, in scattered symbols, and GEM ﬁts, in thick
lines, of Cu-plated LCMO samples as a function of the temperature (a) and the
Cu coating thickness (b).
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Figure 4.22 Simulated exponent n using equation 4.8 as a function of themeasured
copper thickness for plated samples.
n = +1 (Uvarov, 2000). The GEM model ﬁts are shown in ﬁgure 4.21.a. We see a good
agreement between the model and the experimental data for samples 2, 3, and 4 and fairly
good agreement for samples 5 and 6. The values of n are shown in ﬁgure 4.22. It shows
the dependence of simulated exponent n parameter as a function of the thickness of the Cu
layer at the surface of the samples. We see that themodel yields positive values of exponent
n for sample 3 to 6, indicating a well deﬁned parallel addition of the thermal conductivities
of manganite and copper. However, the values of simulated exponent n seem to saturate
at about 0.6 and never reach integer value of 1 which reinforces the conclusion that the
type of conduction occurring in the effective medium is parallel but partially. Equation 4.8
assumes that the copper layer presents a constant value for the thermal conductivity inde-
pendent of the thickness of the coating. In addition by extrapolating the trend shown in
ﬁgure 4.22 to n= 1, implies that fully parallel conductivity can only be achieved when the
thickness of the Cu ﬁlm exceeds 500 microns.
In ﬁgure 4.22, we also see that beyond a threshold Cu thickness of about 30 μm (sam-
ples 2-6), the type of conduction between LCMO and copper goes from series to parallel.
This is perhaps because conduction around the edges of the pellet starts to become impor-
tant.
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Finally, this model assumes that the Cu ﬁlms have bulk thermal conductivity of 400
Wm−1K−1 which might be overestimated due to the unknown purity of the deposited
coper layer.
4.5.5 Inﬂuence on Resistivity
We can obtain a measure of the quality of the Cu layer by looking in more detail at the
electrical conductivity of the Cu-coated pellets.
Figure 4.23.a shows these properties for the composite samples as a function of Cu
thickness and as a function of temperature. Note that the electrical conductivity of virgin
pellet is four orders of magnitude smaller than the sample with 20 microns of Cu, showing
that even the thinnest copper layer presents a continuous electrical path. Electrical con-
ductivity increases as the thickness of copper rises but it remains far from the tabulated
single phase electrical conductivity of copper.
The trend in the electrical conductivity value at 300 K across the series of samples
shown explicitly in ﬁgure 4.23.b is similar to the variation that was found for the extracted
n value. Figure 4.23.b also shows that there is a strong correlation between electrical con-
ductivity and thermal conductivity in the plated samples. If one considers the Wiedemann
Franz Law (section 2.7.3) as deﬁned by equation 4.9:
κElec = σLT, (4.9)
where σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the temperature and L is the copper Lorentz
number, 2.23.10−8 WΩK−2 (Kittel, 1996), one can predict the thermal conductivity in the
copper layer one would expect from the electrical conductivity one measures. For the
sample with 150 microns of copper, the contribution from the copper layer of the electri-
cal conductivity to the thermal conductivity at 300 K using equation 4.9 has a value of
7.3 Wm−1K−1, whereas the measured thermal conductivity is approximately equivalent,
showing the important role that the copper layer plays in conducting the heat in these
plated samples.
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Figure 4.23 (a) Electrical conductivity as a function of the temperature for the
virgin and copper plated LCMO samples. (b) Measured electrical, left axis, and
thermal, right axis, conductivity of the samples at 300 K as a function of the thick-
ness of the copper layer.
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(a)
Figure 4.24 Microscope image of the cross section of plated sample 5.
The electrical conductivity of pure copper is however three orders of magnitude higher
than the one measured from the thickest copper ﬁlm composites, which indicates that the
quality of the copper that we have deposited is indeed very poor. This is conﬁrmed by
the many cracks and inhomogeneities seen in the microscope images of Cu-plated LCMO
sample 5.
This tells us that the copper layer shorts out the electrical contribution to the thermal
conductivity even for the thinnest of our electrodeposited layers, even though the quality
of the Cu is highly degraded. There also seems to be a complex phenomenon occurring in
plated samples between the two phases.
4.5.6 Inﬂuence on Seebeck Coefﬁcient
The Seebeck coefﬁcient of the plated samples as a function of temperature is shown in ﬁg-
ure 4.25, and its trend conﬁrms that the Seebeck coefﬁcient is dominated by the conduction
in the copper layer even for the thinnest one. This layer could actually be made of cop-
per oxide thus explaining the positive (p-type) thermopower and the lower than metallic
conductivity. In these samples there is no evidence for the electronic transition anymore.
Thermopower is consequently drastically affected by electroplating with copper.
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Figure 4.25 Seebeck coefﬁcient as a function of the temperature for the virgin and
copper plated LCMO samples.
4.5.7 Conclusions
By adding a highly conductive surface layer on the side we have increased the thermal
conductivity of the entire system. However since the heat conduction is not totally par-
allel and not going exclusively through the copper layer via electrons, we also have been
helping to improve thermal conductivity of the LCMO phase by helping the heat con-
duction on the edges of the LCMO, by pulling it towards the Cu layer. There might be
an active layer of LCMO, close to the Cu layer that is indeed conducting part of the heat
via phonons, which yields a partially parallel conduction between the two phases and/or
values of simulated thermal conductivity inside the copper layer smaller than pure copper.
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Figure 4.26 Engineered thermal conductivity of LCMO samples as a function of
the temperature compared with values found in the literature obtained by Cohn
et al. (1997).
In this section, we have studied the inﬂuence of density, grain size and the introduction of
highly conductive phase on the thermal conductivity of magnetocaloric La0.67Ca0.33MnO3.
This study demonstrates a systematic tuning of κ from 1 to 2 Wm−1K−1 at RT by tuning the
density and grain size. We have increased κ further, up to 2.5 Wm−1K−1, at RT, using silver
impregnation and up to 3.5 Wm−1K−1, using the silver-particle coating technique. We
have also examined the inﬂuence of copper electrodeposition on the thermal and electrical
conductivity. We have demonstrated a systematic tuning of κ from about 1 to 6 Wm−1K−1
at RT by tuning the thickness of the electrodeposited copper layer. By choosing appropriate
surface of deposition depending on direction of exchange medium in refrigeration device,
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it may be feasible to apply this technique to improve the efﬁciency of magnetic refrigerant
parts, although smaller thicknesses of active magnetocaloric material than considered in
this study will probably be required in practice. Copper may in addition improve the
mechanical properties of the material, without degrading the magnetocaloric effect to any
perceptible extent. We compare in ﬁgure 4.26 all the best samples in terms of conductivity
we have managed to make, with values reported by Cohn et al. (1997). It can be seen that
we are covering a nice range of thermal conductivity for LCMO materials.
Such simple and inexpensive methods to increase the thermal conductivity in a com-
posite object partially made of LCMO represents a method of controlling thermal manage-
ment not only in magnetocaloric oxides, but also potentially in other functional materials
that might have a sub-optimal thermal conductivity.
Chapter 5
Understanding the MCE in
Manganites through La1−xCaxMnO3
In order to investigate the interplay between structure, electronic and magnetic properties in man-
ganites, to unravel all contribution to the isothermal entropy change and to determine the nature
of the ordering temperature, called T ∗ later on, we show in this chapter, ﬁrst a detailed study com-
paring the magnetic, electronic and structural properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (orthorhombic) with
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 (rhombohedral). We then investigate the relationship between the amplitude of
this higher ordering temperature, the Jahn-Teller distortion and the MCE in La1−xCaxMnO3 where
x = 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3. A last more extensive study between the same compositions shine a light
on all contributions to entropy changes that arise in manganites. The ﬁrst, second and third part
of this chapter are adapted from Turcaud et al. (2014b), Turcaud et al. (2014c) and Turcaud et al.
(2014a), respectively.
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Figure 5.1 (a) Spread of measured isothermal entropy change reported in man-
ganites Re1−xAxMnO3 as a function of TC. See Appendix F for a more ex-
plicit ﬁgure, an exhaustive list of references and compositions. This ﬁgure was
realised using the extensive literature research performed by Dr Kelly Mor-
rison from Loughborough University (UK). (b) Isothermal entropy change in
La0.67(Ca1−xSrx)0.33MnO3. This ﬁgure is adapted from Mira et al. (2002).
Among the entropy change based studies on bulk manganites, very different synthesis
route, grain and sample sizes, and applied magnetic ﬁeld are found. It is thus rather dif-
ﬁcult to make a comparison between all samples that have been made, measured and
reported in the literature. However, with the help of Dr Kelly Morrison from Loughbor-
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ough University (UK), we managed to get a master plot of the reported entropy changes
of manganites under the application of a 1 T ﬁeld. This is shown in ﬁgure 5.1.a.
In this ﬁgure we see that TC can vary signiﬁcantly, along with the isothermal entropy
change. In the section 5.3, we will describe more this tuning of TC and the impact on ΔSIso.
Recently Mira et al. (2002) studied closely the La1−x(Ca,Sr)xMnO3 family with x = 0.33
and reported that a key condition of large MCE was that materials having an orthorhombic
Pnma structure (tolerance factor t < 0.92) have a sharp volume change at TC in contrast to
the members of the same series with higher transition temperature with rhombohedral
R− 3C structure (t > 0.92) where the MCE effect is small (ﬁgure 5.1.b). There seems to be
a sweet spot at t = 0.92 below which the entropy change is soaring. An important note is
that we have found that when calculating the tolerance factor using Shannon (1976) ionic
radius values, it is better to use values of A-radius tabulated for a coordination number of
9, rather than the theoretical value of 12, as shown in Appendix G.
For magnetic refrigeration applications, the question is whether the underlying obser-
vations made by Mira et al. (2002), are ﬁrstly true, then well understood and whether
there is a clear link between these observations and the existence of Grifﬁths-like signa-
tures and furthermore why manganites seems to reach a maximum entropy change wall,
e.g. 4-6 JK−1kg−1 under a 0 to 1 T magnetic ﬁeld application.
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5.2 Spontaneous Magnetisation above TC in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3
In this section, we investigate the origin of the existence of ﬁnite clusters above the fer-
romagnetic to paramagnetic transition temperature, TC, the so called "Grifﬁths-like" be-
haviour, seen in the inverse magnetic susceptibility of manganites (here La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3), and below a characteristic temperature called T ∗. Throughout this
section the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 compositions are referred to as LCMO and
LBMO, respectively.
The relationship between Grifﬁths-like phase and polaronic behavior is still an open
question and remains debated in the literature (section 2.8.10). It can also be found a few
interesting explanatory theories of how to reconcile the two descriptions (Mannella et al.,
2004).
The use of manganites as solid state magnetic refrigerants for room temperature appli-
cation has reinvigorated interest in these materials. The loss of entropy associated with the
existence of ferromagnetic clusters above TC, is an important question for this application,
in particular to establish whether it has intrinsic or extrinsic origin.
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
We prepared LBMO and LCMO powders by solid state reaction. Afterwards, we calcined
them in air at 1350 ◦C for 10 hours up to 5 times with intermediate grindings (LBMO) or
subsequently at 1150 ◦C for 10 hours, 1200 ◦C for 5 hours, 1250 ◦C for 5 hours and ﬁnally
1350 ◦C for 5 hours (LCMO), again with intermediate grindings. We milled the resulting
powders with zirconia balls at 300 RPM for 3 hours. We uniaxially pressed the powders
into 8 mm wide, 3 mm thick pellets, at 100 MPa and sintered them in air at 1500 ◦C for 10
hours (LBMO) or 1300 ◦C for 2 hours (LCMO). Afterwards, we oxygenated the samples in
air at 900 ◦C for 50 hours.
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5.2.2 Magnetisation, MCE and Grifﬁths-like Phase
Magnetisation of LCMO and LBMO
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Figure 5.2 (a) Field-cooled magnetisation of LCMO in black continuous line and
LBMO in red dotted line as a function of reduced temperature in a 0.01 T (left
axis) and a 1 T (right axis) magnetic ﬁeld. (b) Saturation magnetisation at 10 K
for LCMO and LBMO in a magnetic ﬁeld of 5 T. Theoretical values are shown in
black dotted line.
Figure 5.2.a shows the ﬁeld-cooled magnetisation as a function of reduced temperature of
both LCMO and LBMO samples in ﬁelds of 0.01 T and 1 T. The transition temperature, TC,
is deﬁned here as the temperature where the derivative of magnetisation with respect to
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temperature is maximal under a very small ﬁeld. The TC values obtained are 258 K and
333 K for LCMO and LBMO respectively. In ﬁgure 5.2.b we see that low temperature sat-
uration magnetisation of LCMO and LBMO are identical, and nearly reach the theoretical
value of 20.65 Am2mol−1, which is equivalent to 3.7 μB per molecular unit, i.e. per Mn ion,
thus conﬁrming the right sample compositions. By contrast, the ﬁeld-cooled magnetisa-
tion in 1 T shows signiﬁcant differences between materials, with LCMO showing a much
sharper change of magnetisation associated with the transition.
Direct ΔTAd Measurements of LCMO and LBMO
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Figure 5.3 Direct adiabatic temperature change of LCMO in black squares and
LBMO in red circles. Closed and open symbols corresponds to the application of
a 1 T and a 1.95 T magnetic ﬁeld, respectively. Direct ΔTAd measurements were
performed by Dr. Tino Gottschall from the Technical University of Darmstadt,
Germany.
Direct adiabatic temperature change measurements were performed on LCMO and LBMO
samples, by Dr. Tino Gottschall from the Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany. See
section 3.2.10 for details on the measurements. The results are shown in ﬁgure 5.3 for 1 T
and 1.95 T magnetic ﬁelds. We see that ΔTAd is much sharper for LCMO than LBMO and
nearly as twice as higher.
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Grifﬁths-like Phase Signature in LCMO and LBMO
Figures 5.4.a and 5.4.b show the low-ﬁeld reciprocal susceptibility, χ−1, of LCMO and
LBMO respectively. We observe a kink-like deviation from the Curie-Weiss law in the
paramagnetic phase. This is commonly referred to as the signature of “Grifﬁths-like” phase
behaviour (Magen et al., 2006; Souza et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2010).
The highest temperature at which this anomalous behaviour is present (hereby referred
to as T ∗) is about 1.12 TC for LCMO and about 1.05 TC for LBMO. We also note that the
magnetic ﬁeld required to mask the inverse susceptibility anomalies is about four times
higher in the case of LCMO, compared to LBMO.
We also estimated the spontaneous magnetisation, σ , by construction of Arrott plots
(H/M vs. M2) from M-H loops taken up to 9 T and extrapolation of the intercept with the
M2-axis from high ﬁeld data (inset to ﬁgure 5.4.c) (Arrott, 1957; Kouvel and Fisher, 1964).
Figure 5.4.c shows how the spontaneous magnetisation varies with temperature. We note
that the temperature where the spontaneous magnetisation falls to zero coincides with T ∗
for both compounds. This observation hints at the origin of T ∗ in these materials.
5.2.3 Bean-Rodbell Model and Magnetovolume Coupling
In order to acquire a deeper understanding of the nature of the magnetic transition, we
have applied the Bean-Rodbell model to our magnetisation data. As shown in previous
works (Amaral et al., 2008; Amaral and Amaral, 2014), systems with second and ﬁrst-order
phase transitions have been adequately interpreted using this model, which describes in
particular the magneto-volume interactions (Bean and Rodbell, 1962). This model is well
described in section 3.2.9 and Appendix E.
Brieﬂy, the model assumes a linear dependence (with a proportionality factor β ) of the
Curie temperature, TC, of the system on a relative volume, v, change:
TC = T0
(
1+β
v− v0
v0
)
, (5.1)
where T0 is the Curie temperature of the incompressible system which volume is v0. Con-
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Figure 5.4 Main graphs: Experimentally measured ﬁeld-cooled inverse magnetic
susceptibility of LCMO (a) and LBMO (b) as a function of the reduced temper-
ature for increasing applied magnetic ﬁeld. Inset (a) and (b) are the simulated
ﬁeld-cooled inverse magnetic susceptibility using parameter values for disorder
and magnetic clustering from a mean-ﬁeld and Bean-Rodbell-based analysis via
a dedicated software package. (c) High-ﬁeld magnetisation extracted from Ar-
rott plots (inset), as a function of the reduced temperature for both samples. The
vertical dashed lines are guides for the eye to indicate for each sample the coinci-
dence of the transition temperature suggested by the spontaneous magnetisation
extracted from the Arrott plots, and T ∗ extracted from the inverse susceptibility.
For each curve, the symbol size encapsulates the error on each measurement.
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sidering a material with compressibility, K, spin, J, and spin density, N, one deﬁnes the η
parameter:
η =
5
2
[
4J(J+1)
]2[
(2J+1)4−1]NkBKT0β 2, (5.2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For η > 1, the transition is considered to be ﬁrst-order,
with coupled volume and magnetisation discontinuities at speciﬁc ﬁeld and temperature
values (Bean and Rodbell, 1962). This model was embedded inside a dedicated software
package written by Dr. João S. Amaral from the University of Aveiro, Portugal (Amaral
et al., 2007, 2008).
In Dr. Amaral’s software, K and β , are controlled by the adjustment of η manually.
The model is a modiﬁed form of the Bean-Rodbell model extended to include spin clus-
tering via the parameter J. The experimental data can only be well described if a Gaussian
distribution of T0 values with variable full width half maximum, accounting for sample
inhomogeneity, is incorporated into the model. We tuned the parameters η , J, T0 and its
FWMH, in order to provide a best ﬁt to experimental curves such as M vs. H, M vs. T ,
and, H/M vs. M2. Figure 5.5 shows some example data for LBMO and best ﬁt curves. We
see a good match especially at high ﬁeld and high magnetisation between measurements
and simulated data. As the model assumes a homogeneous and isotropic system, effects
such as magnetic domains, anisotropy and demagnetisation are not taken into account,
justifying the higher deviation between experimental data and simulations at lower ﬁelds.
Table 5.1 shows, among other results, the parameters obtained from these simulations.
The ﬁrst-order transition of LCMO is conﬁrmed by its η parameter value (> 1) (Bean
and Rodbell, 1962), in contrast with η for LBMO. In all other respects the parameters ex-
tracted from the model are very similar for the two compounds.
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Figure 5.5 LBMO experimental (black lines) and simulated (red dots) curves
showing (a) magnetisation as a function of applied magnetic ﬁeld, at some rep-
resentative temperature 300 K, 310 K, 320 K, 330 K, 340 K, 350 K (with lowest
temperature at bottom of graph) and (b) typical H/M vs. M2 Arrot plots (for the
same temperatures). The simulated lines are drawn to a model derived by Dr.
João S. Amaral from the University of Aveiro, Portugal (Amaral et al., 2007, 2008).
See section 3.2.9 for more details on the mean-ﬁeld and Bean-Rodbell theories
based model.
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Interestingly, we note that within this model, the magnetic behaviour for both systems
can only be adequately described if one considers magnetic clustering of the Mn ions (both
above and below TC), as the spin value is greater than that of isolated Mn3+/Mn4+ ions
(1.85 for these 0.7/0.3 compositions). Using this clustering parameter, it is found that in the
case of LCMO, an average cluster is made of 2.71 magnetic ions gathering a total magnetic
moment of 10.03 μB. Similar values are found for LBMO with 2.58 magnetic ions for a
cluster of 9.55 μB magnetic moment.
The insets of ﬁgure 2(a) and (b) show the numerically simulated isoﬁeld temperature
dependence of reciprocal susceptibility and demonstrate that the anomalous behaviour
seen in the reciprocal susceptibility well above TC is captured within this simple model.
We note that these simulations assume a temperature-and ﬁeld-independent spin cluster
size.
The magnetovolume coupling was assessed for both samples by measuring the par-
allel, λ‖, and perpendicular, λ⊥, linear magnetostrictions, relative to an applied magnetic
ﬁeld up to 5 T. For conciseness, only the parallel magnetostriction curves at a few tem-
peratures are shown in ﬁgure 5.6.a for LBMO and in ﬁgure 5.6.b for LCMO. However, the
trends and conclusions are exactly the same for the perpendicular magnetostriction. In
agreement with the values of η found when using the Bean-Rodbell model, we obtained a
larger magnetovolume coupling in LCMO than in LBMO. This trend is all the more strik-
ing in ﬁgure 5.6.c, where the isothermal volume magnetostriction, ω , is plotted for a 1 T
ﬁeld. It is calculated using equation 5.3.
ω = λ‖+2λ⊥ (5.3)
We also recognize the “s-shape” seen in the magnetostriction curves of LCMO only,
which is characteristic of a ﬁrst order phase transition and thus consistent with the over-
unity value of η determined by the above mean-ﬁeld and Bean-Rodbell-based analysis.
These observations conﬁrm that only LCMO possesses a ﬁrst order magnetic transition.
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Figure 5.6 Linear parallel magnetostriction of LCMO (a) and LBMO (b). (c)
Isothermal volume magnetostriction, ω , of LCMO (open black squares) and
LBMO (open red triangles) as a function of the temperature under the applica-
tion of a 1 T magnetic ﬁeld. Entire temperature range and perpendicular magne-
tostriction curves can be found in appendix H.
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Table 5.1 Theoretical and experimental (10 K) magnetisation saturation, parame-
ters extracted from mean-ﬁeld and Bean-Rodbell based analysis, from the study
of Seebeck coefﬁcient, from polaron reﬁnement, and from neutron diffraction for
LCMO and LBMO.
COMPOSITION LCMO LBMO
MAGNETISATION
MSat , theo [exp 10 K] (Am2mol−1) 20.65 [20.27] 20.65 [20.32]
TC (K) 258 333
MEAN-FIELD AND BEAN-RODBELL ANALYSIS
η 1.43 0.79
Magnetic spin clustering (# ions) 2.89 2.58
TC FWHM, i.e. disorder (K) 11.99 11.85
SEEBECK COEFFICIENT
ΔE, activation energy (meV) -6.8 -8.4
Q, electronic cluster size (# ions) 1.4 1.3
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
Space group Pnma R-3CH
0.9 TC
a (Å) 5.47715(6) 5.53893(6)
b (Å) 5.46002(6) 5.53893(6)
c(Å) 7.7158(1) 13.5037(3)
t, tolerance factor 0.880(8) 0.938(12)
1.1 TC
a (Å) 5.4803(1) 5.54288(6)
b (Å) 5.4644(1) 5.54288(6)
c (Å) 7.7213(2) 13.5161(3)
t, tolerance factor 0.879(8) 0.938(12)
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5.2.4 Thermopower
The Seebeck coefﬁcient has also been used to parameterise the electronic behaviour in
terms of large or small polarons. Figure 5.7 shows the temperature dependence of the See-
beck coefﬁent, SSeeb(T ). At TC, LCMO presents a discontinuous jump of SSeeb(T ) whereas a
more smooth change is observed in LBMO. This difference can be interpreted as a jump in
the number of heat carriers at the transition itself associated with the observed change of
electronic bandwidth (Radaelli et al., 1997).
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Figure 5.7 Seebeck coefﬁcient as a function of the reduced temperature for LBMO,
in red triangles, and LCMO, in black squares. Around TC, a sharp change of the
Seebeck coefﬁcient can be seen for LCMO only.
In the paramagnetic regime, SSeeb(T ), as is well established, does not depend linearly
on temperature but shows characteristic polaron-like behaviour (Palstra et al., 1997). We
conﬁrmed this by using the polaron model described in detail in Chaikin and Beni (1976);
Mott and Dais (1979); Bach et al. (2013) (valid only at high temperature) and which is
characterized by the following equations:
SSeeb =− 1| e |
(ΔE
T
)
+S ∞Seeb, (5.4)
S ∞Seeb =
kB
e
ln
(
1−Qx
Qx
)
, (5.5)
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where T , e, S ∞Seeb, ΔE, x, and Q are the temperature, the electron charge, the high temper-
ature limit of the thermopower, the activation energy, the hole doping concentration, and
the size of the polaron, respectively (see table 5.1).
The negative values obtained for the activation energy in polaron hopping are consis-
tent in amplitude and sign with those reported by Palstra et al. (1997). As they explain, the
negative sign can be attributed to hole conduction in the Mn eg band, as induced by hole
doping from replacing trivalent La by divalent Ca or Ba.
Regarding the discrepancy between the cluster and polaron models, the magnetic clus-
ter is determined by a phenomenological model that captures the magnetic correlations
between Mn atoms by ﬁtting to the magnetisation data above and below TC and as a sim-
plistic ﬁrst approximation, the model assumes temperature independent cluster size and
a Gaussian distribution of TC values. In contrast the electronic cluster size extracted from
the thermopower ﬁtting is actually a measure of the size of the polarons which are lattice
deformations around each electron. The electronic cluster size was obtained from ﬁtting
of the Seebeck coefﬁcient at high temperature, above T ∗. One would not expect these two
different types of ﬁtting to yield the same information, although they reveal similar trends
when the two compositions we have studied here are compared.
5.2.5 Electronic Bandwidth
The change in electronic bandwidth in LCMO at TC plays an important role in understand-
ing the CMR effect. Radaelli et al. (1997) showed a direct relationship between the elec-
tronic bandwidth and the Curie temperature characterized by equation 5.6, for A0.7A’0.3MnO3
compositions as a function of the average radius between A and A’:
W =
cos
(
1
2
(
π −〈Mn−O−Mn〉))
d3.5
. (5.6)
This is detailed in section 2.8.11.
Here, 12
(
π − 〈Mn−O−Mn〉) is the ‘tilt’ angle depending on 〈Mn−O−Mn〉, the Mn-
O-Mn bond angle, and d is the Mn-O bond length. Equation 5.6 implies that if we know
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both the bond angle and the bond length as a function of temperature, we ought to be able
to assign a transition temperature separately to the crystal structure that exists above and
below TC. Motivated by this observation, we conducted neutron scattering on our samples
to extract detailed structural information as a function of temperature. Data was compared
with that extracted from capacitance dilatometry.
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Figure 5.8 (a) Reﬁned reduced volume (red triangles and left axis) from neutron
diffraction data and thermal expansion (red dotted line and right axis) of LBMO
measured with a capacitance dilatometer as a function of reduced temperature.
(b) Reﬁned reduced volume (black squares and left axis) from neutron diffraction
data and thermal expansion (black dotted line and right axis) of LCMO measured
with a capacitance dilatometer as a function of reduced temperature.
The reduced volume is deﬁned by the volume of the cell normalised by the number of
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individual units, here ABO3 perovskite, per unit cell.
Figure 5.8 shows that the volume changes observed by capacitance dilatometry and
calculated from Rietveld reﬁnement of neutron diffraction data are in good agreement.
Cell parameters extracted from neutron diffraction data Rietveld reﬁnement are shown in
table 5.1 at 0.9 TC and 1.1 TC.
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Figure 5.9 Average Mn-O bond length (a) and Mn-O-Mn bond angles (b)
for LCMO (black squares) and LBMO (red triangles) in comparison with
La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 data (blue stars) from the literature (Radaelli et al., 1997) as a
function of reduced temperature. Mn-O bond length and angles are changing sig-
niﬁcantly at the transition in LCMO as in La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 and less so in LBMO.
Using Rietveld reﬁnement of our neutron diffraction data, we extracted the average
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Mn-O bond length and Mn-O-Mn bond angles shown in ﬁgure 5.9. The Mn-O bond length
changes to a greater extent in LCMO than in LBMO. In addition, if we compare the change
in Mn-O bond length seen in a material with similar composition, i.e. La0.75Ca0.25MnO3
(Radaelli et al., 1997), with the one observed in LCMO, we see that our data shows similar
trends in amplitude and sign, even though the errors are large. Mn-O-Mn bond angles
decrease at the transition in the same manner for LCMO and La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 (ﬁgure 5.9).
Another feature not shown here is the Jahn-Teller distortion, calculated using the method
described by Radaelli et al. (1997). More details on this can be found in section 2.8.9. A
deeper study on this is shown in section 5.3. The JT distortion is actually non-existent, in
a static form, in rhombohedral LBMO whereas orthorombic LCMO and La0.75Ca0.25MnO3
show a similar static JT distortion amplitude of about 5×10−3 Å.
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Figure 5.10 Spontaneousmagnetisation of LCMO, in black squares, and of LBMO,
in red triangles, as a function of the reduced temperature. Data points are ob-
tained from neutron diffraction data reﬁnement under no applied magnetic ﬁeld.
In ﬁgure 5.10 we show the disappearance of the spontaneous magnetisation, MH=0Spont , i.e.
without any external applied ﬁeld, at the transition. The data points are obtained from
the disappearance of extra peaks in the neutron diffractograms due to the loss of magnetic
pattern after the transition. We see that the transition is sharper for LCMO than for LBMO.
Figure 5.11 shows a plot motivated by the work of Radaelli et al. (1997), displaying the
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Figure 5.11 Graph adapted from Radaelli et al. (1997) showing the bandwidths
and transition temperatures of A0.7A’0.3MnO3 compounds. The black line is a
quadratic ﬁt used to correlate TC withW . LCMO, in black square, has been added
and LBMO, in red triangle, has been identiﬁed in this graph using neutron diffrac-
tion data above TC, i.e. 1.1 TC. Bandwidth values for low temperature phases, cal-
culated using neutron diffraction data below TC, i.e. 0.9 TC, are shown in dashed
lines in black for LCMO and red for LBMO. The transition temperatures of the
low temperature phase of both LCMO and LBMO each coincide with the T ∗ de-
termined in the Grifﬁths-like phase using magnetisation data at high ﬁeld and the
inverse susceptibility deviation from the Curie-Weiss law in the PM regime.
bandwidth evolution determined using equation 5.6 as a function of TC for A0.7A’0.3MnO3
compositions. Using the values of Mn-O-Mn bond angle and Mn-O bond length from
neutron diffraction for temperatures below and above TC, we can use the curve to predict
the magnetic transition temperature of the low temperature phases of LCMO and LBMO.
It is striking to see that the transition temperature of low temperature phases for both
compounds correspond very closely to their respective T ∗ values that have been extracted
previously from spontaneous high ﬁeld magnetisation study and inverse susceptibility
considerations.
The conclusion from this section supports the earlier spontaneous magnetisation data
from section 5.2.2, and suggests that T ∗ is indeed the TC of the low temperature phase. We
see that applied magnetic ﬁeld can drive LBMO and LCMO from the high temperature
phase, for which the transition temperature is TC, to the low temperature phase, for which
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the transition temperature is higher, equal to T ∗. This low temperature phase has a higher
magnetisation at a given temperature.
5.2.6 Conclusions
The nature of T ∗ and its relation with structure, electronic and magnetic properties are still
points of discussion. In fact, Souza et al. (2008) referred to T ∗ as the high temperature limit
of the range
[
T < TC < T ∗
]
where ferromagnetic polarons play a dominant role. Polarons
are made of local distortions in the lattice, and as such they change the distances between
magnetic ions and thus the balance of the exchange magnetic interaction. This interaction
is reﬂected by the appearance of so called magnetic clustering, and phenomenologically
speaking an apparent spread of TC values and consequently a deviation in the inverse
susceptibility from the Curie Weiss law.
Together with thermopower, thermal expansion and magnetostriction measurements,
we have used here a theoretical model that justiﬁes the presence of clusters and their signa-
ture deviation from the Curie-Weiss law in the reciprocal susceptibility, that captures the
magnetic and electronic behaviours and that correlates them with the difference in elec-
tronic bandwidth that is strongly linked with magnetovolume coupling. We conclude that
T ∗ corresponds to the transition temperature of the low-temperature phase (high magnetic
ﬁeld phase). This phase is characterized by a larger bandwidth and is present in the PM
phase (above the Curie transition temperature TC) in the form of FM clusters. The exis-
tence of the Grifﬁths-like feature is therefore an intrinsic feature of manganites and is more
signiﬁcant in compositions that show ﬁrst order character.
In the next section, we will now see the inﬂuence of T ∗ on the MCE.
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5.3 Inﬂuence of [T ∗-TC]/TC and JT Distorsion on MCE in LCMO
and LBMO
Here we examine whether there is any correlation between the degree of static Jahn Teller
distortion, the magnitude of the normalized temperature interval [T ∗-TC]/TC, and the mag-
nitude of the magnetocaloric effect.
5.3.1 Sample Preparation
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 (LBMO) and La1−xCaxMnO3 (called LCMO from now onward) with x =
0.2, 0.25 and 0.3, powders were prepared by solid state reaction. The resulting pow-
ders were mixed and ball milled with zirconia balls overnight and calcined at 1150 ◦C
for 10 hours in air. For LBMO, the powder was then calcined at 1350 ◦C for 10 hours up
to 5 times with intermediate grinding as described in section 5.2.1. For La0.7Ca0.3MnO3,
the powder was instead calcined in air for 5 hours each time at 1200 ◦C, 1250 ◦C, and
1350 ◦C, again with intermediate grinding. Each powder was then ball milled at 300 RPM
for 3 hours in ethanol before being uniaxially pressed into 8 mm wide, 3 mm thick pel-
lets, at 100 MPa and sintered in air at 1500 ◦C for 10 hours (LBMO) or 1300 ◦C for 2 hours
(LCMOs). The ﬁnal stage was an oxygenation in air at 900 ◦C for 50 hours of all samples.
5.3.2 Sample Characteristics
Rietveld reﬁned sample powders X-ray diffractograms show that LCMOs crystallise in the
orthorhombic perovskite structure, Pnma, whereas the LBMO powder crystallises in the
rhombohedral perovskite structure, R-3C.
We determined the transition temperature by ﬁnding where the derivative of mag-
netisation with respect to temperature was maximal, when the sample was cooled in an
applied ﬁeld of 10 mT. The TC values obtained were 258 K, 235 K, and 191 K for LCMO
x= 0.3, 0.25, and 0.2, respectively, and 333 K for LBMO.
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5.3.3 T ∗ Dependence on x in La1−xCaxMnO3
In ﬁgure 5.12, it can be seen ﬁeld cooled reciprocal susceptibility, χ−1, of the LCMO sam-
ples taken under variable magnetic ﬁeld. A kink-like deviation from the Curie-Weiss law
can be seen for each curve in the paramagnetic phase, up to the temperature referred as
T ∗ which coincides with the vanishing of spontaneous magnetisation of the low tempera-
ture, high magnetic, phase shown in ﬁgure 5.12.d and determined using Arrott plots up to
9 T. The coincidence of the two temperatures is in agreement with what was presented in
section 5.2.
In addition, it can be seen in ﬁgure 5.12 and especially in ﬁgure 5.12.c that as x de-
creases, the kink-like feature is less pronounced, down to an arguable non-existent Grifﬁths-
like signature in x= 0.2 compound as it was reported by Jiang et al. (2007).
5.3.4 T ∗ and JT Distortion Inﬂuence on MCE
Isothermal entropy change, ΔSIso, was determined from isothermal magnetisation using
Maxwell relation which is summarized by the equation:
ΔSIso
(
T,ΔH
)
= μ0
∫ H
0
(
∂M)
∂T
)
H ′,P
dH ′, (5.7)
as described in section 2.1.1, when the ﬁeld is varied from 0 to H.
Static JT distortion was deﬁned by considering the variance of the Mn-O bond distance
as discussed in Radaelli et al. (1997) and shown in section 2.8.9. Neutron scattering data
used for the calculation of JT distortion was measured directly for x = 0.3 and extracted
from Radaelli et al. (1997) and Pissas et al. (2005) for 0.25 and 0.2 respectively. It is worth
noting that the composition in Pissas et al. (2005) is actually x= 0.175.
Figure 5.13 shows the variation of the peak of isothermal entropy change, ΔSMaxIso , in
ﬁxed ﬁeld of 1 T or 5 T, and the static JT distortion in the PM phase calculated using
neutron scattering data. Samples showing a small normalised temperature interval such
as LBMO, show a second order metamagnetic transition and low peak entropy change.
The L0.8CMO also shows lower ΔSMaxIso because as a straight forward explanation, one
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Figure 5.12 Field-cooled inverse magnetic susceptibility of La1−xCaxMnO3, with x
= 0.3 (a), 0.25 (b) and 0.2 (c), as a function of the reduced temperature. (d) Sponta-
neous magnetisation, σ , extracted from Arrott plots taken up to 9 T, as a function
of the reduced temperature for the three samples. The vertical dashed lines are
guides for the eye to indicate for each sample the coincidence of the transition
temperature suggested by the spontaneous magnetisation extracted from the Ar-
rott plots, and T ∗ extracted from the inverse susceptibility.
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Figure 5.13 Peak value of isothermal entropy change, ΔSMaxIso (a), and JT distor-
tion (b) as a function of the reduced temperature difference between T ∗ and TC.
L0.75CMO and L0.8CMO (being L0.825CMO exactly) neutron data used to cal-
culate the JT distortion in the PM phase, are taken from Radaelli et al. (1997) and
Pissas et al. (2005), respectively.
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can attribute it to the AFM exchange that competes with the FM exchange at these low
doping compositions, and that the magnetic structure is canted in spite of the fact that
[T ∗-TC]/TC is higher than for the other compositions (note of course that it does have the
lowest TC). More on that in the next section. It is clear, however, from ﬁgure 5.13.a that
there is no global correlation between [T ∗-TC]/TC and the peak of the isothermal entropy
change, ΔSMaxIso . However the data suggests a trend between the amplitude of the static
JT distortion in the PM phase, σJT , and the formation of the spontaneous magnetisation
above TC.
5.3.5 Conclusions
We ﬁnd that the maximum MCE value and the temperature span over which the existence
of spontaneous magnetisation above TC survives are uncorrelated. We also demonstrate
that there is no simple correlation between the magnitude of the JT distortion and the
MCE peak value. The only trend we show is between the magnitude of the static JT dis-
tortion and the normalized temperature span between TC and T ∗. Comprehension of this
relationship will be investigated in the next section.
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5.4 Competing Entropy Change Contributions in La1−xCaxMnO3
In spite of many efforts, the maximum entropy change achieved in manganites reaches
a relatively modest plateau value (ﬁgure 5.1.a) in magnetic ﬁelds accessible with perma-
nent magnet technology even for chemical compositions known to show magnetoresis-
tance changes of six orders of magnitude. By determination of the competing strength of
the various degrees of freedom by independent measurements in the most widely studied
system La1−xCaxMnO3 we will demonstrate in this section why this is the case and will
discuss, in the next chapter, future prospects for engineering improved properties.
5.4.1 Motivations
Figure 5.14 is a schematic summary of the peak values, ΔSMaxIso , of known isothermal en-
tropy change ΔSIso versus TC behaviour across all families of manganite. In this sys-
tem TC can be manipulated by systematic hole doping on the cation site (Uehara et al.,
1999) and/or by holding the carrier concentration ﬁxed and tuning the chemical pressure
(Hwang et al., 1995; Rodríguez-Martínez and Attﬁeld, 2000) realized by manipulation of
the Mn-O-Mn bond angle deﬁned by the tolerance factor (Goldschmidt, 1926), t, and the
variance between cation sizes (Rodríguez-Martínez and Attﬁeld, 2000).
In the parent x= 0, LaMnO3, the Mn3+ ion is JT active and for ﬁnite x, in the orthorhom-
bic crystal structure, the Mn3+ sites are still JT active (Radaelli et al., 1997). In the metallic
phase below the FM transition, carriers hop from site to site and the concept of a dynamic
JT process was introduced and spotted (Millis et al., 1995; Kiryukhin et al., 2004). The role
of the JT distortion in promoting large MCE in manganites has been suggested previously
by Mira et al. (2002) as described in section 5.1. The crossover from JT inactive rhombohe-
dral to JT active orthorhombic structure occurs at a tolerance factor t=0 .92. In ﬁgure 5.14,
the right side of the diagram shows a series of families of rhombohedral structure, where
TC is tuned within one family by hole doping. The lack of static JT means that the magne-
tovolume coupling is weak and the magnetic phase transition is second order.
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INTRINSIC MAXIMAL ENTROPY CHANGE WALL 
Re1-xAxMnO3 
Re1-xA’xMnO3 
Re1-xA”xMnO3 
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Mn Mn 
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1st order phase transition 
Large magnetovolume coupling 
2nd order phase transition 
Small magnetovolume coupling 
Figure 5.14 Master plot schematic of the maximal isothermal entropy change as a
function of TC in manganites Re1−xAxMnO3. Here "Re" is a trivalent cation such
as La3+ or Y3+ (etc...) and "A" is a bivalent cation such as Ca2+ or Ba2+ (etc...). At
the top, the schematic shows the intrinsic maximal entropy change wall that can
be reached via doping or chemical tuning in manganites. A separation exists at
a 0.92 tolerance factor between rhombohedral materials exhibiting second order
phase transition with small magnetovolume coupling, and orthorhombic materi-
als possessing a ﬁrst order phase transition with large magnetovolume coupling.
Among a family, the entropy change follows a “-2/3” power in respect to TC (Belo
et al., 2012).
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Figure 5.15 Peak values,ΔSMaxIso , of isothermal entropy change,ΔSIso(T ), in respect
to the temperature, here as a function of the composition x in La1−xCaxMnO3.
The entropy changes were determined for magnetic ﬁeld of 2 T. Values of toler-
ance factor, t, were added in red for a few key compositions. The double peak
in the middle of the graph is discutable and is probably due to oxygen deﬁency
and/or phase inhomogeneity or phase separation as it was observed in some of
our samples. This ﬁgure is extracted with permission from Terashita et al. (2004).
Copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society.
For t < 0.92, the static JT increases the magnetovolume coupling at the transition, and
for a ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld, theΔSMaxIso is greater for these compounds close to the orthorhom-
bic to rhombohedral border (Mira et al., 2002). As t is reduced further, the JT distortion
strengthens but ΔSMaxIso does not increase as shown in ﬁgure 5.15 (Terashita et al., 2004).
At that point, we see a plateau in maximum ΔSMaxIso achievable and then a downturn. It
was proposed that this was due to increased antiferromagnetic correlations introducing
canting in the spin alignment (Cheong and Hwang, 2000).
It can be shown by simple scaling arguments that within a family ΔSMaxIso ∝ T
−2/3
C (Belo
et al., 2012). As TC increases, the degree of thermal disorder indeed reduces the spin align-
ment achievable in a given magnetic ﬁeld.
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5.4.2 Sample Preparation
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 (LBMO) and La1−xCaxMnO3 (LCMO) with x = 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 powders
were prepared by solid state reaction. The sample preparation is the same as the one
described in section 5.3.1.
5.4.3 Magnetic and Magneto-volume Properties
Orthorhombic LCMOs were studied and compared with rhombohedral LBMO. Table 5.2
summarises the structural and physical properties for the series, including parameters ex-
tracted from the mean ﬁeld Bean Rodbell model that considers magneto-volume coupling
(Bean and Rodbell, 1962) (see section 3.2.9 and Appendix E). Trend indicates increasing
ﬁrst order character across the LCMO series. This can be seen in the over-unity increase in
η from sample x = 0.3 to 0.2 telling us that they become all the more ﬁrst order-like as x
decreases.
Figure 5.16 left hand panels, (a) and (c), show the magnetisation change as a function of
temperature,M(T ), for the three LCMO samples cooled in small 3 mT and modest 1 T mag-
netic ﬁelds. In low ﬁeld the transitions are sharp. In 1 T, the transition is similar for x= 0.25
and x = 0.3 but broader for x = 0.2. Essentially all the physics is contained in these curves
as the isothermal entropy change,ΔSIso, can be determined using this magnetisation curve
and Maxwell’s relation described in section 2.1.1 and summarized by equation 5.7.
The right hand panels of ﬁgure 5.16 show the isothermal entropy change as a function
of temperature, in 1 T in top panel (b) and 5 T in bottom panel (d) calculated from the mag-
netisation data. The entropy change peak, ΔSMaxIso , occurs close to TC. The right hand axis
shows the normalised isothermal magnetovolume change, ΔVV , extracted from dilatometry
measurements at ﬁxed temperature as described in section 3.2.11 and 5.2.3. An example
of magnetostriction curve is shown in ﬁgure 5.6.a and b. For comparison with the three
LCMO orthorhombic structures, the rhombohedral second order transition LBMO is also
shown in ﬁgure 5.16.b and d.
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Figure 5.16 Magnetisation of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) as a function of
the temperature in 3 mT (a) and 1 T ﬁeld (b). Isothermal entropy change on the
left axes and closed symbols, and isothermal magnetostriction on the right axes
and open symbols, of LCMOs and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3, in orange, between 0 and 1 T
(c) and between 0 and 5 T (d).
In 1 T, the ΔSIso and ΔVV axis can be adjusted so that the two LBMO curves precisely
overlay. The entropy change is directly proportional to magnetovolume for LBMO and
in 1 T this is found to be the case for the LCMO x = 0.3 compound. The LCMO x = 0.3
compound is orthorhombic and shows larger entropy change and larger magnetovolume.
This is similar to the observation made by the Mira et al. (2002). The LCMO x = 0.25
compound has similar ΔSIso to the x = 0.3 compound but much greater magnetovolme
changes and for the LCMO x = 0.2, the ΔSIso peak value is depressed but ΔVV is even
larger still. In 5 T, the ΔSIso and ΔVV curves for LBMO still directly scale but all the LCMO
compounds depart from this scaling behaviour and although ΔSIso is increasing in larger
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Figure 5.17 Measured (solid symbols) and in dashed lines the "-2/3"-power-law-
isothermal projected entropy change of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) under
a 1 T magnetic ﬁeld. The "-2/3" scaling is based on the value of LCMO x = 0.3
compound following the method described in Belo et al. (2012).
ﬁelds, the increase in ΔVV is proportionally far greater. It is an important point, we have
found that these observations depart from the proposals made in the literature that the
static JT and the MCE would scale. Our observations show that there is not a simple
direct relationship between ΔSIso and ΔVV in the manganites as it was advanced by Mira
et al. (2002). Increasing the magnetovolume coupling in orthorhobmic manganites with
increased static JT distortion does not in general produce an overall enhanced ΔSIso peak
value.
In additon when looking at ﬁgure 5.17 we see that the decrease of isothermal entropy
change seen for x = 0.2 compound does not agree with the "-2/3" thermodynamic law.
This is seen from the isothermal entropy change of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 scaled to a compound
with the same TC as La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 that would be far greater than the one measured for
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3. This is consistent with the observation made in section 5.3.4 about AFM
canting at low doping level (Kim et al., 2004).
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Table 5.2 Comparison of magnetisation and thermal transport coefﬁcients be-
tween La1−xCaxMnO3 (x= 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3. Values per formula
unit (FU) extracted from experimental and theoretical saturation magnetisations.
TC was obtained from the maximum of
(
∂M(T )
∂T
)
H
under a 10 mT ﬁeld for each
M(T ) curve. Other parameters are extracted from mean-ﬁeld and Bean-Rodbell
analysis and Seebeck coefﬁcient analysis of PM behaviors.
COMPOSITION La0.8Ca0.2 La0.75Ca0.25 La0.7Ca0.3 La0.7Ba0.3
MAGNETISATION
MSat , theo [exp 10 K] (μB/FU) 3.78 [3.80] 3.76 [3.75] 3.63 [3.70] 3.64 [3.70]
TC (K) 191 235 258 333
MEAN-FIELD AND BEAN-RODBELL ANALYSIS
η 2.11 2.05 1.43 0.79
λ1(Oe g emu−1) 4222 6052 9073 13502
λ3(Oe g3emu−3) 0.53 0.71 0.70 0.81
Magnetic spin clustering (# ions) 4.5 3.8 2.9 2.6
SEEBECK COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS
ΔE, activation energy (meV) -17.5 -11.9 -6.8 -8.4
Q, electronic cluster size (# ions) 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.3
STATISTICAL THEORETICAL MAGNETIC ENTROPY CHANGE
ΔSStatMag = NMagkBln(2J+1) (JK
−1kg−1) 58.73 59.66 60.64 53.31
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5.4.4 Heat Capacity and Thermal Expansion
(a)
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Figure 5.18 Heat capacity of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x= 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) as a function of the
temperature under no magnetic ﬁed in open symbols, and 1 T magnetic ﬁeld, in
closed symbols. (b) Close up of the transition temperature range.
We measured the heat capacity of LCMOs sample. This is shown in ﬁgure 5.18. We can
draw a similar conclusion as the one we drew for the isothermal entropy change evolution
among the LCMO series. This is due to the fact that heat capacity is also a bulk measure-
ment, as the measurement of magnetisation is, and thus picks up every contribution, from
lattice, electronic and magnetic interactions. As expected, the isothermal entropy change
calculated using heat capacity measurement and Maxwell relations coincide perfectly with
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Figure 5.19 Thermal expansion, dLL , of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x= 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) as a func-
tion of the temperature under no magnetic ﬁed.
the one calculated using magnetisation measurement (not shown here as it is not the pur-
pose of the discussion). The conclusion from heat capacity measurements is that x = 0.25
and x= 0.3 compound have similar heat capacity peaks at 0 T and 1 T, whereas the heat ca-
pacity peak of x= 0.2 compound both at 0 T and 1 T is surprisingly very low. As explained
before this is in contradiction with the theory supporting that a bigger volume change at
the transition would introduce a larger MCE. As we can see once again in ﬁgure 5.19, this
time with the thermal expansion jump at the transition which is indeed getting larger go-
ing from x = 0.3 to x = 0.25 and x = 0.2. But this is not the case for the isothermal entropy
change.
Here we can pose a question regarding these observations. Is it possible to identify
explicitly the origin of the lower entropy change inspite of increased magnetovolume cou-
pling - as we go across the series ? The response lies in the very ﬁrst of the properties that
have attracted interest on manganites: the magnetoresistance effect.
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5.4.5 Seebeck Coefﬁcient and Magneto-thermopower
Manganites present extreme electronic behaviour which should be examined with cau-
tion if one wants to study entropy change in these materials. In ﬁgure 5.20.a we show
the Seebeck coefﬁcient as a function of temperature, SSeeb(T ) for the LCMO compounds.
Our measurements are in good agreement with previous reports (Hundley and Neumeier,
1997). The variation of SSeeb is related to a change of the electronic conﬁguration and den-
sity of state at the Fermi level due to an increase of the bandwidthW (Radaelli et al., 1997).
At the ﬁeld driven transition, the increase ofW is brought about by an increase of the Mn-
O-Mn bond angle, and a shortening of the Mn-O bond length (Dong and Liu, 2012), as
described by equation 5.6 and in section 2.8.11.
The LCMO x= 0.3 (see detail in ﬁgure 5.20) shows a small SSeeb step which increases for
x = 0.25 and x = 0.2 compounds. LBMO shows no discernable feature (not shown here).
The change in electronic bandwidth is directly related to the origin of large CMR where
carrier localisation is more extreme in the PM phase with increasing JT distortion (decrease
in Mn-O-Mn bond angle) and localisation of carriers (increased polaronic effects – see Ta-
ble 5.2). Figure 5.20.c shows the direct correspondence between SSeeb and the normalised
change of resistivity, ρ , with temperature (Jaime and Salamon, 2002). The magnetoseebeck
coefﬁcient in 1 T and 5 T is shown for the three LCMO compounds in ﬁgure 5.20.d. It can
be seen in this ﬁgure that the magnetoseebeck jump at the ﬁeld driven transition is getting
larger as x decreases.
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Figure 5.20 Seebeck coefﬁcient of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) as a function
of the temperature (a) and blow up of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 data (b). (c) Comparision
between seebeck coefﬁcient and relative derivative of the resistivity in respect to
temperature of La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 as a function of the temperature. (d) Magnetosee-
beck coefﬁcient of LCMOs under ﬁeld change of 1 and 5 T as a function of the
temperature.
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5.4.6 Entropy Change Contributions
These increasingly large contribution to the magnetovolume and magnetoresistance as x is
reduced in the LCMO compounds, does not result in increased ΔSIso. Here we can explic-
itly show how these contributions add up to the total observed entropy change across the
series. Using ﬁrst principle thermodynamic theory and molecular ﬁeld approximation, we
can write the Gibbs free energy of the system per volume as:
G(T,P,H) =UPh+UElas+UElec+UEx−MH+PV −TS. (5.8)
The ﬁrst four terms are the internal energies associated with lattice vibration, magne-
toelastic coupling, electrons, and magnetic coupling, respectively. At TC, it is required that
the FM and PM phases have the same free energy, which leads to the following law (per
volume):
ΔSTotal =ΔSPh+ΔSElas+ΔSElec+ΔSMag, (5.9)
where ΔSPh, ΔSElas, ΔSElec, ΔSMag arise from changes of lattice vibration, of elastic en-
ergy, of electronic density at the Fermi surface, and of magnetic conﬁguration respectively.
ΔSTotal corresponds to the total isothermal change of entropy under the application of a
magnetic ﬁeld, i.e. ΔSIso. To obtain equation 5.9, we omitted the term with P from equa-
tion 5.8 which is small enough to be negligible (Jia et al., 2006a).
Total Entropy Change i.e. Isothermal Entropy Change
Figure 5.21.a shows how the peak value of ΔSTotal(T ) varies as a function of applied mag-
netic ﬁeld. This maxima occurs very close to TC, with little shifts to higher temperatures
as the ﬁeld gets higher. The use of Maxwell relations here is valid since the systems are
weakly ﬁrst order, and the derivative ∂M
∂T
is ﬁnite at any temperature and ﬁeld (Pecharsky
and Gschneidner, 1999). The values are in agreement with entropy changes determined
from heat capacity measurements performed by us and others (Debnath et al., 2010).
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Electronic Entropy Change
The Seebeck coefﬁcient, SSeeb, is a measure of the entropy per charge carrier, enabling us to
calculate the electronic contribution to the change of entropy as a function of the magnetic
ﬁeld driven change, ΔSElec(T,ΔH), using:
ΔSElec(T,ΔH) =−ΔSSeebNxe, (5.10)
with Nx the carrier concentration (Maheswar Repaka et al., 2012). The electronic entropy
change in magnetic ﬁeld has a positive sign as the system goes from an electrically ordered
insulating state to a disordered metallic state. In addition, the variation of the change in
peak value ofΔSElec with ﬁeld,ΔSMaxElec, for the LCMO compounds is shown in ﬁgure 5.21.b.
We see that ΔSMaxElec contribution at the transition increases as x decreases and possess a
positive sign, hence a counterproductive effect to the total entropy change.
Elastic and Phonon Entropy Changes
Magnetostriction measurements,ΔVV , as a function of magnetic ﬁeld and temperature were
used to calculate the elastic contribution to the entropy change, ΔSElas (Jia et al., 2006a)
using:
ΔSElas(T,ΔH) =
1
TC
B
2
(ΔV
V
)2
, (5.11)
with B, the bulk elastic modulus. It is worth noticing that even when choosing an unre-
alistically huge value of bulk elastic modulus such as 1000 GPa will give a ΔSElas of less
than 0.4 JK−1kg−1 at any temperature, under a ﬁeld change of 5 T, for the sample with the
biggest magnetovolume coupling LCMO x = 0.2. As shown in ﬁgure 5.21.c the magne-
toelastic term is negligibly small. For the ﬁgure, the bulk elastic modulus was taken to be
100 GPa, being a good agreement between values found in the literature for manganites
(Zhu et al., 1999).
Under the Debye approximation, the lattice vibration contribution, ΔSPh, can be deter-
mined using the change in the Debye temperature, ΔΘ = ΘH2 −ΘH1, between the Debye
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temperatures under a ﬁeld H2, ΘH2 and under a ﬁeld H1, ΘH1, respectively (Liu et al.,
2006). ΔSPh was calculated using (Tishin and Spichkin, 2003; Liu et al., 2006):
ΔSPh(ΔΘ,T ) = SPh(ΘH2,T )−SPh(ΘH1,T ), (5.12)
with
SPh(ΘHi,T ) = 3kBln
(
1− e−ΘHiT
)
+12kB
( T
ΘHi
)3 ∫ ΘHiT
0
x3
ex−1dx, (5.13)
which can be approximated to
SPh(ΘHi,T )≈ 4kB−3kBln
(ΘHi
T
)
+
3
40
kB
(ΘHi
T
)2
+O
[(ΘHi
T
)3]
. (5.14)
We calculated the variation of the Debye temperature, ΔΘ, using the Grüneisen pa-
rameter ηG, taken as being equal to 3 for solids (Kittel, 1996; Jia et al., 2006b), and using:
ΔΘ
Θ
=−ηGΔVV , (5.15)
with the input of magnetostriction data, ΔVV . Figure 5.21.d shows the variation of the peak
values of ΔSPh, ΔSMaxPh with magnetic ﬁeld. We see that after a transition region at low
ﬁelds where anysotropic effects are stronger for small x compounds, at high ﬁelds, ΔSMaxPh
becomes stronger (with a negative sign) as x decreases.
Magnetic Entropy Change
Using the measured ΔSTotal and the estimated ΔSPh, ΔSElas, ΔSElec, we determined the
magnetic contribution to the total entropy change (ﬁgure 5.23.e) using:
ΔSMag =ΔSTotal −
(
ΔSPh+ΔSElas+ΔSElec
)
. (5.16)
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Figure 5.21 Peak value of total entropy change (a), of entropy change from elas-
tic (b), phonon (c), electronic (d) and estimated magnetic (e) contributions in
La1−xCaxMnO3 (x= 0.2, 0.25, 0.3).
The peak change of ΔSMag in ﬁeld, ΔSMaxMag, grows as x is decreased until the point
where competition with AFM ordering cants the spins and decreases the magnetic en-
tropy change (ﬁgure 5.21). In ﬁgure 5.23, we compared for all compositions, all the en-
tropy change contributions to the measured total entropy change and to the theoretical
maximum, ΔSTheoryMag , as a function of the reduced magnetisation drop, σDrop, i.e. consider-
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ing entropy changes under magnetic ﬁeld removal, hence an induced magnetisation fall.
The theoretical magnetic entropy change was calculated using the analytical expression
(Liu et al., 2006) (2.3.2):
ΔSTheoryMag =−NMagkB
[
ln(2J+1)− ln
(sinh( 2J+12J x)
sinh
( 1
2J x
) )+ xBJ(x)
]
, (5.17)
where NMag is the number of magnetic unit per mole (number of Mn atom per mol when
there is no clustering), J is the quantum number of the total angular momentum, equals to
the electron spin number here, as the orbital angular momentum is completely quenched,
and the Brillouin functionBJ(x) is deﬁned by:
BJ(x) =
2J+1
2J
coth
(2J+1
2J
x
)
− 1
2J
coth
( 1
2J
x
)
, (5.18)
with
x=
gJμB(H+λ1M+λ3M3)
kBT
, (5.19)
where λ1 and λ3 are the mean-ﬁeld theory and Bean-Rodbell model parameters. NMag
decreases linearly with clustering, i.e. with an increase of J over the per formula unit value
of magnetic spin (Liu et al., 2006). For instance, for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, the clustering value is
2.9 as shown in table 5.2. So the number of magnetic unit per mol becomes
NNo clusteringMag
2.9 . λ1,
λ3 and J were determined by using the Bean-Rodbell based software package described
above.
The reduced magnetisation jump, σDrop, was calculated using the difference between
the magnetisation value at the temperature and ﬁeld for which the entropy change peak
was measured and the magnetisation at zero ﬁeld (Liu et al., 2006). In ﬁgure 5.22 the con-
version plot can be seen between the reduced magnetisation drop and the corresponding
applied magnetic ﬁeld for which the peak of entropy change was measured in x = 0.3
LCMO. The step-like shape is due to the fact that magnetisation measurements were taken
every 2 K and that in reality, the temperature at which the peak value of entropy change
occurs is continuously increasing with ﬁeld.
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Figure 5.22 Example of scaling relationship between measured reduced magneti-
sation and applied magnetic ﬁeld in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
Using the relationship shown in ﬁgure 5.22, we converted every entropy change con-
tribution seen as a function of magnetic ﬁeld in ﬁgure 5.23, into entropy change evolution
as a function of σDrop. This is shown in ﬁgure 5.23. We see that the experimental mag-
netic entropy change is very close to the theoretical values for x= 0.3 and as the clustering
becomes dominant for decreasing x, the temperature and ﬁeld independent cluster size
used to model this theoretical magnetic entropy change, becomes less applicable. How-
ever, we do see an important decrease of the theoretical magnetic entropy change as the
cluster size increases along with a decrease of x, and values extrapolated for σDrop = 1 be-
ing around 33 JK−1kg−1 for x = 0.3 and down to 24 JK−1kg−1 for x = 0.2, hence far from
60 JK−1kg−1 as it is usually calculated considering no clustering (table 5.2). We also see
that the magnetovolume coupling is weak, and even when the system shows strongly ﬁrst
order characteristics in the electronic behaviour, the magnetic response does not strongly
sharpen up at the transition.
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Figure 5.23 Peak value of total entropy change, of entropy change from phonon,
electronic and estimated magnetic contributions in La1−xCaxMnO3, x = 0.2 (a),
0.25 (b), 0.3 (c) as a function of the reduced magnetisation jump, σDrop. In red
dots is also plotted the theoretical magnetic entropy change which was calcu-
lated using equation 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 and the parameters J, N, λ1 and λ3 which
were determined by using the Bean-Rodbell based software package described in
section 3.2.9 and Appendix E.
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5.4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown that through the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 case,
manganites presents an apparent polaronic behaviour that can be revealed by magnetome-
try and transport measurements. These local distortions in the lattice inﬂuence the balance
of the exchange magnetic interaction and are reﬂeted phenomenologically by an apparent
spread of TC values and consequently a deviation in the inverse susceptibility from the
Curie Weiss law up to T ∗. We have also gone deeper in the understanding of the nature
of this higher ordering temperature and its relation with structure, electronic and mag-
netic properties. It can be concluded that T ∗ corresponds to the transition temperature of
the low-temperature phase (high magnetic ﬁeld phase). This phase is characterized by a
larger bandwidth and is present in the PM phase (above the Curie transition temperature
TC) in the form of FM clusters.
Then, we found out that the maximum MCE value and the temperature span over
which the existence of spontaneous magnetisation above TC survives are uncorrelated. No
particular simple correlation could be found between the magnitude of the JT distortion
and the MCE peak value. The only trend found was between the magnitude of the static
JT distortion which grows with the normalized temperature span between TC and T ∗.
We have ﬁnally shown that manganites present rather modest entropy changes and
through the La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) study we have concluded that this can be
attributed to two causes. First cause is the clustering mentioned above that lowers the
available number of magnetic units, hence reducing the statistical change of conﬁgurations
which is paramount to entropy changes. The second cause of the lowering of entropy
change that was unraveled, is the counterproductive electronic entropy change brought by
the sharp change of electronic density at the Fermi level that occurs during the magnetic
transition. This change of density increased with the magnetovolume coupling, the static
JT distortion and the lowering of doping concentration x.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of Findings
Re1−xAxMnO3 manganites offer potential interest for solid state magnetic cooling appli-
cations because they are easily processable, inexpensive to produce and offer modest but
usable adiabatic temperature change on application of a magnetic ﬁeld. A few challenges
remain such as the rather low thermal conductivity required for heat conduction and ex-
change in MR application; or such as the maximum entropy change achieved in man-
ganites which surprisingly reaches a relatively modest plateau value even for chemical
compositions known to show magnetoresistance changes of six orders of magnitude.
In this thesis, we have studied the inﬂuence of density, grain size, the introduction
of highly conductive silver and the deposition of copper, on the thermal conductivity of
magnetocaloric material, La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 manganite. Our study demonstrates a system-
atic tuning of κ from 1 to 2 Wm−1K−1 at RT by tuning the density and grain size. We
have increased κ further, up to 2.5 Wm−1K−1 at RT using silver-impregnation technique
and up to 3.5 Wm−1K−1 at RT, using the quicker silver-particle coating technique. Finally
we have shown a possible tuning of κ from 1 to 6 Wm−1K−1 at RT by tuning the thick-
ness of an electrodeposited copper layer. Such simple and rather inexpensive methods to
increase the thermal conductivity in a composite object partially made of manganite rep-
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resent methods of controlling thermal management not only in magnetocaloric oxides, but
also potentially in other functional materials that are suffering from low thermal conduc-
tivity. In addition, by choosing appropriate surface of deposition depending on direction
of exchange medium in refrigeration device, it may be feasible to apply these techniques
to improve the efﬁciency of magnetic refrigerant parts, and metals such as copper may in
addition improve the mechanical properties of the material.
In the second part of this thesis, we have investigated the strongly correlated electronic,
orbital and magnetic degrees of freedom that manganites possesse. The most attractive
among manganites are indeed those that present a ﬁrst order paramagnetic to ferromag-
netic transition, as the MCE such as the entropy change and associated adiabatic tempera-
ture change are larger. Using information gathered from neutron diffraction, dilatometry,
and high ﬁeld magnetisation data, we have characterized the spontaneous magnetization
observed in the inverse magnetic susceptibility of La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3) and
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 above the transition temperature, TC, and observed up to a temperature
T ∗, as being the transition temperature of the low temperature (high-magnetic ﬁeld) mag-
netic phase. We have demonstrated that in the temperature region between T ∗ and TC,
the application of a magnetic ﬁeld drives the system from the high temperature to low
temperature magnetic phases, the latter possessing a higher magnetisation. We have also
shown that there is no apparent correlation between the magnitude of the MCE and the
magnitude of the normalized temperature interval [T ∗-TC]/TC. However, we have revealed
that there exists a close relationship between the degree of static Jahn-Teller distortion and
the interval [T ∗-TC]/TC.
To summarise our ﬁndings we conclude that although the manganites are an enigmatic
family of transition metal oxides worthy of consideration for magnetocaloric application,
the entropy change reaches a relatively modest upper maximum value, independently of
the strength of the coupling of different degrees of freedom. On one side, for large tran-
sition metal doping concentration and tolerance factor greater than 0.92, i.e. compounds
with high transition temperature, there is a loss of the magnetovolume coupling accom-
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panied with the loss of static JT distortion. This translated to a second order magnetic
transition which exhibits a low entropy change, hence a low MCE. On the other side, for
low transition metal doping concentration and tolerance factor less than 0.92, i.e. com-
pounds with low transition temperature, there is a positive electronic entropy change, that
adds in opposition to other terms and that increases as the magnetic transition becomes
more ﬁrst order, along with larger volume changes. It is worth noticing that this electronic
contribution is unique to manganites and it is precisely this term that makes manganites so
attractive for CMR applications that produce a deleterious contribution to the total entropy
change. At low doping, competing antiferromagnetic interactions introduces canted spin
alignment which results in an overall loss in magnetic entropy change. In addition, man-
ganites suffer from clustering effects, which lowers the number of magnetic ions available.
Even though clustering raises the number of spin per magnetic ions, it lowers the total
entropy change available. Clustering is all the more important as doping decreases.
Nevertheless the adiabatic temperature change is small but usable and because of the
attractive features of these materials, there is still hope that they may be used for applica-
tions.
6.2 Future Work
We here propose ways of pursuing work in light of the ﬁndings presented in this thesis.
6.2.1 Thermal Management
Regarding the continuation of the investigation of the tuning of κ in manganites, a few
routes have been tried as preliminary investigations. The ﬁrst one is based on the possible
use of other metals for electrodeposition instead of copper. For example the use of FM Fe
have been tried without more success than copper. But more investigations are needed in
order to draw further conclusions.
Another method was tried by using the reduction of nickel ions inside a glycine solu-
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tion by using microwaves. The ﬁrst trials were promising but inconclusive as the reduction
reaction was rather strong and destroyed the samples. Nevertheless nickel managed to de-
posit on the broken pieces as traces of it were revealed by EDX analysis. Further work is
needed to control the right concentration of nickel and amount of glycine, in addition to a
proper dosage of the microwave strength.
Another possible route would be the inﬁltration-impregnation of cheap copper nitrate
instead of expensive silver nitrate and see if the wettability onto LCMO is better with
copper.
Finally, further work is needed in the investigation of the coating of LCMO particles
with silver and the making of a silver-impregnated refrigerant unit for testing against a
virgin one in a real magnetic fridge prototype. Only then will we be able to estimate the
real difference in ΔTAd and other properties such as pressure drop, reached in stationnary
regime of an AMR between impregnated and virgin magnetocaloric working materials.
6.2.2 Enhancing the MCE in Manganites
Despite their rather low MCE as it stands now, there is evidence and promise for the use of
manganites in refrigeration applications taking advantage of their combined multiferroic
or strain sensitivity. This suggests manganites might be utilized in applications where elec-
tric ﬁeld might be used to tune the magnetocaloric effect (Cheriﬁ et al., 2014), thus bring-
ing low temperature higher MCE to room temperature by electric ﬁeld induced strain or
enabling higher MCE without having the deleterious electronic entropy change and clus-
tering effects. We could use ferroelectricity in BaTiO3 substrate or piezoelectric substrate
to mediate via strain and ﬁeld effects, a metamagnetic transition in manganites thin ﬁlm
around room temperature. A good deal of work would be dedicated to the making of the
targets and deposition of the manganite ﬁlms using pulsed laser deposition. Then struc-
tural characterisation would have to be used with and without electric and-or- magnetic
ﬁeld as a function of the temperature. The intensive use of X-ray characterisation with
temperature would require to have access to one of the many advanced synchrotron light
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source that can be found around the world. Finally, magnetisation and calorimetric charac-
terisation would require the use of magnetometers and calorimeters suitable for thin-ﬁlm
measurements.
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Appendix A
Acronyms and Abbreviation
AFM: Antiferromagnet(ic)
AMR: Active magnetic regenerators
AU: Arbitrary unit
CAF: Canted antiferromagnet(ic)
CMR: Colossal magnetoresistance
CO: Charge order(ed)
DOI: Digital object identiﬁer
EDX: Energy-dispersive X-ray
FM: Ferromagnet(ic)
FWHM: Full width half maximum
FU: Formula unit
GEM: General effective media
GMR: Giant magnetoresistance
GNP: Glycine nitrate process
GUI: Graphical user interface
HRPD: High resolution (neutron) powder diffractometer
JT: Jahn-Teller
ISIS: Pulsed neutron and muon source localized in Didcot, UK
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LCMO: La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 or La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
or La1−xCaxMnO3 (x= 0.2,0.25,0.3)
depending on context
MCE: Magnetocaloric effect
MR: Magnetoresistance
PM: Paramagnet(ic)
PPMS: Physical property measurement system
RPM: Round per minutes
RT: Room temperature
SEM: Scanning electron microscope
SI: International system
TC: Curie (transition) temperature
TTO: Thermal transport option
URL: Uniform resource locator
VSM: Vibrating sample magnetometer
XRD: X-ray diffraction
Appendix B
Signatures of First Order Character in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
Here we show signatures of ﬁrst order character in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 revealed by magnetisation
measurements and analyses.
B.1 Magnetic Hysteresis
Isothermal magnetization curves were recorded at the PM to FM transiton temperature on
sintered powders of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (2 hours at 1300 ◦C in air). The magnetization curves
were taken for different ﬁeld sweep rates. For each, the maximum of magnetic hysteresis
between the ramping up and down ﬁeld was recorded as shown in the exagerated case in
ﬁgure B.1.
In ﬁgure B.2, we show the maximum of magnetic hysteresis as a function of the mag-
netic ﬁeld sweep rate. We can see that there exists an extrinsic magnetic hysteresis in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 due to what is known as the Moore Effect (Moore et al., 2009) . This is due
to the fact that the heat generated by the MCE in the sample, is not removed fast enough
by the exchange gas, and the conditions are no longer strictly isothermal.
By extrapolating to a static ﬁeld sweep rate, i.e. down to an inﬁnitely small sweep rate,
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Figure B.1 Exagerated magnetic hysteresis in the MH-loop recorded at TC and
measured using the maximum of ﬁeld difference from the raising ﬁeld part and
decreasing ﬁeld part of the MH-loop
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Figure B.2 Hysteresis in the MH-loop recorded at TC on La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and mea-
sured as a function of the magnetic ﬁeld sweep rate.
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we see that there exists a non null value of hysteresis which is due to intrinsic magnetic
hysteresis. The latter is very small indeed, but deﬁnitely present. This is a signature of ﬁrst
order character in the FM to PM transition in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
B.2 Magnetovolume Coupling Parameter η > 1
As it is shown in section 5.4.3, magnetometry measurements were ﬁtted using a mean ﬁeld
and Bean-Rodbell based model. Using this model, the magnetovolume parameter η was
found to be equal to 1.43 in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. This value is superior to unity. This is a
criterion of ﬁrst order behaviour at the PM-FM transition (Bean and Rodbell, 1962).
B.3 Negative Slope in Arrott Plot
When plotting H/M vs M2, one can extract a few coefﬁcients of the Taylor expansion of
the Landau’s free energy of the system (Arrott, 1957). See section 2.5. Most importantly,
one can tell that the system is ﬁrst order or not by looking at the sign of the slope of the
interpolation of the curves at smallM2. This is known as the Banerjee criterion, i.e. negative
and positive for ﬁrst order and second order transitions, respectively (Banerjee, 1964).
We see in ﬁgure B.3 that for temperatures above the critical temperature (around 265 K),
the inital slope of the curve becomes more and more negative as T decreases. This is
another signature of ﬁrst order behaviour in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
B.4 Conclusions
We have shown using magnetometry that La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 presents several signatures,
some sharper than others, of ﬁrst order character at the PM to FM transition. All these
signatures are all the more present and sharp as x decreases in the La1−xCaxMnO3 system
which shows an increasing ﬁrst order behaviour.
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Figure B.3 Isothermal H/M vs M2 plot known as Arrott plot of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
Appendix C
Density and Porosity Calculation
See tables 3.1 and 3.3 for deﬁnition of symbols used in this appendix.
C.1 Open Porosity and The Arcimedes’ Method
In order to explain Archimedes’ method used to determine the open porosity, we invoke
Newton’s second law of motion for as system made of a porous bulk pellet. When the
pellet is weighed in air on a dry scale, we have:
MDry−→g =MSol−→g , (C.1)
and hence,
MDry =MSol, (C.2)
where −→g is the Earth gravitational ﬁeld.
The same law is also used in the measurement of MImm, when the pellet is immersed
in water (even though other liquids can be used if one considers the density of the very
liquid), in order to obtain equation C.3 and C.4.
MImm−→g =MSol−→g −
(
VSol-closed pores ρWater
)−→g (C.3)
MImm =MSol −
(
VSol-closed pores ρWater
)
(C.4)
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Finally, we obtain equation C.5 and C.6 still by using Newton’s second law of motion
in the case of measuring MWet , the mass of the pellet that has been immersed but which is
measured in air. It is worth noticing that open pores are pores that can be reached by water
when the pellet is immersed.
MWet−→g =MSol−→g +
(
VOpen pores ρWater
)−→g (C.5)
MWet =MSol +
(
VOpen pores ρWater
)
(C.6)
We use the expression ofMDry,MImm andMWet found in equation C.2, C.4 and C.6 to ver-
ify the equivalence of the open porosity formulae between equation C.7 and equation C.11.
POpen =
MWet −MDry
MWet −MImm (C.7)
POpen =
MSol +
(
VOpen pores ρWater
)−MSol
MSol +
(
VOpen pores ρWater
)−(MSol − (VSol-closed pores ρWater)) (C.8)
POpen =
VOpen pores ρWater
VOpen pores ρWater+VSol-closed pores ρWater
(C.9)
POpen =
VOpen pores
VOpen pores+VSol-closed pores
(C.10)
By deﬁnition of VTotal as stated in chapter 3.2.1, we obtain equation C.11 for the open
porosity, which is often given as a percentage.
POpen =
VOpen pores
VTotal
(C.11)
C.2 Relative Density and Speciﬁc Gravity
The density of a bulk sample is often consider as being the speciﬁc gravity, ρSG. It can be
measured using the relative density, RD, which is by deﬁnition, the density of a sample in
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comparison with a ﬂuid, here water, and is given by equation C.12.
RD =
Weightinair
Weightinair−Weightinwater (C.12)
Hence:
RD =
MDry
MDry−MImm . (C.13)
Correction factors are introduced in equation C.13, to take into account the air buoyancy
that affects the sample weighed in air (ρAir = 0.0012 g.cm−3) and the immersion of sam-
ple holder which is corrected by multiplying the sample buoyancy by a factor of 0.99983
(Sartorius, 2001).
RD =
MDry(ρWater−0.0012)(
MDry−MImm
)
0.99983
(C.14)
In equation C.14, the density of water must be given in g.cm−3. Then, the speciﬁc gravity,
ρSG, of a sample is calculated following equation C.15.
ρSG = ρWater RD (C.15)
C.3 Closed Porosity
By deﬁnition, the closed porosity of a sample, PClosed , is given by equation C.16. Closed
pores are pores that are trapped inside the material and consequently cannot be reached
by any liquid when the sample is immersed.
PClosed = 100
(
ρXRD−ρSG
)
ρXRD
(C.16)
We consider here that the missing matter,
(
ρXRD−ρSG
)
, would give a 100 % dense material
with the expected optimal density ρXRD as calculated using cell parameters reﬁned from
XRD or neutron measurements. This missing material is then made of nothing, i.e. air
which weight is negligible, and its proportion in the sample is
(
ρXRD−ρSG
)
ρXRD .
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C.4 Error Calculations
To assess the error made in all the formulae we are using to calculate densities and porosi-
ties, we consider the general error derivation equation for a function f (x1,x2,x3, . . . ) shown
in equation C.17.
Δ f =
√∣∣∣ ∂ f
∂x1
∣∣∣2|Δx1|2+ ∣∣∣ ∂ f
∂x2
∣∣∣2|Δx2|2+ ∣∣∣ ∂ f
∂x3
∣∣∣2|Δx3|2+ ... (C.17)
Any physical measurement we made, e.g. on a scale for masses or with a Vernier cal-
liper for lengths, were repeated four times and we considered the maximum deviation
between the lowest and the highest values. The errors on the measured physical quanti-
ties are then labelled as shown in table C.1.
Table C.1 Error on measured values of macroscopic physical properties.
Symbol Deﬁnition
ΔMDry Error in the weighing of the dry pellet.
ΔMImm Error in the weighing of the pellet when immersed into a liquid (water here).
ΔMWet Error in the weighing of the wet pellet measured outside of any ﬂuid.
ΔhThick Error in the measurement of the thickness of the pellet.
ΔDDiam Error in the measurement of the diameter of the pellet.
C.4.1 Error in Open Porosity
By differentiating equation C.7 using the derivation formula C.17, we found equation C.18.
ΔP=
√∣∣∣ 1
MWet −MImm
∣∣∣2|MDry|2+ ∣∣∣ MWet −MDry(
MWet −MImm
)2
∣∣∣2|MImm|2+ ∣∣∣ MImmMWet −MImm
∣∣∣2|MWet |2 (C.18)
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C.4.2 Error in Relative Density and Speciﬁc Gravity
The error in the relative density, as shown in equation C.19, is calculated using equa-
tion C.14 along with the derivation formula C.17.
ΔRD =
√√√√∣∣∣
(
ρWater−0.0012
)
MImm
0.99983
(
MWet −MImm
)2
∣∣∣2|MDry|2+ ∣∣∣
(
ρWater−0.0012
)
MDry
0.99983
(
MWet −MImm
)2
∣∣∣2|MImm|2 (C.19)
Then, using C.15, the error in speciﬁc gravity of a sample is found to be following:
ΔρSG = ρWaterΔRD. (C.20)
C.4.3 Error in Closed Porosity
Still using equation C.17, this time with equation C.16, the error in closed porosity is then
given by:
ΔPClosed = 100
√∣∣∣ 1ρXRD
∣∣∣2ΔρSG. (C.21)
Appendix D
Thermal Transport Option
In this section, we draw an experimental drill to follow if one wants to measure thermal conductivity
or resistivity on the PPMS TTO using the 2-probe conﬁguration. We also investigate the error
in the measurement of thermal conductivity, resistivity and Seebeck coefﬁcient when using this
conﬁguration.
D.1 Checklist
First of all it is worth noticing that the thermal diffusivity is dependent on the shape of the
sample and governs the speed of thermal conductivity measurement in both single and
continuous mode. The time taken to measure one data point in the continuous mode and
a fortiori in the single mode, is indeed at least 8 times the thermal diffusivity time, τ , which
is related to the thermal conductivity by equation D.1 and consequently by equation D.2.
τ ≈ C
K
(D.1)
τ ≈ ChThick
κ A
(D.2)
In equation D.1 and equation D.2,C is the heat capacity and A the surface cross section
of the sample. To tackle this time limitation to measure one data point, in both continu-
ous and single measurement modes, the factor hThickA has to be considered seriously before
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Table D.1 Measurable thermal conductivity as a function of the sample geometry.
Sample Dimensions Time constraint
shape hThick x (A) (mm3) on κ (Wm−1K−1)
Brick 8 x (2 x 2) 2 - 30
Needle 10 x (1 x 1) 10 - 150
Pill 3 x (5 x 5) 0.1 - 1.5
shaping the sample and deciding which conﬁguration to use. This is why it is advised to
ﬁrst follow the thermal conductivity, dimension and shape recommendations given by the
PPMS maker (Quantum Design, 2002) and shown in table D.1, before using the checklist
shown in table D.2 for the 2-probe conﬁguration.
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Table D.2 Checklist for the TTO 2-probe conﬁguration.
Resistivity Thermal conductivity
Measurement Mode Continous mode has no Continous mode for a 1 day
impact on accuracy for measurement between 10 K
the range of temperature and 360 K with a loss of
sweep rates advised around 6 % up to 15 % of
below. accuracy below 50 K
and above 300 K,
respectively.
Single mode for about 3600
secondes per data point.
Sample shape and size Smallest cross section as Cross section as wide
possible. as copper lead cross
section.
Thickest as possible and Thickest as possible and
up to 4 mm thick to ﬁt up to 4 mm thick to ﬁt
in the puck. in the puck.
Sample polishing With sand paper down to With sand paper down to
58.5 μm grain size (P240). 58.5 μm grain size (P240).
Type of epoxy paste Electrically conductive Electrically non-
H20E conductive Tra-
Bond 816H01
Copper leads mounting Drops of up to 4 mm wide Only one small drop (up
on each sample surface. to 2 mm wide) on each
sample surface.
Curing protocol 150 ◦C for 5 minutes and 65 ◦C for 5 hours and
kept in humidity-free kept in humidity-free
atmosphere afterwards. atmosphere afterwards.
Measurement temperature Up to 4 K/min when cooling Up to 1 K/min when cooling
sweep rate or heating for material and heating.
with phase transtions.
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Resistivity Thermal conductivity
TTO speciﬁcities Use of default parameters Use of default parameters
and AC bias current and of PRad correction
frequency of 17 Hz. knowing surface area and
emissivity values as
accurately as possible.
Spotting and Resistivity hysteresis Change or jump in τ2
ﬁxing problems implies to lower the found in data ﬁle
temperature sweep rate. means a bad heat link
between the copper lead
and sample at the heat
source side which
has to be re-attached.
Increase of resistivity Jumps in thermal conductivity
while cycling heating/cooling is an evidence of either
modes means the epoxy internal cracking of the
paste is gradually destroyed. sample or breaking of epoxy
So always consider bonds to the leads.
the ﬁrst cooling curve of This implies to re-attach
resistivity measurements. the sample.
as the most reliable. Always
use fresh and not expired Thermal contact problem
Ag-ﬁlled paste. at cold foot (heat sink)
as seen on the ﬁt curve.
This is ﬁxed by applying
Apiezon H grease
at the shoe.
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D.2 TTO Built-in Error Considerations
D.2.1 Error in Thermal Conductivity
The TTO considers several sources of error and takes them into account. First of all, there
are the errors that are independent of any curve ﬁtting, i.e. the one that are considered for
both the single and continuous measurement modes. One of these errors is known to be
coming from the digital-analogical converter that supply a current: I±δ I in the resistance
heater, R, in order to deliver a nominal power P. The second source of error concerns
the inaccuracy in estimating the radiated power where it is assumed that the surface area
and emissivity are set by the user with a 20 % error range. The last term regards the
error in estimating the heat loss at the shoe and is taken to be of 10 % and which thermal
conductance KShoe has to be calibrated. Considering all these sources, the TTO software
uses equation D.3 to calculate the errors on the thermal conductivity:
Δκ = κ
√(2IRδ I
P
)2
+
(0.2PRad
P
)2
+
(0.1ΔT∞KShoe
P
)2
, (D.3)
where T∞ is the ﬁnal temperature reached after the application of the heat pulse.
When the continuous measurement mode is on, the TTO software considers another
error source due this time to curve ﬁtting. It calculates the residual of the curve ﬁt. For
instance, for the curve ﬁt of ΔT against time, the residual RΔT is given by equation D.4:
RΔT =
√
∑
i
(ΔTi−ΔTi f it)2
N
, (D.4)
where N is the number of ΔTi readings that are used to adjust the curve ﬁt. Typically, N
is 64 for continuous thermal conductivity measurement. Using equation D.4 as another
factor of error, equation D.3 becomes equation D.5:
Δκ = κ
√(2IRδ I
P
)2
+
(0.2PRad
P
)2
+
(0.1ΔT∞KShoe
P
)2
+
(RΔT
ΔT∞
)2
. (D.5)
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D.2.2 Error in Seebeck Coefﬁcient
Following equation 3.16, in the same manner as for equation D.5, the standard deviation
in the measurement of the Seebeck coefﬁcient, SSeeb, is following:
ΔSSeeb = SSeeb
√(
RΔT
ΔT∞
)2
+
(
RΔV
ΔV∞
)2
, (D.6)
where RΔV is the residual of the ﬁt of ΔV (T ) and ΔV∞ the asymptotic thermal voltage
difference.
D.2.3 Error in Resistivity
The ﬁrst thing to be aware of is that any resistivity recording is made before and after
a thermal conductivity measurement and then averaged. The second thing to notice is
that the only error source taken into account by the PPMS TTO software is the ﬁtting of
the stream of the voltage V measured over time. This is why the software calculates the
residual of the ﬁt, RP in a similar manner to the one it does for the continuous thermal
conductivity measurement (equation D.7).
Rρ =
√
∑i(Vi−Vi f it)2
N
(D.7)
The only difference with calculating the residual of thermal conductivity ﬁtting is that
this time, N is taken to be as 128 data points. Equation D.7 leads to a standard deviation,
Δρ as a function of the peak-to-peak voltage, VPP vs. time signal, shown in equation D.8.
Δρ = ρ
Rp
VPP
(D.8)
D.3 Inﬂuence of Epoxy and Thermal Resistance Model
We now consider the system Epoxy/Sample/Epoxy as it is represented in the schematic
in ﬁgure D.1.a and the electrical analogy in ﬁgure D.1.b. In this model, the thermal con-
ductance of the copper lead is supposed to be so high, in comparison with the epoxy and
sample thermal conductance, that it is not taken into account.
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(a) (b)
Figure D.1 (a) Schematic of the Epoxy/Sample/Epoxy system and (b) thermal
resistance analogy representing the inﬂuence of epoxy layers in thermal transport
measurements. REpo and RSample are the thermal resistance of the epoxy and the
sample, respectively.
The schematic of ﬁgure D.1.b can be translated into equation and the measured thermal
resistance is thus given by equation D.9 and D.10.
RMeasured = REpo+RSample+REpo (D.9)
RMeasured = 2REpo+RSample (D.10)
Using equation 3.13, we get:
RMeasured = 2
hEpo
κEpo.AEpo
+
hSample
κSample.ASample
, (D.11)
where AEpo, hEpo, and κEpo are the surface cross section, the thickness and the thermal
conductivity of the epoxy layer, respectively. We assume that the two layers of epoxy
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on each side of the pellet have the same thickness hEpo, hence the "2" on the right hand
side of equation D.11. ASample, hSample, κSample are the surface cross section, the thickness
and the real thermal conductivity of the sample, respectively. Using the fact that thermal
conductance is the inverse of thermal resistance we ﬁnd:
KMeasured =
1
2 hEpoκEpo.AEpo +
hSample
κSample.ASample
. (D.12)
Finally, the TTO software multiplies this by the user-deﬁned thickness and divides by
the surface cross section of the sample in order to calculate the corresponding thermal
conductivity:
KMeasured =
(
1
2 hEpoκEpo.AEpo +
hSample
κSample.ASample
)
hSample
ASample
. (D.13)
We used equation D.13 in order to understand the thermal conductivity that is actu-
ally measured, when using the 2-probe conﬁguration. We assumed a simple but valid
approximation: ASample = AEpo = 33 mm2. The thermal conductivity of the sample, κSample,
and of the epoxy, κEpo, was taken from Cohn et al. (1997) and Quantum Design (2002),
respectively. We considered here only the insulating epoxy Tra-Bond 816H01 which ther-
mal conductivity is shown in ﬁgure D.2. We then input various epoxy thicknesses: hEpo =
[0.01;0.05;0.1] mm.
In this thermal resistance model, the parameter that can be adjusted is the sample thick-
ness, hSample. The simulation is illustrated by ﬁgure D.3.a, b, c and d, where we can see for
each values of epoxy thickness, the simulated κSample for varying sample thickness as if the
TTO was measuring the sample measured by Cohn et al. (1997). We see that the model
shows quite well the inﬂuence of the thickness of the sample and of the epoxy layer have
on the measured thermal conductivity and especially at low temperature where the tran-
sition "shoulder”, when the scaterring starts to dominate κSample (see section 2.7.3), is all the
more ﬂattened as the epoxy thickness is increased. This can explain why groups are seeing
this kind of peak for thermal conductivity of LCMO when they measure it with laser ﬂash,
or other non-contact method, whereas others do not see this shoulder when employing
contact methods that require the use of epoxy paste. The second thing to note is that the
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Figure D.2 Thermal conductivity of insulating epoxy Tra-Bond 816H01 adapted
from Quantum Design (2002).
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Figure D.3 Simulated thermal conductivity that should be measured with the
TTO of the PPMS used with the 2-probe conﬁguration and the reported LCMO
sample by Cohn et al. (1997), attached to the copper leads with an epoxy thickness
of 0.01 mm (a), 0.05 mm (b), 0.07 mm (c) and 0.1 mm (d).
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measured thermal conductivity depends on the thickness of the pellet. Yet, this effect is
not really noticeable at room temperature. That is why the measurement are considered
to be rather accurate above 100 K. However, thickest sample should be used in order to
minimize the inﬂuence of the epoxy, in the limit of the permissible TTO puck size.
Appendix E
Mean ﬁeld and Bean Rodbell Theory
Based Reﬁnement
Here is a user’s guide for Dr Amaral’s MATLAB® written reﬁnement software. Description of how
the routine works and how to deal with all the bugs is explained. The experimental data have to be
set in a speciﬁc format before being analyzed and compared to simulated ones.
E.1 Extracting Data and Making Appropriate Files
Having recorded the experimental data, MExp, HExp and TExp ﬁles have to be built with a
special format. Either values for increasing ﬁeld or decreasing ﬁeld can be used, but not
both at the same time. In order to do that, a built-in, by Dr. João Amaral, routine called
Data_Extraction_v1.m is used. This routine ﬁle has to be placed in the master folder where
all the magnetometry data are recorded in different ﬁles corresponding to each tempera-
ture as follow: “260LBMO.dat”, “262LBMO.dat”, etc. . . for MH loops taken at constant
temperature 260 K, 262 K, etc... The number of headlines, “’headerlines′,23”, and the cor-
responding columns for T , M, and H, as it is usually set for PPMS recorded data ﬁles
might need to be changed. Then the mass of the sample is inputted and the decreasing
(H(:,1) = 20000 : −100 : 0;) or increasing (H(:,1) = 0 : 100 : 20000; H) ﬁeld range in Oe is
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choosen. Finally, the %Lowest Temperature and %Highest Temperature values are inputted
as well.
The Data_Extraction_v1.m routine is then run in MATLAB®. This will create the appro-
priate MExp, HExp and TExp ﬁles:
• HExp as a H.dat ﬁle is made of a one column vector with ﬁeld values in Oe, in de-
creasing order (if chosen to be so), like:
50000
45000
40000
...
0
If simulating a ﬁrst order system, the last value inH.dat which must be different from
0, needs to be changed. “1e-10” Oe can be typed instead.
• TExp as a T.dat ﬁle is made of a one column vector with T values in K in decreasing
order, like:
300
295
290
...
• MExp as a M.dat is made of magnetisation values in a matrix where each column
stands for a given temperature, and each row for a ﬁeld value, so:
M(300 K,50000 Oe) M(295 K,50000 Oe) M(290 K,50000 Oe) ...
M(300 K,45000 Oe) M(295 K,45000 Oe) M(290 K,45000 Oe) ...
M(300 K,40000 Oe) M(295 K,40000 Oe) M(290 K,40000 Oe) ...
...
The routine will create either folders called interp_up_LBMO or interp_dn_LBMO
depending whether one has chosen to do the scaling of increasing or decreasing
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H ﬁeld recorded magnetisation data. Inside each folder H.dat, M.dat, T.dat and
Isothermas.dat ﬁles are created.
E.2 Reﬁnement & Scaling using GUI_simul_cmedio_1aordem_v30.m
InMATLAB® software, the current directory is set by the user, to be either interp_up_LBMO
or interp_dn_LBMO. In the chosen folder the user needs to paste the following ﬁles:
• GUI_simul_cmedio_1aordem_v30.m
• GUI_simul_cmedio_1aordem_v30.ﬁg
• zero_Bri.m
• progressbar.m
In MATLAB® command window, the user enters GUI_simul_cmedio_1aordem_v30.m
and presses enter. In the GUI pop-up window, MExp, HExp and TExp, being respectively
M.dat, H.dat and T.dat created in the previous section, are loaded one by one by clicking
on the relevant buttons. Then Plot experimental button has to be hit in oder for the software
to use the experimental data to draw ﬁve graphs: MExp vs. HExp, MExp vs. TExp, ΔSExp vs.
TExp, HExp/MExp vs. M2Exp , and ΔSExp vs. M
2
Exp.
At this stage the user has to calculate a few theoretical parameters that are going to be
input in the simulating routine.
1. From the chemical formula of the considered compound, the molar mass MMol is
calculated. For instance for La0.7Ba0.3MnO3, it is MMol = 241.3682 gmol−1.
2. Theoretical spin value per unit formula, J, is determined using the number of un-
paired electrons inmagnetic ions per unit formula in the compound. The value found
is input in the box entitled Spin. For instance for La0.7Ba0.3MnO3, only Mn4+ with 3
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unpaired spins andMn3+ with 4 unpaired spins are magnetic with an averaged num-
ber of spin J given by:
J = 0.7μMn3+ +0.3μMn4+ = 0.7x4x1/2+0.3x3x1/2 = 1.85, (E.1)
where the spin number per electron is 1/2.
3. Using the molar massMMol , the user calculates the number of magnetic ions per gram
of compound, NIons. For example, in La0.7Ba0.3MnO3, there are only Mn magnetic
ions, with a stoechiometric coefﬁcient of 1, hence:
NIons = 1.
NA
MMol
=
6.02x1023
241.3682
= 2.4941x1021 ions per gram, (E.2)
where NA is the Avagadro number. This value of NIons is input into the dedicated
box in the software window called N. This value is then set ﬁxed to constant, when
ticking the N box. The software calculates the theoretical value of 0 K fully satu-
rated magnetisation MSat when the user clicks on the Simulate Out put button, e.g. for
La0.7Ba0.3MnO3:
MSat = Nions JgJμB = 85.6819 emug−1, (E.3)
where the Bohr magneton is μB = 9.27x10−21 ErgG−1 and the Landé gJ-factor is 2 for
electron spins.
4. The Curie temperature can be determined from magnetisation M(T ) curves, as being
the maximum of slope under the application of a small magnetic ﬁeld. It has to be
input in the T0 box. This will be adjusted and tweaked later since the determination
of the transition temperature using magnetisation measurements gives the transition
temperature of the compressible system, TC, and not of the one of the incompressible
system, T0.
5. Then magnetovolume coupling may also be consider, if there is evidence of magne-
tostriction, e.g. from dilatometry measurements. This means using the Bean-Rodbell
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model by adjustment of the η parameter. See theory of this model in section 2.4. In
brief, the exchange ﬁeld considered then is given by:
HEch = λ1M+λ3M3, (E.4)
and for simple systems:
λ3 = λ3(η), (E.5)
where, λ1 and λ3 are parameters that are being adjusted in the ﬁtting. It is worth
noticing that: 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 for second order systems, and η ≥ 1 for ﬁrst order systems.
6. The user clicks Simulate_Out put and then Simulate (H,T )_exp buttons in order to draw
and compare experimental data in black, to simulated ones in red. Every time a pa-
rameter is changed, the previously simulated model needs to be cleared by clicking
on the Plot experimental button, and all the coefﬁcient have to be recalculated by
hitting the Simulate_Out put button, before drawing the new model by clicking the
Simulate (H,T )_exp button again.
7. Subsequentlymagnetic clustering is introduced, i.e. gathering ofmagnetic ionswhich
are changing the orientation of their magnetic spin all together under the application
of a magnetic ﬁeld. This can be done by ﬁxing the value of MSat as a constraint and
increasing the number of Spin directly in the corresponding box. To do so the user
copies the calculated MSat value and enters it in the box on the far left while ticking
the MSat circle box, making it a constraint. This will calculate a new value for NIons
when clicking on the Simulate_Out put button. An interesting thing to notice is that
NIons goes down with clustering, i.e. increasing the number of spin J. Most impor-
tantly, in the meantime ΔSMax that can be seen on the top right hand corner graph
goes down as well, even if the MSat value is ﬁxed. Indeed:
ΔSMax = NIons log
(
2J+1)
)
; (E.6)
ΔSMax does not depend on MSat and the increase in log
(
J(J+ 1)
)
along with the in-
crease in J does not balance the decrease of NIons when clustering is considered. See
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section 2.3.2 and 5.4.6 for more details on that subject.
The ﬁrst important step of the reﬁnement is to ﬁnd the best match with the 2 models:
Bean Rodbell and clustering, by adjusting η and the effective spin value J.
N.B.: At low H ﬁeld, in every graphs in the GUI, there will be discrepancy between
the simulated data and the experimental ones. The fact is that the Bean-Rodbell
model assumes a homogeneous and isotropic system. Effects such as magnetic do-
mains, anisotropy and demagnetisation are not taken into account, justifying the
higher deviation between experimental data and simulations at lower ﬁelds.
8. The last step is to introduce disorder. The repartition of magnetic matter in the sam-
ple with spread Curie transition temperatures around a central TC due to chemical
inhomogeneity or other factors, can, among other forms, set to have a Gaussian dis-
tribution by adjusting the full width at half maximum. After inputting the FWHM
and the number of points (the more ones input, the longer it takes to simulate), the
user has to hit the Show_dist and then the Simulate_disorder buttons.
N.B.: Disorder in a sample can be proven using spin waves analysis.
WARNING: For ﬁrst order system (η ≥ 1), the software is quite picky with the se-
quence of clicks and the values of inputted parameters. First, it is primordial to give
values for every parameters with a “.9” instead of an integer: i.e. 254.9 K instead of
255 K.
It is then all a matter of tweaking each parameter and repeating the sequence of
clicks: Plot experimental button to clear the plots, Simulate_Out put, Show_dist and ﬁ-
nally Simulate_disorder buttons.
E.3 Tackling the Plot Overload
The plot overload in ΔSExp vs. TExp graph is not really a bug. The software simulates data
for all magnetic ﬁeld and temperature values. So if the initial data set possesses many
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different temperatures and (or) magnetic ﬁeld values, the plots can become quite busy. To
overcome this problem, the user should export the simulated magnetisation data using:
File and then Export simulated M disordered option. These exported data can be then used
as an input to calculate the MCE, Arrot plots, etc...
For instance, the user can use the Magcaljoao_deltaTvariavel_v5 script that calculates
MCE and Arrot plots from M.dat, H.dat and T.dat ﬁles.The exported M.disordered ﬁle has
to be renamed into H.dat to use the script.
E.4 Unit of λ1 and λ3
By looking at equation E.4, we see that it holds under one condition. It is that H and M
have compatible units when λ1 and λ3 come into play. Usually, the PPMS uses H in Oe
and M in emug−1. Consequently, Amaral’s software yields λ1 in Oe g emu−1 and λ3 in
Oe g3 emu−3. If one want to handle both H and M in SI units, Am−1, i.e. if one wants to
obtain λ1 and λ3 with no unit, one needs to use equation E.7 and E.8 based on the unit
conversion chart that can be found in Appendix I.
λ1[Nounit] = λ1[Oegemu−1]
1
ρXRD[gcm−3] 103 10
3
4π
(E.7)
λ3[Nounit] = λ3[Oeg3 emu−3]
1(
ρXRD[gcm−3] 103
)3 103
4π
(E.8)
In equation E.7, λ1[Oegemu−1] is ﬁrst divided by the density in g cm−3 to get λ1 in Oe emu−1 cm3
which is equivalent to 10−3OemA−1, hence the second term in the division: 103. Finally
to get λ1 without any unit, it needs to be divided by 10
3
4π transforming mA
−1 into Oe−1.
Similar calculus is used in equation E.8.
Appendix F
Magnetocaloric Manganite Database
Here we present an extensive list of isothermal entropy changes reported in manganites under the
application of a 1 T magnetic ﬁeld, as a function of the composition, the transition temperature, the
ﬁrst author and the URL/DOI of the corresponding manuscript.
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Appendix G
A-site Coordination Number: 12 or 9 ?
Here we show a comparison between experimental and theoretical values of tolerance factor. We
determine that using a coordination number of 9 for the A-site atom radii brings a closer to reality
prediction than using a coordination number of 12.
Non-sintered powders of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and ground pellet powders of La0.7Ba0.3MnO3
and La0.65Y0.05Ba0.3MnO3 were analysed by high resolution neutron powder diffractome-
ter at the ISIS neutron facility, UK. We then examined by Rietveld reﬁnement the diffrac-
togram and extracted atomic distances. By analogy with the general formula AMnO3 for
perovskite manganites and using equation G.1, values of tolerance factor were calculated.
Using equation G.2, and ionic radii tabulated by Shannon (1976), we estimated values of
tolerance factor for each composition using either a cordination number of 12, as can be
expected by classical ionic valence considerations, or a coordination number of 9, as some
groups are using to take into account A-site hole doping (Radaelli et al., 1997).
t =
< A−O >√
2
(
< Mn−O > ) (G.1)
t =
< rA >+< rO >√
2
(
< rMn >+< rO >
) (G.2)
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Figure G.1 Comparison between measured and estimated tolerance factor using
an A-site coordination number of 9 and 12.
The comparison between measured and estimated tolerance factor is shown in ﬁg-
ure G.1.
The conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that using an A-site coordination
number of 9 to estimate the tolerance factor gives a better prediction, i.e. is closer to what
can be measured by neutron diffraction.
Appendix H
Magnetostriction of LCMO and
LBMO
Isothermal linear parallel and perpendicular magnetostriction of LCMO and LBMO. It is worth
mentioning that the characteristic ferromagnetic feature, i.e. positive magnetostriction due to do-
main alignment with ﬁeld, is seen at small magnetic ﬁeld for both compounds.
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Figure H.1
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Figure H.2
Appendix I
Units Chart
Here is a rather extensive unit chart that gathered magnetism units and which is very useful when
manipulating historical units along with SI units. This table is extracted from Goldfarb and Fickett
(1985).
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Appendix J
Copyright Permissions
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